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Addressing'League' meeting

Higdon, Gray agree
funding is a problem

RECEPTION FOR URBANCICS-The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce hosted a reception
Thursday night for Mr. and Mrs. Frank Urbancic. Urbancic was named plant manager at Fisher-Price Toys
In June. He previously served as senior director of U.S. operations at the company's headquarters In East
Aurora, N.Y. Those at the reception included (from left) Bob Billington, Chamber President Chuck Wynn,
Mrs. Helen Urbancic, Urbancic,Joe Dick, Bill Kopperud and Bill Gerrmann.

Low occupancy could force
layoffs of hospitalemployees
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital officials have set Jan. 15
as the date by which to begin making layoffs if that proves
necessary.
Administrator Stuart Poston
and the hospital board agreed on
that time-frame Thursday night,
after Poston told the board that
admissions and occupancy continue to lag well behind last
year's. Although employee hours
are no longer cut back by 20 percent, neither are they back to fulltime, Poston said. Work-hours
were reduced by about 17 percent
in October, and payroll by about
16 percent, he informed the board.
Board Chairman Jim Garrison
expressed the board's appreciation for the employees' cooperation in taking the cut in hours, but
said the arrangement should not
continue in the long term. Poston
agreed, saying he had told department heads that the hours cutback will not go beyond Jan. 15.
Poston said after the meeting he
can't speculate on how many
employees might be laid off; it
will depend on the patient census
at that point, he said, and added
he hopes no employees will have
to be cut.
The heaviest time for admissions is approaching, officials
said, and it is hoped an increased
census will go a long way toward
solving the staff-time problem.
The number of adults and
children admitted in October was
575, 12 percent less than the 650 admitted last October. In the year to
date, admissions are down by
eight percent. Total patient-days
in October were down by 23 percent, and are down by 11 percent

cloudy, windy
Today partly cloudy windy
and warmer. Highs 65 to 70 with
south winds 15 to 25 mph.
Tonight mostly cloudy with
lows in the mid 50s to near 60.
South winds 10 to 15 mph.
Saturday mostly cloudy, a 70
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms before evening.
Windy and warm. Highs in the
upper 60s to low 70s. South
winds at 15 to 30 mph and gusty.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
354.8
Kentucky Lake
355.0

for the year. Occupancy in October was 60.3 percent, down from
78.4 percent last year.
Poston pointed out admissions
of Medicare patients had taken a
sharp drop since new state regulations were adopted Sept. 1.
Medicare admissions were down
by 20 percent in October, and are
down by nine percent for the year.
Poston believes much of the drop
is due to unfounded fears by patients that the new regulations will
cause them problems or that
Medicare funds are running out.
The regulations require the Kentucky Peer ,eview Organization
to verify the proper admission of
Medicare patients beforehand
rather than afterwards as in the
past. If the hospital does not get
Medicare reimbursement it will in
most cases have to absorb the patient's costs itself, Poston said.
Board member Eddie Jones
said he has heard complaints that
certain hospital units, such as the
emergency room and out-patient
clinic, were under-staffed to handle an increased workload. Poston
said that according to supervisors
there have not been problems of
under-staffing, though employees
are being asked to work harder.
Department heads have the
authority to provide more staff if
needed, he said.
"I haven't seen a situation at
any time where the people on staff
were not able to get the job done,"
Poston said. He said he has asked
department heads if there is much
discontent among employees, and
that "The vast majority of people
feel it's better for a short-term
period to all give up something
than several people losing their
jobs."
Employee sensitivity to the

hospital's financial situtation induced the board to hold off on funding the proposed new Intensive
and Coronary Care Unit,
estimated to cost about $2 million.
Poston was authorized to continue
with a Certificate of Need application (plans for the unit are already
being prepared). But even if the
application is granted, the
hospital should wait until its financial situation is "stabilized"
before actually funding the project, board members agreed.
The project could "stay in limbo
for two to three years" if
necessary, Poston said, but it's
important to apply for certification in January so it can be considered by the certificate of need
board in the spring.
In other business, the board
authorized Poston and Garrison to
contact companies that provide
temporary physicians, so the
hospital may have an orthopedist
while it searches for two new permanent physicians. Dr. John
Golberg has announced he will be
leaving in mid-December (see
related story on Page 2)1, and his
two partners, Dr. Raymond
Charette and Dr. Mark Lorenz,
both left in recent weeks.
There are companies that provide qualified and certified physicians on a temporary basis, at a
rate of $600-plus per day, Poston
informed the board. High as that
cost is, the cost of losing all the
hospital's orthopedic patients
before a new physician is hired
would be greater, said Dr. Rob
Williams, who replaced Golberg
as the physicians' chief of staff.
Jones said the community is
concerned about the number of
doctors leaving the hospital, and
(Continued on Page 2)

Senate passes subsidy
bill for dairy farmers
By JIM DRINKARD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate late Thursday voted approval of a major new dairy subsidy bill that would for the first
time pay dairy farmers not to produce milk.
The bill also includes changes in
the nation's tobacco price support
program and a provision making
low-grade government-owned

corn available to drought-stricken
farmers for livestock feed.
By a unanimous voice vote, the
Senate consented to a compromise
version of the bill worked out
Tuesday by House and Senate
negotiators. House approval which would send the measure to
President Reagan - was expected Friday.
The question now becomes
(Continued on Page 2)

By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
Although reports of the state's
financial condition are conflicting,
State Senator Greg Higdon and
State Representative J.R. Gray
agree that money will be perhaps
the biggest issue of the 1984
legislature.
Higdon, of Fancy Farm, and
Gray, a Benton resident, addressed this and many other issues, including education and the new title law, at a meeting last night of
the Murray-Calloway County
League of Women Voters.
Higdon says he feels the House
and Senate need to be extremely
careful in "cutting and trimming"
any more state funded programs.
He adds, however, that with all
the 1984 legislative session being
followed by an election for
members of the House of
Representatives, representatives
will be hesitant to raise or create
more taxes.
Proposed revenue producers
such as raising the coal severance
tax, creating an unmined mineral
tax, taxes on softdrinks, liquor
and cigarettes were discussed by
the Gray and Higdon and prompted many questions from the audience of about 30.
Of these proposals, Gray expressed the most interest in the
unminded minerals tax.
He informed the audience that a
great portion, perhaps 60 percent,
of unmined land in Kentucky in
owned by individuals in other
states or countries. "This land is
not taxed for its potential, it's taxed as if it were farm land."
He further explained that the
owners are not mining the land
because the market price is not
high enough. "When the market is
right, they'll make a profit," he
stated.

(

RESPONDING TO QUESTIONS -State Senator Greg Higdon, left,
and Representative JR. Gray were guest speakers at last night's
meeting of the Murray-Calloway County League of Women Voters.
Higdon and Gray expressed their feelings on the upcoming 1964
legislative session and answered question from the audience.
Higdon then cautioned against concern among used car dealers
taxing Kentucky's coal and tobac- in Calloway and Marshall counco saying that they are already ties, Higdon says "the law is here
priced higher than many com- to stay." He added that there will
petitors.
be amendments introduced in the
"The alcoholic beverage tax has 1984 legislative session to make
probably cost more than it has the law "more viable for Calloway
saved. It priced Kentucky and Marshall counties."
whiskey above competitors," he
Much discussion and audience
said.
participation centered around
In addition to the revenue issue, problems with the state Medicaid
Gray says there will also be a system.
focus on creating jobs in KenDr. Frank Edwards, chairman
tucky. He feels the legislators will of the department of economics at
consider tax breaks and financing
Murray State University questionincentives for new industry.
ed whether or not the very proAddressing the new automobile grams designed to help have actitle law that has caused much
(Continued on Page 2)

Dowdy,Cella named top leaders;
eligible to compete for scholarships
Richard Dowdy, a senior at
Calloway County High School, and
Charles Cella, a senior at Murray
High School, have been named
their respective schools' top Century III Leaders.
Announcements were made by
Jerry Ainley, CCHS principal, and
Wanda Gough, MHS guidance
counselor.
The 17-year-old students now
are eligible to compete with other
local winners from around the
state for one of two $1,500 scholarships and an all-expense-paid trip
to the Century III Leaders National Conference, March 2-5,
1984, in Colonial Williamsburg,
Va.
State winners will compete for
the national winner's prize of an
Richard Dowdy
additional $10,000 scholarship.
Dowdy is the son of Mr, and
Governor's Scholars Program. He
Mrs. Richard L. Dowdy, Rt.5. He is a National Merit Semi-Finalist
is presently serving as president and has been active in numerous
of the Student Council and plans to other school and community acenter Murray State University to tivities.
major in mathematics and • The Century III Leaders probiology.
gram is designed to bring together
Cella, son of Dr. and Mrs. and recongnize student leaders
Charles Cella, is a member of the
who show both strong leadership
Murray High Academic team, the abilities and and interest in the
soccer team, is president of Hi-Y, future of America. Dowdy and
speech club, and academic club. Cella were judged on a current
He was a member of the Golden
events examination. They also
100 and was selected for the
wrote short essays on particular

Charles Cella
issues that challenge Ameriea-in
third century.
Runners-up in the competition
were Lori Burkeen, David Schwan
and Lori Windsor at Calloway
County High School and Jeremy
White, a senior at Murray High
School. White is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Jerrell White.
This is the ninth year of the Century III Leaders program which
awards a total of $218,500 in
scholarships to 204 young leaders.
(Continued on Page 2)
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H. Ed Chrisman named to new position
to promote Chamber membership, tourism
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BEGINNING NEW POSITION -The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and the Murray Tourism Commission today
announced the appointment of H. Ed Chriaman to the position of
director of membership and marketing for the two organisations.
Reviewing objectives of Chrism/es new position are, from left,
Chamber of Commerce President Chuck Wynn, Chrisman, and
Tourism Commission Chairman Stan Key.

The Murray-Calloway Chamber
of Commerce and the Murray
Tourism Commission jointly announced today that H. Ed
Chrisman will become the direc-tor of membership and marketing
for the two organizations.
Chrisman, who will begin his
duties immediately, will be
responsible for obtaining new
members for the* Chamber of
Commerce and working-with the
Tourism Commission on promotion and advettising of attraction§
in the Murray area.

1
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"Ed will provide a missing link because there is a job to be done
to make the Chamber more and I see it as a challenge, not only
responsible to its members," said for me, but for many concerned
Chuck Wynn, president of the people - because we must increase the membership and the
Chamber of Commerce.
Tourism Commission Chairman activity of the Chamber,"
Stan Key added that he is glad to Chrisman said.
have Chrisman to "assist the cornKey explains that most tourism
mission,in promoting Murray. He comMissibns have an executive
will OM)assist the commission by director."We have ntla good ideas
attending tourism meetings and for promotion of tourism in Murworking directly with advertising ray but we haven't had anybody to
agencies on Murray promotional take the ideas and make them
material."
reality."
"I accepted this-assignment
(Continued on Page 2)
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MCMA plans children's show
The first of the season's Murray Jack Rose of the county system.
The principals, assisted by all
Civic Music Association concerts
for children will be performed by the teachers, help with such matthe Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensem- ters of logistics. Dr. Lochie
ble on Monday, Nov. 21, at 9 a.m. Overbey is principal of the city
at Lovett Auditorium at Murray schools with Bob Allen, Ray Dunn
and Jim Feltner principals of the
State University.
In addition to the sponsoring county schools.
In keeping with its long tradition
organization, MCMA,and Murray
State, other institutions and of sponsoring children concerts,
organizations have a role in br- the Music Department of the Muringing these special concerts for ray Woman's Club assisted by
all elementary school pupils of Murray State's Department of
both the Murray city and Music will be a co-sponsor along
with MCMA. Jan Wilson chairs
Calloway County systems.
Each system provides some fun- this committee which serves as
ding, approved by hostesses, prepares the seating
Superintendents Robert Glin Jef- arrangements and in other ways
frey of the city system and Dr. helps to make the presentation

Forum...
(Continued from Page 1)
Higdon reported that Kentucky
tually "gotten out of hand" and
ranks fifth in the amount of state
caused more economic problems
money spent on education. Based
than they have solved.
on this and high test scores of Ken"I question whether or not it's
the right of the elderly to expect tucky students, Higdon said, "We
hear a lot of bad talk about educathe government to take care of
tion but I'm not so sure we are not
them," he said.
doing a good job."
Higdon responded by saying
Other issues Gray and Higdon
that perhaps "we have gone too
far in some areas" but added that feel will be addressed during the
1984 legislative session include a
the "speed with which we have
turned around (the Medicaid pro- stiffer drunken driving law, program)is alarming." He explained
tection for grain farmers against
bankrupt grain elevators,
that in the 1960s people were
unemployment insurance and
educated to believe that the
workman's compensation,
government would take care of
them. Now, some clinics are even tourism, jail system, criminal
refusing new Medicaid patients, justice and juvenile court system
and better benefits for Vietnam
he said.
veterans.
"We have gone from taking care
Gray and Higdon both enof everybody to some clinics not
taking care of anybody," he add- couraged "local responsible" and
input from their constituents.
ed.
"Keep yourself posted. Let your
Higdon and Gray both said they
feel a person at retirement age rewsentatives and senators
should be granted assurance of know what you think. The people
are the most important part of our
adequate medical care.
On the topic of education, jobs," Gray said.

Chrisman...
(Continued from Page 1) Tourism Commission "will reAlthough there are no specific quire much effort and legwork by
plans yet for how Chrisman will go its personnel and the entire
about increasing the Chamber's membership."
"I am pleased to be a part of a
membership or promoting
tourism, he will work cooperative- very progressive plan by the
ly with local, state and regional Chamber and the public will be
kept adivsed on a regular basis
organizations.
Looking forward to his new posi- through the media as these protion, Chrisman commented that grams are scheduled.
"The membership drive will
carrying out the programs of the
Chamber of Commerce and the start immediately and - the
Chamber will welcome your calls
concerning membership, ideas
and suggestions," Chrisman said.
Chrisman came to Murray in
Page
1)
from
(Continued
1966 to start the Chrisman PopCentury III is sponsored and ad- corn Co. which recorded sales
ministered by the National across the U.S., Canada, Mexico
Association of Secondary School and several other countries.
Principals, and Funded by the
He sold the business ten years
Shell Companies Foundation,Inc.
laters and from 1978 to 1982 was
The Williamsburg meeting will the owner of the Texaco Bulk
be highlighted by major speakers Plant in Murray.
and seminars, along with discusHe has been a member of the
sions among students and leaders local Chamber of Commerce since
from the worlds of business, 1966 and has served as its presieducation, and goverment. dent. He is a member of the MurSpeakers at past conferences have ray Rotary Club and the Four
included newsmen Harry Rivers Boy Scout Council.
Reasoner, Howard K. Smith, Tom
He served on the Murray City
Brokaw, and Charles Kuralt; Council from 1973-76 and will
philosopher and futurist begin a newly-elected term in
Buckminster Fuller; and the January 1984.
librarian of Congress, Daniel
He is a member and deacon of
Boorstin.
the University Church of Christ.

Century III...

run smoothly.
This year, an additional function has been introduced. Karen
Balzer, artistic director of the
MSU Dance Theatre, has created
special interest by providing the
children with a lecture
demonstration as audience
development for this special concert.
As is true of all MCMA concerts
this season, the Kentucky Arts
Council assists with funding with
funds from the National Endowment for the Arts with a special
grant for this performance.
The efforts expended for bringing professional artists to our
school children is typical of the
cooperation of this community in
maintaining and promoting an excellent quality of life.

ACADEMIC TEAMS -Calloway County High School's academic team competed Thursday against teams
from Wingo and Sedalia. Sedalia recorded 190 points, Wingo 100 and Calloway 100 in the contest of questions
from fields of science, mathematics, English, social studies and general knowledge. The Calloway team consisted of (right table, from left) Eric Bennett, Mike Reeling, Wendy Parker and Wade Rogers. Members of
the Wingo team included Jimmy Jones, Jackie Ridenour,Tim Faulkner and Angela Johnson.

Trombone solo to highlight
wind ensemble concert Sunday

MSU cheerleaders
to enter competition
The 1983-84 Murray State
cheerleading squad will compete
in this year's Ford College
Cheerleading National Championship, MSU cheerleading sponsor
Scott Elliott announced.
Sponsored nationally by the
Ford Motor Co. and locally by
Parker Ford, this year's competition will culminate with the championship finals Jan. 10 in
Honolulu, Hawaii. Four regional
winners and four at-large squads
will be selected to participate in
the finals based on videotaped
performances submitted to a
panel of judges. Taping of the
Murray State performance is
scheduled for halftime of the Murray State-Marathon Oil AAU
basketball game tonight.
"We've been working very hard
on some new routines and special
choreography for this competi-

tion," cheerleader co-captain
Stacy Dyer said. "We're hoping to
have a real good crowd at
tonight's game to help us make
our performance the best possible."
Members of the squad include
co-captains Dyer and Jim Peck,
Elaine Byrd, Mike Young , Marie
Bates, Sonny Mooney, Mary
Zinobile, Stuart Fleischaker, Jill
Coomes, Jack Brockman, Cheryl
Kaelin, Kim Riley and Greg Sexton.
Parker Ford also will present a
"rotating trophy" to Elliott
tonight which will be awarded, by
the cheerleaders, to the campus
organization displaying the most
spirit during each home basketball game. An overall winner will
be named at the end of the season
and will keep the trophy.

MCCH...
(Continued from Page 1)
people are wondering if the departing physicians had a common
complaint about MCCH. Williams
said the orthopedists all left for
primarily personal reasons, -and
not dissatisfaction with the
hospital and their practices." He
added he is confident the hospital
can replace them with qualified
physicians.
One prospect is visiting Murray
for the second time this weekend,
Poston said, but he would not be
available until June. The man's
wife, who is in residency at an
emergency room, is interested in
being hired as director of the
hospital's emergency unit and in
expanding it to full-time coverage,
Poston added.
The board's consensus was that
full-time emergency room
coverage is worth a try, and that
it's something residents are requesting. Said Poston, "I think
from a community standpoint
they'd appreciate it more than
anything else we could do, if we
could afford it." Since 21 percent
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of emergency patients get admitted to the hospital, an increase in
ER hours could help the hospital's
occupancy situation, he pointed
out.
The emergency room is open
evenings Monday through Thursday, and from 5 p.m. Fridays till 8
a.m. Mondays.
In further business, the board
gave the go-ahead for a new
weight reduction program called
"Be Trim." Kathy Newton, director of the hospital's Wellness Program, and dietitian Susan Seelye
strongly endorsed the program,
which is based in Ann Arbor, Mi.
Seelye said it emphasizes a "lifestyle approach to weight reduction," and that there has been 95
percent compliance among persons who have taken it.
The hospital will hold four sessions next year, each consisting of
eight classes in six weeks, at a
cost of $150 per session. The first
session, to be held in the evenings,
will run from late January till early March.
The board was happy to hear
that MCCH received the company's license to conduct the program in Graves, Marshall, Trigg,
Fulton and Henry counties, prior
to Lourdes Hospital's application
to be licensed for the entire Purchase Area.

A solo for brass trombone by J.
Mark Thompson, Cadiz senior,
will headline the second concert of
the 1983-84 season by the Murray
State University Wind Ensemble
at 2 p.m. Sunday in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center on campus.
Thompson, principal trombonist
of the ensemble, will be featured
in a performance of the "Concertino for Bass Trombone, Winds
and Percussion" by Karl Korte.
In addition to his ensemble
work, Thompson also performs
with the Owensboro, Evansville
and Paducah orchestras and the
Faculty Brass Quintet at Murray
State. He is a student of trombone
professor Raymond L. Conklin.
The concert, which is open to the
public at no admission charge,
will feature four other selections
by the ensemble under the direction of Dr. Gerald L. Welker.
Two of the best known works in
the band repertoire will be on the
program — Gustav'Hoist's "First
Suite in E-Flat," a skillfully
designed setting of British
folksongs, and "Symphony for
Band" by Vincent Persichetti,
distinguished American composer.
An opening "Musical Toast" by
Leonard Bernstein and Alfred

Students charged
in Marshall County
The Marshall County Sheriff's
office has charged two Murray
State University students with
receiving stolen property over
$100, a Class D felony.
Allen W. Staggs, 19, Hart Hall,
and Jeffrey W. Mitchell, 18, Woods
Hall, were charged Wednesday in
connection with a stolen Yamaha
dirt bike owned by Russell Ray of
Wadesboro Road. The two were
stopped when they were driving
on U.S. 641, south of Benton.
Both men were placed in Marshall County Jail.

Dairy...
(Continued from Page 1)
whether Reagan will sign the bill,
which at one time was backed by
the administration but more
recently has become a target of
opposition because White House
budget officials fear it will be too
expensive.
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Store Hours: SUN.-THUR. 10:00 PM-11:00 PM FRI.-SAT. 10:00 AM-1:00 PM

Paducah - Murray - Princeton - Cape Girardeou

Dr. John Golberg announced the
closing of his medical practice in
'orthopaedic Surgery AS Of Dec:IS.-Golberg will be relocate in his

Dr. John Golberg
practice in Rhode Island the first
of the year.
Medical records will be
transferred according to the patients' wishes. Patients are asked
to notify his office by visit or written request before Dec. 15.
Golberg opened practice in Murray April 1980. His office is currently located at 300 S. 8th, Suite
308, Medical Arts Building.

1‘te
On The Court Square
753-0859

Includes:
HARD TACO;SOFT TACO; TACO SALAD.
Choice Of: REFRIES OR POTATO OLES.

Includes
BEAN BURRITO; BEEF BURRITO; TACO SALAD
Choice Of: REFRIES OR POTATO OLES.

Dr. Golberg to
close practice

It's Going To Be A Country Christmas

Murray

2. BURRITO DINNER Reg. $2.79

J. Mark Thompson
Reed's "A Christmas Intrada,"
featuring multiple brass choirs
and percussion instruments, will
provide majesty and festivity to
usher in the Christmas season.

•Heart Shaped Grapevine Wreathes
'Hand Painted Christmas Ornaments
*Brass Ornaments *Decorated Willow Baskets
•Christmas Stockings *Tin Buckets
Custom Tied Christmas Bows
'

Make This A Country Christmas
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Court decision
would help
women lawyers
Myra Bradwell had the temerity to think that,
even though she was a woman, she was entitled to
practice law. The state of Illinois disagreed and the
U.S. Supreme Court affirmed its ruling, opinioning
that it is the "paramount destiny and mission of
woman ... to fulfill the noble and benign offices of
wife and mother."
It's been more than a century since that Bradwell
case, but the other day the Supreme Court took up
its contemporary analog: The claim by Elizabeth
Hishon that she should be corisided for partnership
in a law firm on her merits, not her gender.
The legal profession has been unsettled by the
suit, not least because tha firm in question, Atlanta's King St Spalding, numbers among its partners
former President Carter's attorney general, Griffen Bell, and his political confidant, Charles Kirbo.
The firm contends that, because it is a partner ship,
it falls outside the scope of the 1964 Civil Rights Act,
which bars employment discrimination on the basis
of sex, race and religion.
The lower tribunals concurred with this arguTent, likening the law partnership to a family and
refusing, as the trial court phrased it, to aid in "the
enforcement of shotgun weddings."
But those decisions misread the law. Although
partnerships proliferate in medicine, architecture
and engineering as well as law, that label has no
legal significance in this context. The Civil Rights
Act doesn't care how a business chooses to describe
itself. It simply and straightforwardly affirms that
individuals, women as well as men, are entitled to
equal opportunity on the job.
A Supreme Court decision confirming this principle would assure that women, who have entered the
professions in rapidly growing numbers during the
past decade, aren't stalled by prejudice before
reaching the pinnacle of their careers. There is
some etridence that women have been excluded
from partnership. Even as the number of female
lawyers has mushroomed from 10,000 to 75,000 during just the last decade, disproportionately few
become partners; while over half the male law
school graduates of 10 years ago are presently partners, just 23 percent of their female classmates hold
the keys to this exclusive club.

headline
4

Heartline is a service for senior citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problem& IT
you have a question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
prompt reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 58 years old and have been
widowed for 17 years. I work and maintain my own
home and finances. I will soon be marrying a very
nice man. However,over the years I have maintained an excellent credit rating and everyone who
knows me knows that I am a person who takes care
of their financial responsibilities. My fiance has a
very poor credit history. I don't want to lose my
ability to have credit because of his credit rating. Is
there any way that I can protect my own ability to
secure credit and at the same time try to improve
his credit rating? R.U.
ANSWER: Write to each of your creditors and tell
them you want to maintain your own already
established credit separately from your husband's.
Be sure, too, to continue using your own first name
even if you take your husband's last name: "Mrs.,
John Jones is a social title; "Mary Jones" is your
name. Don't let your husband use your accounts
unless you are sure the bills will be paid. And urge
him to improve his credit record, because if you apply for a loan that would require both your incomes
to meet payments, your application may be rejected on the basis of his credit rating.
HEARTLINE : My husband and I had to take out
a loan against his life insurance policy some years
ago. We have been paying the interest on the loan in
cash each year. but we could also pay it by authorizing the company to take the interest from the
money in the policy itself. If we do this, will we still
be able to deduct the interest on our federal income
tax return? K.D.
ANSWER: No. Interest is deductible only when
you make an actual cash payment. If you tell the
company to pay the interest, you are really borrowing more by adding the interest amount to the principle of the loan.
HEARTLINE: My doctor says that I need to have
a vaporizer in my bedroom at night to assist my
breathing. Will _Medicare help to pay for the cost of
one? M.F.
ANSWER: No.
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Savers and lenders are cautious
NEW YORK (AP) — A vast
transfer of wealth has been occurring
during the past year or so, and is likely to continue well into next year.
Even so, it has only begun the process of returning money to victims of
what is sometimes called the great
heist of the 1970s, when the transfer
of wealth went in the opposite direction.
Back then it was the transfer of
assets from savers to borrowers,
from the haves to the have-nots. Today, the haves are getting their
money back and they intend to keep
things going that way.
The process is simple: The haves
are lending their savings — directly
or through the institutions in which
they keep their money — at interest
rates that far exceed the rate of inflation.
Consider the contrast:
In the late 1960s and mid-1970s it

paid to borrow. Interest rates hadn't
risen into double digits, but rates of
inflation were already there. You
could get a home mortgage for 8 percent or 9 percent while inflation was
11 percent.
Thus people made money borrowing by paying back in cheaper
dollars, and borrowers further reduced costs by deducting interest
payments from taxable income,
while lenders had to pay taxes on
non-existent interest "income."
If the borrower bought a house his
money grew faster. Between 1969 and
1979 the consumer price index rose
from 109.8 to 217.4, a hefty jump, but
home prices rose even faster: from
109.5 to 223.1.
The price of some homes grew
much quicker. In some instances,
houses bought for $30,000 rose within

They not only stopped lending, they
cornered legislators and won
changes in borrowing-lending practices.
The variable-rate home mortgLge
is one such change. Rather than offering money at a fixed rate for 30
years, lenders now offer rates that
tend to float with interest rates
generally.
And if no such devices exist with
which to protect themselves the
lenders simply charge more to be
safe. The roughly 10 percent gap between rates in general is about triple
the norm.
Rates should come down, say
many critics, and they may be right.
But you may be certain that if ratesd
do come down, they will do so slowly.
Savers and lenders are cautious and
jumpy.

a few years to $90,000.
But such investment sometimes
paid off in current income too: In
many instances buyers declined to
live in the houses but rented them out
for income instead. And that rental
income rose swiftly, too.
Meanwhile, the inflation that
helped the borrower hurt the saver.
Most savers keep their money in institutions, and institutions lend out
their money, and that makes the
saver a lender.
The saver-lender earned little or
nothing at all on his money. It took
time for lenders to adjust their rates
to the new reality, and in some instances they were hampered from
doing so by usury laws, or limits on
interest charged.
Never again, said the saverlenders, and they could be right.
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letters to the editor
To The Editor:
I wish to thank the following for
helping to make the membership
drive of the Friends of the Library a
success: The Murray Ledger &
Times for their articles, R.ikdio stations WSJP and WNBS, Cable T.V.
for their spot announcements, The
Bank or Murray for putting the announcement of the drive on their
marquee at its University Branch,
and the members of the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club for their help at the library.
John and I have been asked many
times how we selected Murray as
home, where else would we find such
friends and cooperation from the
community.
Thank you,thank you, thank you.
Sincerely,
Betty Thompson
President,
Friends of the Library
R.R. 7

Thanks offered
To The Editor:
I wish to publicly thank the following people for their donations for
Christmas gifts for foster children:
John Nanny and John's Saving
Center, Mr. and Mrs. D.B. Grubbs,
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Brown, Mr. and
Mrs. Bud French, Mr. and Mrs. ToJo
Rasberry, Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Rasberry, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Green,
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Green, Mr. and
Mrs. Purdom Lovett, Mr. E. Larry
Hurt.
Their care, concern, and generosity is most appreciated by the
children and by those of us who are in
contact with the children.
Sincerely,
Ruth Daughaday
President, District I
Ky. Human Services
Association

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
The French have always been good
at saying much in a few words. Here
is a maxim or pithy comment from
the famous French novelist Marcel
Proust 11871-1922):
The facts of life do not
penetrate to the sphere in
which our beliefs are
cherished.
This remark is either true, despite
its cynicism, or maybe just cynical
enough to be true.
• • •
A "thoughtful" present for this
season would be a copy of "Thoughts
in Season," a 260-page illustrated collection of Ken Wolf's columns from
the past four years. The paperback is
available at Readmore, the
Bookmark and the University Store,
located in the Curris Center. Proceeds from the sale will be donated to
the Need Line Association and
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.
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looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
An unoccupied house of Larry
Brisendine in the southeast section of
Calloway County burned early this
morning.
Calloway County High School and
Murray High School Speech Teams
won honors in the Union County Invitational Speech and Debate Tournament. Seventeen schools were
entered in competition.
Children's Book Week was observed at Robertson School Library, according to Ruth Pasco, LibraryMedia Specialist.
Scotty Morris, four-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Morris, Rt. 2, is
pictured riding his motorcycle in
races held at Linton in Trigg County,
Nov. 10 and 11.
Mrs. Fred Gingles is pictured playing the organ in her home at a
meeting of the World Friendship
Club. She also showed her handcrafts
and antiques.
Twenty years ago
The Murray College High School
Debate Team won third place medals

in Overton-Madison Invitational
Tournament at Nashville, Tenn., according to Don Pace, coach. Team
members are Nore Winter, Roland
Case, Kristie Kemper and Ed Frank
Jeffrey.
Elvis Hubbard, faculty member of
Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tenn., was teacher for Leadership Training Claw for representatives of 17 congregations of Churches of Christ in Calloway County on
five Sunday afternoons at College
Church of Christ. An average of 95 attended each session.
Thomas T. Wells, son of Trent
Wells, has been awarded a Louisiana
State University Alumni Federation
Freshman Scholarship on Baton
Rouge campus. He is a 1963 graduate
of Murray High School.
Gerald T. Parker,son of Mrs. Anna
Parker, will receive his commission
as an ensign in the U.S. Navy on Nov.
22 from Officers Candidate School at
Newport, R.I. He is married to the
former Bronda Sue Lockhart.
Jimmy Puckett is president of the

New Concord Parents Club.
Thirty years ago
A marker will be placed at the
grave of Nathan B. Stubblefield at
the cemetery on Highway 641 North.
The inscription was written by Mrs.
W.P. Roberts of the J.N. Williams
Chapter of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Parrish and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Preston Southard.
Officers of the Kirksey 4-H Clubs
have been elected. Junior officers
are Betty Smith, Nancy Bazzell,
Larry Ray, Eva Mae McCallon and
Patty Loafman. Senior officers are
Jo Ellis, Barbara Washer and Sonja
Greenfield.
Members of the Home Department
of the Murray Woman's club will
take a tour of the Murray Manufacturing Co. Plant on Nov. 19. Mrs.
Glenn Charles will be in charge of the
program.
"The Clown" starring Red Skelton
and Jane Greer is showing at the 95
Drive-In Theatre.

Ron 8,
Joyce's

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY SPECIAL $0199
6 n7 - Sirloin Dinner 4
$59
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
giveyor your birth sign.

Methodist College in
Fayette, Mo., at
Washington and Lee
University, at Virginia
Tech and at Metropolitan
State College in Denver.
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ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
No matter what you do today, it seems to cost money. A
last-minute invitation should
be accepted. Originality is to
the fore.
TAURUS
67
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 6°
Someone at work appeals to
you romantically. You may
change your mind about a
credit-card purchase. Stay
clear of risks.
GEMINI
THETA SPEAKER-Ricky Lowe,left, supervisor of Wildlife Management SecMay 21 to June 20)
You may be too smart for
tion of the Land Between the Lakes discussed "Bald Eagles of theArea" at the
your own good. Clandestine inOctober meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's CIO. He was
volvements should be avoided.
introduced by Wilma Beatty, right. Hostesses were Naomi Rogers, Maxine Scott
Unpleasant disclosures could
and Oneida Boyd. The department will meet Monday, Nov. 21, at 7:30 p.m. at the
result.
club house with the program to be "Holiday Treats To Share." Hostesses will be
CANCER
Opal Howard,Bess Kerlick and Betty Coleman.
(June 21 toJuly 22)
You may tire of the social
scene, as excitement about a
new idea puts you in a working
mood. Take a chance on your
Census at Murray- follows:
Mrs. Helen Laverne Cain, talents!
Calloway County
Miss Stephine Lynn 2207 Quail Creek Dr.; LEO
Hospital for Tuesday, Harper, Rt. 5; Edward E. Willie H. Presley, 268 (July 23 to Aug. M
Nov. 15, was 143 adults Johnson, Rt. 5; Mrs. Hopkins St., Michigan CiToo many nebulous factors
are involved in a career proand eight in nursery.
Gracie L. Harper, Dex- ty, Ind.;
Newborn admissions ter; Miss Ronda J. Mize,
Steve Lee Barnes, Hart posal. Investigate a new hobby. Evening may bring a
were as follows:
Rt. 5; Mrs. Rebecca S. Hall, MSU; Thomas L. change in plans.
Baby Boy Tyrrell, Clark and baby boy, Watkins, 1409 Vine St.; VIRGO
mother, Susan, Shady 11600-B Ridgewood Rd.;
Mrs. Jewell D. Witty, 409 (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Don't count on a family
Oaks Trailer Ct.;
Mrs. Cyndi Dawn Hig- Central St., Albany; Mrs.
Baby Girl Roberts, gins and baby girl, Rt. 2, Lissie B. Travis, 1602 member to take care of
parents, Carolyn and Ed- Fancy Farm; Donald S. Murray St., Mayfield; everything if you plan to be
out of town. Unexpected news
die, No.34 Shady Oaks;
Houston, 1003 Johnny Mrs. Pearl E. Turner, comes after dark.
Baby Boy Fields, Robertson Rd.; John 1703 Miller Ave.; Leonard LIBRA
parents, Juanita and Jim- Benjie Burton, Rt. 4; J. Burke lexpired) Rt. 4.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
A mood for excitement and
my,Rt. 2, Puryear,Tenn.
adventure makes you
Dismissals were as
somewhat restless. Don't fall
for a get-rich-quick scheme.
Beverly Ford, presi- resigned because of per- Exercise caution.
dent of Purchase- sonal reasons and Betty SCORPIO
Pennyrile Art Education Scott, Murray High (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Make sure you have suffiAssociation, entertained School Art Teacher, was cient pocket money. A cash
members with a brunch elected to assume this machine could let you down or
in her home in Marshall position.
an unexpected expense could
County.
Reports were made arise after dark.
Mrs. Ford presided. concerning the business SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Euva Istas, treasurer,
Continued on page 5
Try to enjoy a party without
abusing health or diet. New
ideas excite you, but you may
lack tact in expressing your
views.

His background also includes experience in
private industry.
Schwan earned the
D.B.A. degree at the
University of Colorado
with a major in accounting and a minor in
management science. He
was a silver medal winner in Colorado in 1973
when his certified public
accountant examination
grades were the highest
in the state.
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Art Association meets

1

Large Selection

•J.G. Hook
'Villager
'Prophecy
'Panther
*Intuition
•J.H. Collectibles
'Jeans

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 toJan. 191 Via
An insincere type may cross
your path today. In romance,.
Others may be superficial.
Privacy leads to important
new insights.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A guest could cause some
domestic headaches. Evening

Open H
SUNDAY
NOV. 20th
1-4 PM

You'll find
everything
you need to
make your
home
complete.

Prog. Info
753-3314

The East Calloway Elementary School PTC in
conjunction with Roller Skating of Murray will hold
a skating party on Monday, Nov. 21, from 6 to 8 p.m.
The fee for skaters will be $2.50 with $1 of that fee
going to the PTC. Teachers and the principal will be
admitted free. "Everyone is invited to come out and
have an enjoyable evening skating," a PTC
spokesman said.
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Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Monday, Nov. 21, at Kenlake Tennis
Center. The group will meet at 9 a.m. at parking lot
of Murray-Calloway County Park, off Arcadia
Drive, to go to Kenlake.
The lineup is as follows: Court One-Agnes Payne,
Jennifer Hewlett, Janice Howe and Cathy Young;
Court Two -Marilyn Adkins, Becki Wilson, Gayle
Foster and Norma Frank.

Meet
753 2571
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Smokey's Back!
JACKIE GLEASON
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Jehovah's Witnesses' Volunteer workers from
several states will be inatussellville on Saturday
and Sunday, Nov. 19 and 20, to bring to completion
the new Kingdom Hall, located on Highland Lick
Road (Highway 178) there. Also this weekend
another two-day Kingdom Hall will be constructed
in Richmond.
Edward Kelley of Tompkinsville is the project
coordinator and said about 500 or more workers will
share in the project. Serving as temporary construction workers for this special project from the
Murray area will be Robert Rodriguez, Robert
Mast, Derek Griggs, Garvin Doran and Eddie
Fleetwood.

• Quadrafley agitation
• Edge brusher plus dual
edge suction
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Murray High School Basketball Boys will have a
tipoff scrimmage at 5 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 21, at
the school. The Basketball Girls will be introduced.
A chili supper, prepared by the mothers of the
players, will be servtd after the scrimmage and introductions. The cost will be $1.50 but families will
not pay. This event is sponsored by the players'
mothers.

7:10,9:00 + MAT.SAT.,SUN.

3-11!

7:10,8:55 + MAT.SAT.:SUN

Supper planned Monday

Christmas Open House

eRAV Ott Ater.

ntro1 Center

DATEBOOK

139.75

753-4567
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PiCTUR S

YOU BORN TODAY have a
sincere interest in the problems of your fellowman.
Though at home in the
political arena, you have to
guard against a tendency to be
domineering or fixed in ideas.
Don't take yourself so seriously. A lighter touch will enable
you to gain the love of others
as well as their respect.

HOOVER.
Powemozzle-Canister System

UT t.JSiHTiSiUiVOL'

In a cold worid
you need your
friends to keep
you warm

PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X
Not everything you hear today will be true. Judgment
could be off in financial or
career matters. Make no commitments yet.

Door Prizes

1104

THE BIG
OHLL

A friend has surprising news
for you.

Clunduel Shawl

HAPPINESS PLACE _
Story

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. 1:30, 3:15
Cheri & Cin'e
All Seats $2.00

hours favor going out for fun.

The Penny
Homemakers Club will
meet Monday, Nov. 21, at
the home of Violet
Johnson.
All members and interested persons are invited to attend, a club
spokesman said.
The club held its October meeting in the
home of Elsie Williams
who presented a lesson,
along with Mrs. Johnson.
Ruth Parker, president, presided. The club)
voted to give $10 to the
Arthritis Drive.
Reports were given by
Kathryn Walker and
Maudena Butterworth.
Marelle Farless directed
the recreational period.

Murray Home & Auto

Register For

Scq+h,cLMat)ov

TIM

Penny Club
plans meeting

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19,1983

Schwan's article
will be published
An article by Dr. Edward S. Schwan, assistant dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs at Murray State
University, will appear in
the spring issue of
Business magazine.
Titled "'Art' in financial Statement Analysis,"
his article describes how
simple sketches can help
explain the significance
of complex financial
ratios.
Schwan, who joined the
College of Business and
Public Affairs in 1982, is
also the coordinator of
graduate studies for the
college. He formerly
taught at Central

Murray Ledger & Times
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Community events listed
Friday, Nov. 18

Saturday, Nov. 19

Bookfair by ACEI will
be from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
on third floor, Special
Education Building, Murray State University.
"Pinocchio's Magical
Wish" will be presented
by a professional touring
group at 7 p.m. at Murray
Middle School
Auditorium, sponsored
by Murray Kiwanis Club.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Honker Trail by
Moonlight at 7 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.

Seminar will be from 1:30
to 4:30 p.m. in Room 240,
Special Education
Building, Murray State
University. This is open
to the public at no charge.

Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will include
games at 8 p.m. and
Johnny Glenn in Lounge
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Play, "The Wake of
Jamey Foster," will be
presented at 8 p.m. in
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
MSU Intercollegiate
Fall Rodeo will begin at
7:30 p.m. at Exposition
Center, College Farm
Road.

Sunday, Nov. 20

Second day of County
Patch Bazaar by ladies of
Immanuel Lutheran
Chitrch will be from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
Chili supper by
Calloway Athletic
Boosters will be from 5 to
6:30 p.m. at Calloway
County High School prior
to the intersquad scrimmages by both the Lake
and Lady Laker varsity
basketball teams.
Final day of Bookfair
by ACEI will be from 8
a.m. to noon on third
floor, Special Education
Building, Murray State
University.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Quilting Workshop
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Waterfowl Decoy Carving
Demonstration from 2 to
4 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Lanern
Tour at 7 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.

Sunday, Nov. 20

Monday,Nov. 21
playing Kentucky State
Police will be at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County High
School.

will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
The Single Connection
home of Mr. and Mrs.
members and families
Thomas Woods, Neale
will eat at 12:15 p.m. at
Road.
Colonial House
Thanksgiving dinner is Smorgasbord. All singles
are invited. For informascheduled at Murray
tion' call 759-4045 or 762Moose Lodge.
6856.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Weaving
Demonstration from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire
Farm and Attracting
Winter Birds at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
United Methodist
Women of Paris District
will have Officers Training Day and Programbuilding Workshop at 2
p.m. at First UM Church,
Murray.
Churchwide
Thanksgiving dinner,
sponsored by Hannah Circle of First United
Methodist Church
Women, will be served at
6:30 p.m. at church.
Acteens of First Baptist
Church will meet at 4:30
p.m. at church.

Monday, Nov. 21
Murray High School
Basketball Tipoff will
start with boys scrimmage at 5 p.m., girls'
team introductions and
chili supper at high
school. This is sponsored
by mothers.

Alvin Ailey Repertory
Ensemble will be
presented by Murray
Civic Music Association
at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, MSU.

The Sale You've Been Waiting For!

74.540ea4e
Help Us Celebrate Our 10th
Anniversary and Save!

Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 762-2504
days, 753-6089, 753-4126 or
753-8987 evenings.

Penny Homemakers
Club will meet with Violet
Theta Department of Johnson.
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Gamma Gamma
club house.
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7 p.m. at
East Calloway Elemen- Cherry Branch.
tary PTC will hold a
skating party from 6 to 8
Murray-Calloway
p.m. at Roller Skating of County Chorus is schedulMurray.
ed to meet at 7:30 p.m. in
choir room of First
Ronald Glenn United Methodist Church.
Unklesbay will present
his senior percussion
Bluegrass State CB
recital at 6:45 p.m. in Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine at Home place
Arts Center, Murray Restaurant.
State University.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Chapter I Parent Ad- Free and Accepted
visory Councils from Masons is scheduled to
Murray City Schools will meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
meet at 7 p.m. in Murray hall.
Middle School computer
room.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
Basketball game of 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acCalloway Athletic tivities by Senior
Booster Club and Faculty Citizens.

Murray State Racer
Book study by GAs of
Basketball Team will
First Baptist Church will
meet Marathon Oil in
be at 6 p.m.
game at 7:30 p.m. at
Free concert by MurDance featuring
Racer Arena.
ray
State University
Crossfir
e
will
be
from
8
Saturday, Nov. 19
Wind Ensemble, directed
Twin Lakers RV Camp- p.m. to midnight at Murby Gerald L. Welker, will
ing Club will meet at 6:30 ray Moose Lodge.
be
at 2 p.m. in Robert E.
p.m. at Western Sizzlin
Sunday, Nov. 20
Johnson
Theatre.
Steakhouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Bunk
Myers, Rt. 1, will have
Gamma Gamma open house
in celebration
Chapter of Beta Sigma of 50th wedding
anniverPhi will have its sary
from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Thanksgiving supper at home in
Browns Grove.
6:30 p.m. at Ellis Center.
They request guests not
bring gifts.
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
will have a luncheon at (Bob)
L. Morris, Jr., will
11:30 a.m. at club house. be honored
on 50th wedNote change in time.
ding anniversary with a
We invite all our friends - old and new to
reception from 2 to 5 p.m.
Chapter M of P.E.O. at Puryea
come celebrate with us. We will open the
r Baptist
Sisterhood will meet at Church.
holiday season with many festivities.
noon at home of Mrs.
Olga Freeman with Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Ervie
Ann Herron as cohostess.
'Refreshments
Willoughby will be
'Guest Register Drawing For
honored on 50th wedding
Reception in honor of annivers
ary with a recepPrizes
50th anniversary of Mr. tion
from 2 to 5 p.m. in
'Enter
tainment
and Mrs. James R. private
dining room of
*Santa
Vaughn will be from 2 to 4 Kenlake
Hotel.
p.m. at their home, 1616
'Live Radio Broadcast
Main St. The family re*Snow Tree Shown
Plain
Gospel
Misquests guests not bring
sionary
Baptist
Mission
'
'Free
Flowers For The Ladies
gifts.
will have its first anniversary with events planned
Alcoholics Anonymous
throughout the day.
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Shower for Mr. and
Livestock and Exposition
Jim
Mrs. Terry Taylor and
rlaralas "Murra
Center.
y's Downtown Florist"
daughters, Melonie, 11,
Square and round danc- and Gina, 5, who lost
753-6100
407 Poplar ime
5
--.Stir— 7
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at home and contents by fire
Woodmen of World Hall.
ir-Vvik-va wino oril-ls
Third night of play,
"The Wake of Jamey
Imme
Foster," will be
presented at 8 p.m. in
We are pleased to announce
Robert E. Johnson
that Cindy Sexton, bride-elect
Theatre, Fine Arts
Gil Gilbert has selected her
of
Center, Murray State
University.
china, flatware and crystal

All
Noritake
25%
Off
Sorry Current
Registries
Excluded.

Oneida
Flatware
25%

4e(*

12TH ANNUAL gi4
4,
CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, Nov. 20, 1-5 p.m.

Off

1.

10%
Storewide
Discount

"NM..

ars- p7het

CORRECTION

Third night of MSU Intercollegiate Fall Rodeo
will begin at 7:30 p.m. at
Exposition Center, College Farm Road.
Pack 57 of Cub Scouts
will have its Pinewood
Derby Race at 9 a.m. at
Murray Middle School
gym.
Noel Market of First
Christian Church will
have its bazaar from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. in Educational Building of church.
Soup 'n Cornbread luncheon will be featured.
Rape Awareness

Art...
Continued from page 4
and workshop meetings
of the Kentucky Art
Education Fall Conference held in Berea,
Sept. 29 to Oct. 2. Future
activities were suggested
and a Mid -Winter
meeting is being planned.
Those in attendance
were Euva Istas,
Paducah; Juanita
Gilliam, Reidland High;
Nancy Solomon, McCracken County; Betty
Scott, Murray High;
Bowles, Ballard County;
diana Jones Eddyville;
Sylvia Puckett, Mayfield
High; and the hostess,
Beverly Ford, Marshall
County High.

The Ad For Uncle Jeff's
Clothing On Wednesday
Should Have Read:
Jr. and Missy

All Bridal
And Formal
Wear

25%
Off
Alterations
Extra

from our complete bridal
registry. Cindy and Gil will be
married Nov. 26.

Denim Levis®
Only

Other Discounts
Not Valid
This Week.

The Shacase

$11 9m

Z

11

•

7534541

121 liv-Pass
*4.

$,

or--4V-Il orig

;

A Christmas Preview
You are invited to our annual

Open House
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
at

Shirley Florist
500 N. 4th Street
- Door Prizes, Giveaways
And Special Refreshments!

For 10 years the Showcase name has been
synonymous with excellence - Help us
celebrate our anniversary and view our new
expansion, with an Open House on Sun. Nov.
20th from 2-5.

The

Sale Continued
Nov. 21-Sat. 26

hOW Case
Visa & M.C.
121 Sy Pass
Walcome
Closed Thanksand
Mon.-Sot.
givings
1506
Clay
10-5:30 p.m.
Hophinsville, Ky.
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Menus for various school lunchrooms released for the coming week
Menus for the various and county schools have week of Nov. 21 to 23 by
lunchrooms in the city been released for the Glinda Jeffrey and Joan-

cc

You are cordially
invited to on "Open
House"in honor of
our new expansion
and in celebration
of our 10th Anniversary
on Sunday Afternoon
Nov. 20 from 2-5 p.m.

Murray High
Monday — fiestada,
chicken sandwich;
Tuesday — cheddar
cheese dog, fish sandwich; Wednesday — pizza dogs, grilled cheese.
Pizza, hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, cold
sandwiches, ala carte
items, a variety of
vegetables, salads, fruits,
desserts and drinks are
available daily. The annual Thanksgiving buffet
was changed to Nov. 17.
Murray Middle
Monday — spaghetti
and french bread, hamburgers; Tuesday —
wiener winks, pizza;
Wednesday — Thanksgiving dinner featuring
turkey and dressing, also
hamburgers. Ala carte
items, vegetables,
salads, fruits, desserts
and drinks are available
daily.
Carter and
Robertson
Monday — cheese and
bacon sandwich, hamburger, potatoes, green

onacase
753-4541

b
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Come To Pier
Sunday, Nov. 20th
et Holiday Open House4'
0
.46,34
1-5 p.m.
401- *P4P

Pier 1 imports
,

_

Come In And See John And Sherry
New Owners Of Granny's!

#-

d ip. . d /
'' N,\'‘
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*Chicken & Rice
•B.B.Q. Shrimp
*Corn Beef & Cabbage
*Chicken Livers.

Thursday — B.B.Q. Shrimp Saturday — Frog Legs
Sunday — Country Ham
Friday — Beef Short Ribs

\
Open Nig
/
Beginning ‘
Fri. Nov. 2Sth

Be!Air Center— Murray
r"
/

Forty-six members and
guests were present for
the 10 a.m. brunch.
Hostesses were Sue
Roberts, Martha Lewis,
Irene Johnson, Ruby
Hobbs, Vivian Fisher and
Carolyn Sullivan.
Those attending from
Calloway County were
Georgia Adams, Beth
Belote, Nellie Ruth
Caldwell, Katie Doran,
Gels Ellis, Joyce Fortin,
Mildred Hatcher, Ann
Herron, Opal Howard,
Laura Jennings, Jane
Lane, Mary Lassiter,
Ruth Lassiter,
Margarette McCuiston,
Eva Ross, Mary Smith,
Lorene Swann, Louise
Swann, Halene H. Visher
and Pauline Waggoner.

DON'T MISS THESE NIGHTLY SPECIALS

as

001 -

Kathy Newton of Murray was speaker at the
meeting on Saturday,
Nov. 5, of the Gamma
Chapter of Delta Kappa
Gamma held at Marshall
County High School.
Ms. Newton, director of
health promotion at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, presented a talk
and slide presentation on
"Are You As Well As You
Can Be."
She was introduced by
Mrs. Jean Culp.
The chapter president,
Evelyn Bradley, welcomed the members and
guests. The group observed a moment of silence in
honor of Verda Happy, a
Gamma member who
died recently.

*Pork Chops
*Sausage Casserole
*B.B.Q. Ribs
*Chicken Pot Pie

Don't forget Pier I when setting your holiday table.
Placernats, napkins, napkin rings, candles, stemware,
plus much, much more.

Now
Open
Sundays

Gamma Chapter hears Newton

,
‘‘ ,

************************

11-9 Tues.-Thurs.
11-10 Fri.-Sot.
I
41.`4
1.

11-3 Sundays

,v •
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DEAR ABBY: I have been reading your column for
years in the Scranton Tribune but never needed to write
before this. I am 62 and have been taught from childhood
to help my fellowman.
I know a wonderful 27-year-old man who is as nice as
they come. He's served four years in the U.S. Army, believes in God, and has no prejudices whatsoever.
Can you rush me a list of missionaries, institutions,
religious orders and lonely hearts magazines where he
could find a nice girl who maybe has had a hard life and
would appreciate a tall, handsome, slim, young white
man? Religion doesn't matter. He could give her a nice
home, children, marriage and a happy future. He doesn't
care if she's divorced, widowed or has had a child out of
wedlock. And it's even OK if she's Oriental or American
Indian. Thank you.
A FRIEND IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR FRIEND: Your friend sounds like a fine
young man, but if you want to help him, please encourage him to find his own wife. He can begin by
socializing where decent, worthwhile people spend
their time. He could volunteer his services to the
elderly, disabled, disadvantaged children and veterans. All these people have friends and relatives.
All he hal; to do is let them know he is interested in
meeting a nice woman. Nice young women are
standing in line to meet a decent young man.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: Is it right for my family (brothers and
sisters) to invite my ex-husband and his new wife to
family parties where I am invited even after I have
specifically requested them not to? And to add insult to
injury, his new wife was the woman who broke up our
marriage. They are all aware of how he mistreated me
during our marriage, but they continue to include him in
family gatherings.
I want to be with my family—particularly for the holidays—but not if he is going to be there.
HURT IN BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
DEAR HURT: Since your family is aware that
your "ex" has mistreated you and you are uncomfortable in his presence, but they invite him anyway, then they have made a choice. And it's not
you.

Professional Sr Career
Apparel For Men & Women

20% off
I

If

I

APII

ell
C.42
AIM
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DEAR ABBY: A few months ago you ran a letter that
still bothers me. It was signed "Can't Decide." She
couldn't decide if she should marry the "wonderful, considerate, generous" man she had been dating for two
years because he was "short, stocky and bald." She said
she was afraid that any children they might have would
look like him.
Abby, I'm so glad you advised her to not marry him
because she was unsure. I have an even greater concern
for any children they might have: They might grow up to
think like her.
AN INNER-BEAUTY FAN

Every teen-ager should know the truth about
drugs, sex and how to be happy. For Abby's booklet, send $2 and a long, stamped (37 cents), selfaddressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, P.O.
Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

1
Register for Free Uniforms, Tops, Shoes
Free Easy Wash samples to first 100 customers*
Free Flicker Razors as long as they last

You are invited to the
Flower Basket's
Holiday Open House
Sunday, November 20th
Enjoy the Holiday Tea Table
and Register for Our Special Door Prize
Come—Join Us For
The Celebration
The
-"---'0 , _
flower Basket
•. r.Z:&2s.
/
.II, - --- - 6091

A
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ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP) the heart is not normal in
— Defects in the heart's some of these children,"
electrical system may Thomas A. Marino, who
cause some cases of sud- conducted one of the
den infant death syn- studies at the Temple
drome, which kills about University School of
7,000 American babies Medicine in Philadelphia,
each year, two studies said.
Dr. Saroja Bharati, a
09 N. 16th
suggest.
'The impulse - pathologist who con753-3149
transmitting system of ducted the other study,
said defects in the heart's
electrical system "may
in certain persons,
1 1 I
I
±4
especially infants, be
4111/Pai responsible for irregular
heart rhythm and even
sudden death."
Sudden infant death
syndrome, known as
SIDS or crib death, "is
the leading cause of death
in infants after the first
week of life," said
Marino, an assistant
anatomy professor at
Temple.
The studies by ,Marino
and Ms. Bharati, chief
pathologist at the
Deborah Heart and Lung
Center in Brown's Mills,
N.J., were presented at
the American Heart
Association's annual
meeting.
They found that a certain electrical connection
is located on the left side
of the heart in SIDS victims more frequently
than in infants who died
of other causes. It normally is located on the
right side.
The cause of SIDS is
unknown. It kills about
two infants out of every
4111 Muniay
1,000 born in the United
Open 8-5 Daily
11100
States, or about 7,000 annually. The victims
753-9514
usually are found dead in
cribs before they
their
Ii
I
i
II
1
I
are seven months old.

•-•
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Mon-Fri: 9:30-5:30
Sat: 930-5:00
Phone: 759-4882

DEAR DISGUSTED: Right! The most important
part is letting the cake cool.

Murray
Kentucky

eon>,

Wed., Nov. 16 —
Sat., Nov. 19

DEAR ABBY: I wish kids would stop calling it "making
love" when it's simply "having sex."
Sex is the icing on the cake. To make a cake, you assemble the right ingredients, combine them properly, bake
and cool. Then apply the icing!
Thanks for listening.
DISGUSTED IN SAPULPA, OKLA.

SIDS deaths studied

Uniforms of Murray *

STOREWIDE

•••

• ••

Jr•

iformstof murra

By Abigail Van Buren

•

,$

Dixieland Shopping CIT.
Murray

Woman Launches Mercy
Mission of Matrimony

Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials

*I':e

Open House Specials

Calloway High
Monday — grilled
cheese/soup, pizza, super
nacho; Tuesday — steak
sanwich, pizza, pizzaghetti; Wednesday —
tacos, fiestada, turkey
and dressing.
Cheeseburgers, a variety
of fruits, vegetables,

salads, desserts and
drinks are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday — pizza, grilled cheese; Tuesday —
chili, corn dog;
Wednesday — turkey and
dressing, cheeseburger.
A variety of vegetables,
fruits, salads, desserts
and drinks are available
daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday — ravielo
casserole, grilled cheese;
Tuesday — pizza, wiener
winks; Wednesday —
turkey and dressing,
barbecue sandwich. A
variety of vegetables,
fruits, salads, desserts
and drinks are available
daily.

JUST HOME COOKIN'...

Bamboo Steamer Reg. 12.99
Special$9.99
7Pc. Brass Candlesticks Reg. 24.99
Special 12.99 Set

web.

CALLOWAY COUNTY

MURRAY CITY

„The
- 121 By-Pass
dew.

beans, apples, mixed
fruit, fruit juice, milk;
Tuesday — pizza, fish
sandwich, white beans,
potatoes oranges, pears,
fruit juice, milk;
Wednesday — Thanksgiving dinner — turkey and
dressing, green peas,
creamed potatoes,
cranberry salad, fresh
fruit, fruit juice, milk.

na Adams, food service
directors for Murray City
and Calloway County
Schools respectively.
The menus are subject
to occasional change
because of availabilty of
food or other special
events, the directors said.
Schools will not be in session on Thursday and Friday because of the
Thanksgiving holidays.
Menus are as follows:
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tpeakers and sermons listed by local churches for Sunday services
Various churches in city and county have announced services for Sunday, Nov. 20, as follows:
First Christian
Dr. David C. Roos,
pastor, will speak on
"Scraps On The Table"
with scripture from Luke
16:19-31 at 10:45 a.m. service at First Christian

a.m. and at Hazel UM
Church at 11 a.m. Holy
Community will be
observed at both churches with the Rev. John
Churchwell as pastor.
Bethel and
Brooks Chapel
The Rev. Dean
Woodard, pastor, will
speak about "Which Will
You Choose, Life Or
NoriWir4177
vet
-v Death?"
Hours
with scripture
Sun. -Thurs.
Attend Church from Deuteronomy 30:1620 at 9:30 a.m. at Bethel
7 a.m. -11 p.m.
Regularly
United Methodist Church
Fri. & Sat.
Breakfast Served
and at 11 a.m. at Brooks
7 a.m. -Midnight
7 a.m. -10:30 a.m. Chapel UM Church. He
will speak on "The ObeLet Us Entertain You
dient Christ" with scripture from Philippians 2:513 at 7 p.m. at Brooks
Chapel.
Memorial Baptist
Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor, will speak at 10:50
a.m. and 7 p.m. services
at Memorial Baptist
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Church. Milton Gresham
will direct the Sanctuary
12th & Main-Murray, Ky.
Choir
and Sanctuary
Attend The Church Of Your Choice
Choir Ensemble in
special music. Jimmy
Wynn, Hubert Cothran
and Glenn Williams will
have part in the services.
"It's Finger Lain' Good"
Elm Grove Baptist
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
The Rev. Calvin
Sycamore et 12th
Coll in Orders 753-7101
Church. Bailey Gore will
be worship leader. The
Chancel Choir and the
Primary Choir will sing.
Hazel and
Mason's Chapel
Children and Young
People will direct special
Thanksgiving services at
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church at 10

Murray
Theatres

HOME FEDERAL

Ktntlickw fried Ckickui

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS
Mausoleum

-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North
- 753-2654
,

Zr

PIZZA HUTe,w.,
A,-!,,
•Pizzo•Pasta•Sandwkhes "talt•
12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

'

AWRRAY
Enjoy Our Dining Facilities
753-5986
Sunday Buffet
Served 11:30 a.m. -2:30 a.m.
Compliments of

D L W Auto Supply
We install auto glass'
Auto Paint Matenal

512 S. 12th

753-4563

Buck's Body Shop
Auto Body & Frame Work
Esttiblished 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

Ward -Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple
Phne 753-1713

FLIPPEN'S
HILLBILLY BARN
OPEN ALL YEAR
FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

COMPLIMENTS OF

Belcher
Oil Co.

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWA
Y SERVICE
Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182
TERRY'S PAINT
11. DECORATING CENTER
Wall IL Floor Covering
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

h7sr
ce
0mTcrici
Certified
o

Hours: Tues. S. Thurs. 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. *Supplies
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
753 2540
I murrav
Wed.& Fri. 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

•

753-6779

Fitts Block L Ready Mix Co.

•

Illeildieg Blocks & Reedy Mix Cow-refs

East Main Street

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services
11:45 a.m.
& 603 p.m_
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
111:3111a.m.
Worship
1:M a.m.
Bible School
6:10 p.m.
Evening Service

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO
Bible Sint
Morning Word*
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
DEXTER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
Morning Service

• •-•• •

-

111:1110 a.m
11:01
603 p.m.
1010
CM p.m.
10:50a.m.
6 p.m.
1400 a.m.
1100a.m.
10:00 a.m.
1045 a.m.

Wed. Worship
7 30 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
1011
A.M. Worship
1050
P.M. Worship
610
Mid-Week
710
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worslup
11.00 p.m_
Evening Worship
6 10p m.
KIMSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 ern
Morning Worship
10:50 cm.
Evening Worship
7-00p.m.
I Sunday k Wednesdays
MT.OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sundsy School
1010a.m.
Morning Worship
11:10 a.m
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10:51a.m.
Evening Worstdp
6'01 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11.00a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
11141a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Warship
6 00p.m.
SEVENTH & POPLAR
Worship Service
Bible Study
9•45a.m.
Worship Service
10-40a.m.
Evening Worship
100 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7:31 p.m.
wider
7.11 p.m. iummer
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10511a.m
Evening Worship
1:81p.m.
UNIVERSITY
First Worship
1:10a.m.
Sunday School
931a.m.
Seccod Worship
10:3118.m.
Evening Warship
6:10 pm.

s
Ann's Ceramic
fete Imetrectiems
Other Tines I Appolettemet
Mon-Tues-Thurs 6-10
Wed-Fri-Sat 1 -5 1 44tified Teacher
11111144 VOW of 641 Sey
'
16 on Laurin toed
492-$1169

Eastwood Christian
Bookstore
Hwy.94 East
t
Bibles, Books, Cards, Music,
Gifts, Children's Books, etc.

753-3540

Hog market
listed for day

753-1834

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Wed. Eve. Bible Study
7:11 p.m.

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
Sunday School
11,311s.m.
Ind k Oh Sun. Night
1:01 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:01 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m_
110 & 3ri Sun. Night
7:00p.m.
COLDWATER UNTIED
Worship Service 11:03 cm, lot & hid
Sunday, 10:00 am. 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 119/ sm. hit & Ind Sunday,
111.0 a.m. 3rd & th Sunday
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9:00
Sunday School
9:45
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
111:64 a.m.
Worship
11:11a.m.,6:01p.m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
1:451, 11:50a.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:404.m_
Sunday &tool
MOO a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10:10 a.m.
Worship Service
11:01 a.m.
Evening Ser. War.
6:30 p.m.
• HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
10:11 a.m.
Sunday School
11:01 a.m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:03 a.m.
Morning Worship
WOO a.m.
KIRICSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:10a.m.
Morning Worship
11:01 a.m.
Evening Worship
7,01pm
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
945 a.m.
Church School
10.45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:M a.m.
Sunday School
1030a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:01 a.m.
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10:CO a.m. Ind Sunday; 1I10 a.m. 4th Sunday, SUnday
School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd- th Sunday II a.m. Ind Simday.
MT HEBRON
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. lit Sunday
k 11:00 3rd Sunday; Sunday School
11:00 a.m. tat Sunday - 11:06
bid. 3rd & 4th Sunday.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
la 00 a.m.
Worship
11:008.m.
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 45 a.m.
Sunday School
1100a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45s.m.
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening
6:10 p.m.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:03 a.m.
Morrung Worship
11.0)a.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100cm.
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
16a in
Morning Service
11a m
Pastor William I Pratt

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
10:11 a.m.
Sunday School
Evening Worship
603p.m
MURRAY CHURCH
9 45 a.m
Sunday School
10' sin
Worship
Morning
610pm
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship
6 30 p m

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
/9:311a.m.
Worahip Sernice
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:411a.m.
Worship Service
11111
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11:10a.m.
Evening Worship
700 p.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sundsy School
145 a.m.
Warship Service
11:03 a.m.
OAK GROVE
Someday School
10:0cm
Warily Serv.
11 a.m.,7 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
11:00ism.
Worship Service
11:111a.m
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 %a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wed.Service
7.30p.m.
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-AJmo Heights
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.,7 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
rob Coldwater Rd.
San. Set
10-11 a.m.,7:00 p.m.
Toes. Bible Study
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
1011 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:01 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7 00p.m.
Thurs. Nit,
7•00p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
11th at Calloway
Church School
10: Ma.m.
Worship
11.00a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:30p.m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:11 a.m.
Worship Son.
11 a.m.,II p.m.

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
030
Sunday School
1010
Morning Worship
NORTHSIDE
INDEPENDENT
McKuiney Road. Dexter
10 MI a.m.
Sunday School
1100a.m
Worship

OTHERS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATER DAY SAINTS
330S. 16th St.
Sunday School
11:00aos
Sacrament Meet
11:508.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. 1. 17th SL. Murray Sunday
11:01 a.m.
&today School
11:1108.m.
Ind Wed.
7:31 p.m.
RR Ind Wed.
134
BOL4NUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday SchooVBible Class 10: 25 a.m.
Worship
1130a.m.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower
10 30a.m.
Bible Lecture
331 a.m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbith School
Sat.415a.m.
Wore*
Sat. 11:01 a.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Communion
m.
Sunday Sctool
915 ism
Holy Connnonion
10.30 a.m
ST. HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sat.
5p m
Sun.
9 a m.
ST LEO CATHOLIC
CM-17-CH
Sancho Masses
6.10 p.m Saturday •
1•01 a.m. Sunday
11 1111 a.m. Sunday

Byron's Discount Pharmacy
Everyday Low Price Prescription Service

lay Meant-et. Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza

753-2380

435 4415

753-5742

County Line Grocery
Groceries & Gasoline
Hwy. 121

EAST SIDE COURT SQUARE
15% Cash Discount On Prescriptions
Bob Dune, P.PH. Free Delivery Bill Hewlett, R.P11.
753-1462 - 24 Hrs.
Home Health Care Equipment Specialist
Soles And Rental

H&LLAND MEDICAL
Hal Hemp, R.R.T.
107 South 4th Street
Murray, Ky.

PRINTING
'Winchester
1

Services

Murray, Ky.

753-5397

Victor's Restaurant
West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
WE DELIVER
CARRY-OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROOM
1301 W. Main - 753-7745

FOR

Parker
. Ford Inc.
701 Main - 753-5273

Western Sizzlin
Steak House®
12th Street

Now Serving Steak, T. Bone
Prime Rib & Seafood
759-9555

st ipbresp
753-8971 Shaar
Joe Todd
Motor Soles
Joe Todd IL Lorry Hale
507 S. 12th

753-2814

Storey's
Food Giant
kl Air Shopping Center
Compliments of

111111•1

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED
-Complete Milling Facilities"
Industrial Rd.•••• 753-5378

Compliments Of

Lynn Grove
Super Market
,(Owners:

Lynn Grove,
Ky.

Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

Carroll Tire Service
imam:Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer
11
/
2 Blocks East of So. 12th
753-1489
1105 Pogue

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION
DEALERS ONLY • THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-8300

LH.CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

753-2411

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Plate Lunches And

All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871
Compliments Of

Wells Electric
753-4845

402 N. 12th, Murray

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING t AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING •SHEET METAL

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
752-$1$1

502 CHESTNUT

BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR

Taylor Seed Co.
Lynn Grove Rood

son, vicar, will conduct
Holy Eucharist services
at 8 and 10:30 a.m. at-St.
John's Episopal Church.
Heather Doyle, Fred
Mahfoud, Will Gentry,
Claudie Moore, Rose
Bogal-Albritten, Kathie
Gentry, Tina George, Pat
Harcourt and Sherry
Glasco will assist.

:114iiand

PRESBYTERIAN

Compliments Of

4

Dr. Winfield Rose, the
Rev. G.T. Moody,
Charles Hale, Bill
Adams, Jr., Gil Mathis
and Wayne Haley will
assist. Tern Taylor and
Keith Roberts will sing a
selection, along with the
Adult Choir.
Episcopal
The Rev. David Robin-

Federal-State Market News Service
November 18. 1983
Kentucky Purr_hiuse Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 483 Est
•Gilts .25 higher Sows 1000a
50.1.00=r
$08.0048.30
US 1.2 210-340 lbs
$37.26-38 25
US 2 200-210 lbs
US 2 210-250 lbs
$37 75.3820
$36 75.3775
US 3-3 250-770 lbs
Sows
$27 50-29.50
U8 1.2 270-360 Ms
$38 30-31 00
IJS 14 300-430 lb*
$3100.83 50
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
027 90-28.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars 623.00.26.00

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
153-6168

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove

about "The Deceptiveness of Sin" with
scripture from James
1:14-15 at 11 a.m. service
and from I Corinthians at
6 p.m. service at Scotts
Grove Baptist Church.
Seventh & Poplar
John Dale will speak
about "What the Blind
Man Saw" with scripture
from Acts 9:1-0 at 8:30
and 10:40 a.m. services at
Seventh & Poplar Church
of Christ. Dale and Doyle
Farris will speak at the 6
p.m. services.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood,
pastor, will speak at 10:45
a.m. and 7 p.m. services
at First Baptist Church.

Vaughn's Plumbing

Vree Pickup
11:00 p.m.
Sunday Open 1:00 ..m.-Om 10:00 p.m. & Delivery'
South 12th -Phone 753-9131

CO.

•

AP. 4111
,

SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00a m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m
SCOT'S GROVE
Worship Sernce
II:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:01p.m

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:31 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
1010
Morning Worship
11:M a.m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:31 p.m
Wed. Worship
7:30p.m.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11113 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Homing Worehip
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
WEI/SIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:11 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50a.m
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
Wed. Evening Ser.
7113 p.m

Op.,, 6:30 e.m.-Close

Wheel Alignment
408 N. 4th

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Warship
6:00
CHERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
11:00a_m:
Evenmg Worship
700 p.m.
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10:CO a.m.
Morning Worship
1101 a.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Warship
11108.m.
Evenuig Services
610 p.m
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45
Marnleg Services
1150
Evening Services
6:18
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
1:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10
Worship Sernce
1110a.m.
Sunday Nit.
111:00p.m.
EA.STWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
111:M a.m
Morning Worship
11 :1111 a.m
Evening Worship
6:10p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:11 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:01 am
Evening Worship
.
615
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Mcrning Winship
11:01 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:10 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Marring Worship
11 1/3
Evening Warship
COO p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Warship
11111a.m.
Evening Worship
645 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Stinday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.45 am
Singing, Eve. Wor
11011p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
445 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:03 a.m.
Church Training
5:01 p.m
Evening Worship
6:10 p.m
Wednesday Evening
700 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
&play School
1000a.m.
WorMilp Service
1100a.m.
Evening Service
5:30 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00
Evening Worship
730p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Surly School
1010 a.m.
Preaching
11:10a.m.&6 CO p.m.
Wednesday iught
7.03p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p m.
LONE OAK
PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2:03p.m.
3rd Sunday
203p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50am.
Evening Worship
6.00 poi
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sluiday School
930a.m.
Worship
11:00a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1110a.m.
Evening Worship
610p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Monung Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Warship
710 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:01 a.m.
Preaching Serv.
11:00a.m.
Nightly Service
6:00 p.m
OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6'32p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:10a.m.
Sunday Everung
6:10 pm.
Wednesday Everung
7:00p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Monung Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship'
6:31p.m.

soloist at 8:30 a.m. The
Chancel Choir will sing at
the later service.
Latter-day Saints
Mr. and Mrs. Culley, a
missionary couple from
Salt Lake City recently
assigned to the Murray
area, and Glenn
Unklesbay will speak at
Sacrament services,
"Traditions of
Thanksgiving," at 11:40
a.m. at Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day
Saints. Also a video film
will be shown at 6 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Dr. Hughie Lawson will
speak about 'The Ten
Commandments and the
Schoolhouse Wall" at
10:45 a.m. service at
First Presbyterian
Church. Pat Clement will
be worship leader. The
choir will sing an anthem.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Roland Jones,
pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. service at Goshen
United Methodist church.
Ronnie Hutson will assist.
The Choir will sing a
selection.
Scotts Grove Baptist
The Rev. Wayne
Carter, pastor, will speak

BAPTIST

BAPTIST

BAPTIST

641 Super Shell

Hooks

It

Wilkins, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:15
p.m. services at Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
Kerry Vasseur will direct
the music. "Sonlight"
will sing at the evening
service.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Don Farmer,
pastor, will speak at 10:50
a.m. and 6 p.m. services
at Westside Baptist
Church. Hank Adams will
be deacon of week.
Charles Peeler will sing a
solo and the Choir will
sing a selection.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at 10:50
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Church. Randall and
Joyce Underhill, Anita
Smith and Leland Peeler
will sing a selection.
First Methodist
The Rev. Richard T.
Carruth, minister of
evangelism, will speak
about "A Dynamic Doxology" with scripture
from Philippians 1:3-11 at
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. services at First United
Methodist Church. Jennifer Beck will be guest

GERALD BOYD - OWNER
Major Engine Repair • A/C

Tune-up Service
Automatic Tra minis:dor Service
753-1750
407"South 4th

ickman

6 Days A Week 621
489-2533

Quality Materials
• Fair Prices

orsworthy
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American Education Week, Nov. 13-19

Localschool students feel education is important port of their lives
(EDITOR'S NOTE —
Murray city school
students wrote the following essays about education for American Education Week, observed Nov.
13-19.)
By Christopher
Steven Jones
I think education is important because I want to
have job when I grow up.

It will take a good
education for me to go to
the college I want to go to.
I want to attend M.I.T. I
would like to get my
masters degree in Computer Science. I believe
computers are the coming thing in the future and
I need to be prepared for
the computer age.
I believe a good educa-

tion will help me
throughout my life. No
matter what my career
ends up, I will need my
education. I believe now
is one of the most important times of my life to
learn.
• • •
By Yolanda
Greenfield
When I grow up, I

would like to be a professional athlete. The reason
why is because I like
sports a lot because,
when I was baby my
father was a football
player at Murray as one
of the Racer's football
players. So when I grew
up, I got to liking sports a
lot. Like in Second grade,
everytime we had P.E. I

always wanted to run
races, play tag football,
kickball, and softball.
Later on when I got into
the 5th grade, I got to try
out for the track team,
and I made it. Then I got
into doing the 50 yard
dash and 100 yard dash.
So after a while, I started
exercising a little more,
and soon enough I started

years, I'll be graduating
from high school and I
hope I get a scholarship.
I'll probably go to college.
• • •
By Kristin
Armstrong
When I grow up I think
I would like to be a sign
language teacher. I know
sign language, and I was
very interested in it when
I first got involved with it.
I think I would have to
have a lot of patience and
kindness. I would have to
know how to read and
write sign language. I
think I would really have
to know how to spell if I
were to teach spelling
signs.
My 3rd cousin is deaf.
I've only seen him a few
times, but still I love to
see him talk.
I also think it is very
important to know how to
communicate with deaf
people to let them express not just their feelings to teachers and
counselors but also
friends and family.
Helen Keller had only 3
of 5 senses. She was very
COFFEE FOR PARENTS —Murray Elementary School hosted an informal determined. Another
coffee for parents before school all this week in recognition of American Educa- quality needed to teach
tion Week. Parents and teachers at the Carter Center include(from left) Marcie sign language, and even
Johnson, Mary Ann Carter, Paula Crouse,Debbie Shapla and Judy Baucum.
though she gave up many
times,she still learned.
Sign language, to me, is
a language just like
French or German.
A sign language
teacher
would have to go
"Where Something Good Will Happen To You."
to school and have the
qualities of a regular
We invite YOU to join in the
teacher,
but also have exour
bringing
in
will
be
God
blessings
perience with teaching
upcoming Revival.
. sign language.
Evangelist John George will bring
Signs are easy to learn
but difficult to remember
the good news in song and preaching.
every single one. If you
Services: Sun. Nov. 20 11:00 a.m.
are experienced enough
you will be able to read
Sun. Nov. 20
anything
someone wll
7:00
p.m.
thru
say. Most deaf people are
Wed. Nov. 23
able to put 3 sentences in
about 1 minute.
*A nursery will be provided for each
• • •
service.
By Beth Vandegrift
When I grow up I want
NEW TEMPORARY LOCATION: 4th and Vine ;formerly
to be a teacher and an
Joe Smiths Carpet)( New church facilities are being built on
author. I will need alot of
training in school. Not onHwy.94E.)
ly will I have to go to colFor Information or Transportation call 753-6695.
lege, but I will probably
ISN'T IT TIME TO LET GOD BE A REAL PART OF YOUR LIFE?
have to get other schooling, too. I will probably
major in Elementary
Education and
Literature. Both my
mother and father are
teachers, but teach
chemistry. I would 1st,
2nd, 3rd or 4th grade so
that I can help children
read and write. I have
two brothers that I can
practice on. sometimes I
play school with them. I
have some school books
that
I can practice on
Clarksville
Paris, Tn.
them.
Northgate Shopping Ctr.
207 N.
As for an author, I am

writing a book now that I
might send to a
publishing company. I
might not be successful
but I hope so. I will have
to know a lot of spelling
and English! I will have
a lot of responsibilities if I
be what I plan to be. I
hope I can handle it.
• • •
By Jason Wynn
When I grow up I would
like to be a designer any
designer!
A clothes
designer, or a building
designer. The I'm really
best at is drawing or
writing, but this story
isn't the best in the world.
Mrs. Guerin thinks I
should be one of those
two.
To be a designer I
would need to know math,
my worst. The reason I
would need to know math
is because I would need to
be able to measure angles
and different things like
that. I would need math if
I sold some clothes or a
building project because
if someone needed
change or something, I
would need to know how
much to give them back. I
would need to know math
if I wanted to be a boss for
my own company
because I would have
figure out hoe much to
pay each worker. If! had
45 workers and they were
paid 2,00 dollars each, I
would be paying $90,000. I
think that was right.
• • •
By Bruce Thurmond
Would you quit school if
you could? No, I don't
think I would quit school
because I wouldn't be
able to get a good job. I
wouldn't have much of a
chance to pay sports if
you liked them or get a
chance to go to a good college. I know I should
always work hare to
make good grades.
My mom works at the
university. She teaches
people that didn't get a
high school education or
maybe not even past 6th
or 7th grade. Now they
know they need their high
school diploma just to get
a job that's half way decent. I believe you should
go to school and work
hard to make something
of yourself. I also believe
after you should go on to
college. I'm the future
when we graduate from
college the only jobs left
maybe jobs that require a
college degree or computer skills. College and
computers will probably
the more important to get
a job in the future than
they are now. Keep going
to school to get an education.

doing long distance running. And right now I'm
trying out for Murray
Middle Basketball team.
It's pretty tough, but I'm
making it through each
day. that's how I got into
liking sports alot. All I
had to do was work hard
and keep on trying and
concentrating on what I
do. So in a few more

First Assembly of God

A cover up sale with
savings of 33%

Sale
39.99

•

Ong.$60. With all the chilly, drizzly weather ahead.
s nice to find a coat that s on your side Our fully
lined all weather coat with a tailored look Choose
from assorted tones

Save al% to 35%on our
soft fashion sweaters.

Sale
12.99

Hwy.69 North

Brewer

Education meeting held

Ong.$19 and $20.Choose from our stripe 100'4;
acrylic or a 100% cotton patterned style Both in
assorted colors for Juniors

45
9
140,9
&
wine
..............

Penny
New Leather

Loafers

19.95-49.95
Reg.
Western
Men's
51'9
.......Reduced$
B

0-95

urses..................F..4,95-5995

New Ladies

p

Just Arrived

Snow

Chris Craft

......... Asstd.
Boots

995
'

Colors

to 50%
40%
.
.....
...

JCPe

By

Suited separates in classic colors Tailored
woven textured polyester with the look
and feel of lightweight wool

Jomfort sportcoat
Comfort slacks

Chestnut Hills Shopping ternISH
Murray. Kentucky
Co1alog Phan* IMP 714,41/1

0
0

off

Jordache

-

Superman

&

4
LI

Shoes............ Save 40.3/0 to 50% off
Womens

Reg Sate
$7000 5.499
$2600 19 99

—3Mene.

O.
4
4, CO"

0
0
0

oc
0

to 50%
................40% Superwoman

Infants Athletic

Shoes

to Relax."
Joyce Putty, Christian
County Schools, was
named "Employee of the
Year" and presented an
award at the semi-annual
0meeting.
The host group for this
fall's meeting were
educational office personnel from Murray Independent School District
and Calloway County
School District. Special
guests at the meeting
were administrators
from school districts who
welcomed the group to
Murray and Calloway
County.
(Continued on Page 14

off

. na-5palding
Shoes....
-Nik.e-Pur
Pony.

Save on our comfort
sportcoat and slacks.

The West Kentucky
Association of Educational Office Personnel
held its fall meeting on
Friday, Oct. 21, at Curris
Center, Murray State
University.
The day-long meeting,
attended by the 80 educational office personnel,
was highlighted by guest
speakers and a salad luncheon. Melba Casey,
director of the West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative, discussed
"Stress" with the group
and Beverly Craig, a
clinical psychologist with
the Comprehensive Care
Center, spoke on "Ways

0

Athletic
Sew Velcro

Sale19.99
and

,

Names Like Naturalizer
On Brand
Famolore, Joyce,
Few
Andianio, Agner,
To Name A
And Connie Just
•
DiSCOUnt
—

's

fl

Shoes

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

118 South 12th St.

753-0035

dr
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RACER FORM
•

CELEBRATION- Murray State players
did a lot of celebrating following their 19-7
victory over Youngstown State, Saturday,
which assured the team of a winning
season. (Left) Racer linemen Charles
Wiles(57), Keith Lester (sitting) and Colby
Schreckengost (72) enjoyed this moment
when runningback Dennis Dockery scored
and (above) Danny Coleman enjoyed the
post-game honors as he earned the Ohio
Valley Conference defensive player of the
week award for his performance at defensive tackle.

Murray State Offense
SE(80) Lee McCormick (5-10, 170, So.
TE (88) Keith Lester (6-5, 250, Jr.)
ST(55) Albert Starnes (6-3, 260, Sr.)
SG(68) Jim Hopkins (6-4, 250, Sr.)
C(51) Tirn Billa (6-2, 235, Fr.)
TG (57) Charles Wiles (6-2, 220, Fr.)
TT(72) Colby Schreckengost (6-3, 270;iSo.)
TE (86)Eric Umstead (6-4, 230,Sr.)
FL(14) Chuck Cummings (5-10, 170, Fr.)
QB(18) Kevin Sisk (6-2, 170, So.)
FB(38) Dennis Dockery (6-2, 205, So.)
Murray State Defense
LE(4) Woody Clark (6-0, 190, Jr.)
LT(58) Tim Price (6-2,230, Jr.)
LG (90) Jose Casanova (5-10, 235, Jr.)
RG (66) Rick Gearhart (6-2, 725, Jr.)
RT (70) Dan Coleman (6-3, 240, Jr.) ,
RE(94) Jim Piercefield (6-0, 195, Sr.)
LLB(59) Luke Curry (6-0, 195, Fr.)
RLB(43) Alfonzo Mather (5-10, 190, Jr.)
LCB(1) Ralph Robinson (6-0, 170, Jr.)
RCB(5)James Yarbrough (6-0, 175, So.)
S(24)Herbert Jones (5-10, 180, Jr.)
Sept. 3
Sept 17
Sept 24
Oct. 1
Oct.8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov.5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

Murray State Schedule
at Southeast Missouri
at East Carolina
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Southwest Missouri(HC)
at Middle Tennessee
at Akron
Eastern Kentucky
at Austin Peay
at Youngstown State
at Western Kentucky

25-11
25-50
20-6
38-0
19-7
14-17
3-6
23-10
16-17
19-7
1:00

(W)
(L)
(W)
(W)
(W)
(L)
(L)
(W)
(L)
(W)

THE GAME: Murray State wraps up its 1983
football campaign on Saturday, taking on the
Hilltoppers of Western Kentucky in Bowling Green,
Ky. Kickoff is set for 1 p.m. (CST) at L.T. Smith
Stadium (capacity 12,370). Radio by the Racer
Network (Joe King and Larry Krouse).
LAST WEEK: Murray State ensured itself of a
winning season last Saturday by posting a 19-7
victory over OVC opponent Youngstown State in
Youngstown, Ohio. The Racers currently boast a 6-4
overall record and a 4-3 mark against conference
competition. Western Kentucky carries a 2-7-1
overall record into this weekend's contest after
falling to Eastern Illinois 34-14 last Saturday.
THE RIVALRY: This weekend's game marks the
50th renewal of the Murray State-Western Kentucky
football rivalry. The Hilltoppers lead the series 2419-6. The Racers, however, have won three out of
the last four meetings between the two teams.
LAST YEAR: A year ago, Western Kentucky
handed Murray State a 27-20 setback on a cold,
rainy afternoon in Murray, Ky. The Hilltoppers
scored 17 unanswered third quarter points to
overcome a 13-10 halftime deficit and post the
victory.
THE COACHES: Murray State -Frank Beamer
(Virginia Tech, 1969) is currently in his third year
with the Racers with an 18-14 overall record.
Western Kentucky
-.Jimmy Feix (Western
Kentucky, 1954) is in his 16th season with the
Hilltoppers, with a 106-55-6 career mark.
THE FORMATIONS: Murray State utilizes a
multiple offensive attack and a wide tackle six
defense. Western Kentucky operates out of the I-

formation offenlively and employs a 3-4-4 defensive
alignment.
BEAMER ON WKU: "Western is a big, strong,
tough football team. They have a fine passer in
Scott Travis and one of the premier linebackers in
the nation in Paul Gray. I also regard Jimmy Feix
as one of the finest coaches and gentleman in the
business, and I'm sure he is going to have his team
ready to play."
RACERS TO WATCH: Freshman fullback Wi,lie
Cannon, who sat out last week's game aga
Youngstown State due to a deep thigh bruise, leads
the Racers in rushing with a 97.0 yards per game
average. Sophomore quarterback Kevin Sisk, who
is also hobbled with a thigh bruise, paces MSU in
total offense, gaining 162.4 yards per contest. Senior
nlacekicker Jeff Lancaster needs three field goals
to tie the OVC record of 38 career three-pointer.
Junior safety Herbert Jones tops the team
defensively with 100 total tackles, three
interceptions and one fumble recovery. Dan
Coleman,follows with 98 stops.
TOPPERS TO WATCH: The Western Kentucky
offense is directed by sophomore quarterback Scott
Travis, who has completed 79 of 179 passes for 1,098
yards and four touchdowns this season. His favorite
target is split end Alan Mullins. Sophomore tailback
Glendell Miller, who missed the Hilltoppers last
three outings due to a thigh injury, ranks as
Western's leading rusher with 569 yards and six
touchdowns on 149 carries. All-American linebacker
Paul Gray spearheads the Topper defense with 129
tackles, four fumble recoveries and one pass
interception.

Western Kentucky Offense
SE (82) Alan Mullins (5-11,167, So.)
QT(71) Tommy Smith (6-3,215, Sr.)
QG (64) Rick Denstorff (6-1,225, So.)
C(74) Rick Schneider (6-2, 232, Sr.)
SG (68)Scott Rouch (6-2, 250, Sr.)
ST(79) Jim King (6-6, 260, Sr.)
TE (85) Mickey Lewis(6-0, 210, Jr.)
FL(45) Charlie Houser(6-0, 185, Jr.)
QB(15)Scott Travis (6-3, 205, So.)
FB (42) Ty Campbell (6-1, 220, Jr.
TB(41) Danny Embree (5-8, 180, Jr.
Western Kentucky Defense
DE (70) Tim Mooney (6-3, 235, So.)
NT(50)Stuart Bundy (6-0, 230,So.)
DE (80) Mark Fatkin (6-3,237,So.)
OLB(58) Marvin Cottrell (5-11, 198, Sr.)
ILB (56) David Daido (6-2,218, So.)
ILB (51) Paul Gray (6-2,231, Sr.)
OLB(34) Walter York (6-2, 220,Sr.)
LCB(14) Ronnie Fishback (5-10, 174,Jr.)
RCB(11) David Bailey (5-9, 180, Fr.)
FS(28) John Lacey (6-1,175,Fr.)
SS(20) Reginald Johnson
Sr.)
(6-k208'
Sept 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct 29
Nov.5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

Western Kentucky Schedule
at Louisville
22-41 (L)
at Akron
13-14 (L)
at Austin Peay
3-13 (L)
Southeastern Louisiana
7-27 (L)
at Youngstown State
13-24 (L)
Tennessee Tech
17-0 (W)
at Eastern Kentucky
10-10 (T)
Morehead State
38-7 (W)
at Middle Tennessee
7-26 (L)
Eastern Illinois
14-34 (L)
Murray State
1:00

GO RACERS!
See Us For
Your
Landscaping
Needs!

JONES LANDSCAPING

Our Deli
Is Great
Before or
After The
Game

The Best Pizza In Town' Honest
Rua,Sandwiches, Pests, Soled,
TO GO ORDERS-753-6656

Open till Midnight
6 o.m.-1 2 p.m.
Doily

West Kentucky s Economy Cor Center
800 Chestnut

NURSERT•GREENHOUSE•DESIGNS

407 N. 12th

753-1725

Go Get'Em Racers

I.K.T. Auto Parts

Murray

Racers Are #1

Datsun
Chrysler
Dodge

Come See Us...

We'll fix you up
504 Maple St.
401 Olive

753-5321

(M1S1 I R

753-4461

(Across from the First Methodist aterch)
Weekdays 7-5 Seer* 1-3

the shoe tree
SOLJTHSIOF MANOR

We'll
overlook
your first
accident

When you guild). as a preferred risk for Slate Auto
Companies special Medahst Auto Policy, yaw
rates won't go up with your first accident
Unlike sunder policies that require three pearl of
• policy ownership. the Medalist allows this
exemption tnunediately

The Medalist recognises the older safer driver with substantial rate
reductions and broader coverage Rate reductions begin as early as age 25 and
ore Partirularly..attrartive for the 44 to 64 year old
If you have a safe driving record, see NO how low your car uisuranee
premium -an be with the Medalist Auto Polo, from State Auto Insurance
Companies
call as about thu car insurance break-through for safe drivers

407 Maple
753-4451

VIDEO TAPING
SERVICE
Video Tape The Most
Important Times Of Your
Life - Graduations,
Weddings, iirthdays, Parties.

Dodge

S. 12th
753-7114

-• -or-or.

sports
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Karate anyone?
Newest Olympic sport
demonstrated by locals

FREE FLIGHT AND FALLS -(Above) Tae Kwon-Do Karate expert Don
Wright sails over the heads of seven volunteers to break a board during a
demonstration at Calloway North Elementary School. Wright, a former Murray
State cheerleader,takes his bows in a different way sometimes,especially when
doing a routine with one of his students, Karen Morris(left).
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Drug charges result in jail
sentences for three Royals

A 'b
4 ,41
4\o,AAN.A.'IN'''iiotio/././1"1

KANSAS CITY, Kan.
(AP) — When he became
the first active player in
Major League history
sent to jail on a drug
charge, Willie Wilson's
jaw muscles tightened into a knot that could be
-seen in the back of the
courtroom.
When he became the second, Willie Aikens
slumped slightly and
began wringing his
hands.
When he became the
third, Jerry Martin's
broad shoulders drooped.
He took a deep breath and
turned his head to his left
and stared in the direction of an open window.
One by one Thursday
morning, the three
members of the 1983 Kansas City Royals stood
before U.S. Magistrate J.
Milton Sullivant and
made baseball history. In
a decision that apparently caught almost
-everyone by surprise,
Sullivant sentenced each
player to three months in

prison for trying to buy
"They made a....example out of me," he said as
cocaine.
Wilson, the 1982 he and his weeping wife,
American League batting Kathy, walked to their
champion, and Aikens, a car."
power-hitting first
Wilson's attorney
baseman, also were fined blamed the sentence on
$5,000. Martin, an out- the news media.
fielder who was describ"The judge did not
ed by his attorney as be- sentence him because he
ing on the verge -of needed a reason to
financial catastrophe," sentence him, but
was fined $2,500.
because the courtroom
was full of media," said
Wilson, who issued a David Russell.
The three, in a plea
public apology last week
and announced he would agreement with pro
devote his time and secutors, pleaded guilty
money to a Royals- last month to a misdesponsored drug education meanor charge of atprogram, reacted angrily tempting to possess cocaine.
outside the courtroom.

MHS basketball scrimmage Monday
Murray High will initiate its basketball
season with a tipoff
scrimmage and chili supper.
Both the Tigers and
Lady Tiger basketball
teams will be introduced
Monday in the school

gymnasium and the boys
will play a brief intersquad scrimmage beginning at 5 p.m.
After the scrimmage
the parents of the players
are sponsoring a 'chili
supper which will cost
$1.50.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
When Don Wright first came to Murray several
years ago, he never imagined he'd go from a mildmannered horticulture student to demonstrating
flying karate kicks to a gym full of elementary
students.
Wright, a 27-year-old from Salisbury, Maryland,
is far from the person he used to be in talent, poise
and confidence, but his personality has hardly
changed. He's still an easy-going, quick-to-laugh
sort of guy, even when he's aiming a side kick at the
point of someone's nose.
Wright, you see, is a complex person involved in
teaching the newest Olympic sport to the masses.
A second-degree black belt in Tae Kwon-Do
Karate, Wright incorporates may facets of his personality and past experiences into domonstrating
his life's love-karate.
"In the last two months we (Wright's karate
class) have put on about 10 demonstrations to civic
groups, elementary schools, and colleges," Wright
said. "Since this is going to be a new sport in the
Olympics in 1984, we're interested in getting as
many people involved in it as possible in this area.
Who knows? Someday we may have somebody
from Murray,Ky., going to the Olympics."
Although both Wright and his fellow teacher
Ralph Catino are both too old to aim for the Olympic
dream, both have dedicated themselves to teaching
others, especially youth, the art of karate as both a
sport and self-defense.
As Catino, who is a third-degree black belt says,
"Karate is better than football, basketball, baseball
... you name it. It combines aspects of all sports and
teaches confidence and discipline which has proven
to improve scholastics and work habits among people of all ages. And best of all, it's fun."
Catino, also 27 and a 13-year karate veteran, has
developed an interesting life story in his travels to
Murray. He grew up in Allentown, Pa., traveled to
Orlando, Fla., where he taught karate for a while,
then he moved to Atlanta where he trained with
marshal arts experts and movie stars Chuck Norris
and Keith Vitali.
"I moved to Murray after visiting a friend I had
in Benton and one day I walked into the karate
center and met Mr. Wright," Catino remembered.
What started as a casual friendship has turned into
a successful business and travel venture for both
karate instructors.
Recently the two brought an entourage from their
class of about 40 students and demonstrated the
sport to the Calloway East and North elementary
schools.
Wright is probably most reknown for his days as
an acrobatic cheerleader at Murray State and he
admits the cheerleading led to much of his success
today.
-When I started at MSU I was only intending to
get a two-year associates degree in horticulture
while I was stationed at Paris Landing in the Coast
Guard. I started cheerleading and at the same time
I was learning karate. I liked cheerleading so much
I stayed and finished my four-year degree and now
I'm teaching karate and incorportating a lot of
things I learned in cheerleading into our various
routines."
One of Wright's more spectacular skits involves
leaping over a line of volunteers and breaking a
board in mid-air with a straight kick. The entire
demonstration was entertaining and well-received
at Calloway North Elementary, Wednesday.
"We don't have a set routine and often times we
adlib or change a skit right before we go on,"
Wright laughs. "We try to vary our routines for different audiences and most of all we have a great
time doing it."
Wright said the demonstrations are available free
to any interested group and all it takes is a phone
call to 753-6111 to set one up.
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Tuesday Night Spaghetti Special
ALL YOU CAN EAT
y4
.-..:.e
r.,..:-.'
0 "7' —

OZARK LOG HOMES
& D&M CABIN INTERIORS
Saturday, Nov. 19th 10 A.M.-3 P.M.
Sign-Up For Free
Door Prizes

BOLD
LIQUIDATORS

$269

Home Security
Alarms

without
salad

f '.,
with

All ha ..ind fresh and ready
get-heri mal dig
when
honest to Ga rn's goodness
you

salad

Peg Wholf%,,nle $70

1

,

0A

Off In Each Store

On Items Such As
*Quilts *Colonial Mills Braided Rugs
*Log Package
•Wood Stoves

•••

-.NMSA c$2
9
95
Only 50

Streit
Momry

Musical Christmas
and Birthday Cards

OF;
Kio. n
N,
-d

For A Log Home)

(k.)vAr•
OM euelm
Sairitel PANTS

________

a tt§
753-6656

au riding 0'4
no

Gm kaap That Grit
With Gamine Sill Parte.

I.

•Decker Antique Reproductions
......1.---

Talk To Our
Earthline Stove Factory Rep.
And Enjoy His Homemade
Chili Cooked On Our Earth line
Wood Stove
•

BOLD LIQUIDATORS

OZARK LOG HOMES &
D & M CABIN INTERIORS
121 By Pass (Wo'ro In The Log Cabin

i

753-6774

302 Main Street
in the old Jeffery's Building
753-3752

1984 Chevrolet Van

KM 'Conversion, 38,000 miles, P.W., P.D.
Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Auto, 305 V-8 AM-F
ti Cassette, C.B. Radio, Rally Wheels
$14,998.24

I
0,4

PI0

DWAIN TAYLOR
6E:
7HEVR
753-2

0 LET
Lis,..Murray

Across From Unc16
64

CHEVR 0 LET

or.
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Murray's'Snake'takes his chances on the run
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
As the strain of an 11game schedule begins to
tell on injured Kevin Sisk,
his backup, Kurt Marshall is seeing more and
more time at the helm of
Murray State's football
team.
Marshall, a 6-4, 218pound transfer from
Calumet City, Ill., cuts an
impressive figure when
he takes a snap from
Racer center Tim Billa.
He's been taking more
snaps recently as Sisk
has nursed a re-occuring
leg injury, sustained
against Eastern Kentucky, Oct. 29, and in the
past few games the
quarterback load has set-

By The Associated Press
Washington Coach Don
James says the revenge
factor "is garbage" as
his 15th-ranked Huskies
prepare for a meeting
with cross-state rival
Washington State.
The game, for the second straight season, will
determine the Pacific 10
Conference's Rose Bowl
representative.
Last year, the Huskies
needed to beat
Washington State to win
the Pac 10 title, but they
lost 24-20. This year, they
are in the same position,
only they're twotouchdown favorites to
beat the Cougars Saturday at Seattle and win
their third trip to the
Rose Bowl in four years.
"Last year's game is
history," James said.
"This year's game is
played right out there
Saturday afternoon. Any
of our players that think
differently are making a
big mistake."
The Rose Bowl was
among the few major
bowls still unsettled going
into Saturday's college
football games. No. 4 Illinois will be the Big Ten
representative, having
clinched its conference title list week.
At 5-1 in the Pac 10 and

tied on Marshall's
shoulders time and again.
"That's what I'm here
for," Marshall insists,
although he would prefer
the starting position.
"I'm always trying to win
the job or at least keep
pushing Kevin for it
because that's how I am.
I enjoy the competition
and I believe I'm just as
good a quarterback as he
is. I I
In games as recent as
last Saturday's 19-7 win
at Youngstown, Marshall
has been given the opportunity to show what
he's capable of in a
pressure situation.
Replacing Sisk in the
second quarter, Marshall's first play was a 15-

yard gain on a quarterback option. However the
run was nullified by a
penalty.
The Racers couldn't
keep the drive alive after
the setback and Sisk
returned momentarily to
try and protect the
Racers 10-0 lead. He had
trouble with his passing,
connecting only on one of
eight attempts in the first
half, and on the following
series, after the Penguins
scored their only
touchdown of the game,
Marshall returned for
good.
Despite two shoulder
operations in his throwing arm, one to insert a
steel pin and the other to
remove it when he broke
it lifting weights, Marshall proved Saturday he
left nothing on the
operating table two years
ago.
At the half he had completed two of four passes
for 29 yards, and after intermission he returned to
hit six of his next eight for
a game total of 90 yards.
Twice he was sacked in
the first half, but the
Penguins didn't touch
him in the backfield after
intermission.
He ran well, too, gaining 48 yards on 15 runs
but his totals dropped to
27 yards when he lost 21 in
sacks. Take away the lost
yardage by sacks and
Marshall would have
been the game's leading
rusher. Even as a part-

8-2 overall, the Huskies
had to worry only about
UCLA in its drive to the
Rose Bowl on Jan. 2. If
Washington loses and
UCLA beats Southern Cal
Saturday, the Bruins
could face Illinois.
Whichever team fails to
make it to the Rose Bowl
apparently will go to the
Aloha Bowl on Dec. 26 at
Honolulu to face Penn
State, although official
bowl invitations cannot
be extended until Saturday.
The other major bowl
bids still up for grabs
were the Sugar and
Fiesta bowls, both on
Jan. 2.
In the Sugar Bowl at
New Orleans, No. 3.
Auburn was set to face
the winner of the Big Ten
game between No. 10
Ohio State and No. 8
Michigan. The loser apparently will go to the
Fiesta Bowl at Tempe,
Ariz., against No. 17 Pittsburgh.

time player, he's gained
135 yards on 36 carries for
the third-best average on
the team.
"Everyone considers
me more of a running
quarterback than a
passer," Marshall says,
"But I can throw and run
as well as anyone.
Sometimes I get sacked,
but I'd rather eat the ball
than throw it away."
Marshall's passing
philosophy has paid off in
his games as the Racer
quarterback because in
seven appearances he's
completed 60 percent of
his passes (15 of 25) for
149 yards and not a single
interception. Sisk has
tossed 13 errant aerials in
10 games while completing 132 of 237 for 1,631
yards.
Because of his beard
and longish brown hair,
Marshall is sometimes
called "The Snake" in
reference to his
resemblance of Kenny
'Snake' Stabler of
Oakland Raider fame.
The good-natured hisses
from his teammates
serve as a boost to Marshall's confidence, reminding him of Stabler's

Tonight Murray State
hosts Marathon Oil AAU
in the Racers 1983-84
debut in an exhibition
basketball game.
Tipoff is 7:30 p.m. in

fame, but Murray's
'Snake' has yet to break
the starting lineup.
But the junior college
transfer from Thornton
Community College in
South Holland, Ill., remains undaunted. When
he gets his chances, he
takes them and runs.
"I like running the ball.
And since I'm bigger than
Sisk (6-2, 170), I'm built
more for the punishment
it takes to be a good running quarterback. When I
first got in ( against
Youngstown) I was a little rusty on the option
because I hadn't practiced it all week long. .
"We ran the heck out of
the option and I was a little surprised at how well
it went. I guess it shows
how solid we are as a
team because when your
second stringers are just
as good as your first it
shows the kind of talent
and all-around effort you
have."
Saturday's game
begins at 1 p.m. in Bowling Green. The Racers
are 6-4 and the Hilltoppers, 2-7-1, going into the
contest.

Racer Arena. Marathon
Oil is comprised of
several former collegiate
players from the University of Kentucky and
around the state.

WE MAKE NO ATTEMPT
OF
ELEGANCE

THE KEG RESTAURANT

State Farm -

State Fayn 14e !now ance Company
Horne Once Eticom.glon Anos

National Baigetall Assaciation
Friday's Games
ABlbuiPST
New York at Boston, 7:30 p.m
EASTFAROONFEREMCE
Utah at Detroit, 7 35 p.m.
lama Division
Houston at Denver,9,40 p.m
•L Pct. GB
Milwaukee at Phoenix.9: 35 p m
Boston
22 iiiSaturday's Games
PhUadelpida
7 3 .7102
Detroit at New York,7.35 p m.
New Jersey
S's
II I IN
Boston at Philadelphia, 7.15 p.m
NewYort
$
AO Pt
Utah at Washington,7:35 p.m.
Wuhlnton
Seattle at Atlanta, 7.40 p.m.
C221321111312122
New Jersey at San Antonio, 8.30
-1`.—7Milwauke II
2 .545 p.m.
Atlanta
$ 5 .500
½
Indiana at Chicago,I 35 p.m.
5 5 .500
Detroit
`a
Phoenix at Dallas,I , p.m.
Chicago
3 6 .273 2
Golden State at Houston.I 40 p.m.
3 7 .300 241
klilwaWtee at Denver,8:* p.m.
2 9 AV 4
Los Angeles at Portland, 10: 35
W1.31 gRN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Dallas
1 4
000
Utah
5 5 500
Denver
4 5 444
4 7 .364
San Antonio
4 7 .354
Houaton
3 I .X3
GREEN BAY, Wis.
Pedle
$ 2 AN
The Green Bay
.721
-13-1--I
.563
Packers announced
5 .545 21
/
2 plans to
retire uniform
4 5 .444 3½
4 7 .364 4k No. 66 worn for 15 years
Thursday's Games
by middle linebacker
Washington 102, Indiana 94
Ray Nitschke, who was
Atlanta 99, Philadelphia 94
Seattle 119, Chicago 110
elected to the National
Dallas 115, New Jersey 113
Football League Hall of
Kansas City 129,San Antonio I26
San Diego 141, Milwaukee 122
Fame
in 1978, the first
Los Angeles 127, Cleveland 114
StA t,
Denver 111 1;
year Ire was eligible.

524 Mein

Lorry Krouse Instbronce

tUaise'Was

Sere
Money...
pipe bending
to your epees.
•TAILPIPES
*DUALS
'EXHAUST PIPES

Discount
Mufflers
bee

10% f.20% off
of, Exhaust Ports
Inspection •

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
6395 4th St
Phone 753 9868

$3,750.00
$3,295.00
$4,475.00
$4,175.00
$3,450.00
$3,475.00
$3,175.00
$1,875.00

Approximately 100 used cars to choose from —
Thursday, Nov. 17 —Monday, Nov.21
qb
DON'T MISS IT!!!
Carroll VW — Audi — Mazda Inc.
Chestnut St. Murray
753-8850

Airtight design stops
heat loss up the chimney.
Converts to an open fireplace
instantly -screen included
Colorful attractive
ceramics Can be changed
to meet your decor

Large door opens
wide for easy
loading. Will accept
24- wood.
Flat ba•ie - no legs
to wobble.

$4,295.00
$4,275.00
$6,875.00
$4,995.00
$5,595.00
$4,295.00
$7,495.00
$4,595.00
$3,695.00
$3,995.00 _
$4,995.00
$4,675.00
$3,595.00
$3,695.00
$3,695.00
$3,450.00
$3,895.00

Wo
Pat McCarthy
Pat Kidd
Glenda Herndon
H10 Ad. Game IfIC)

45
rhursday's Boys Garaes
Thursday's Girls Games
Graves Co. Tourney
Sper icer Co. 86, Christian Academy 11
Quarterfinals
Bar dstown Bethlehem 59, Burgin 45
Carlisle Co 52,Sedalia 45
Fo rdsville SI, Central City 35
Lowes 54. Fancy Farm 32
M uhlenberg Central 79, Bremen 45
Regular Season
Pal K
South Hopkins 49. Dawson Sprine,s 38Glint
ea Co. 65 Christian Academy
plININIMINswwwamagglingangy

Opt tonal Jet-Air fan for
additional room heat
circiJlation, and optional
water coils for hot water
hee,ter.

$5,295.00
$5,295.00
$4,500.00
$3,995.00
$6,475.00
$6,395.00
$4,350.00

Men
Ball McCarthy
Benue Royal
Chuck Pennington

Pat Pew oom
Glen& Herndon
High lad Series(SC I
'Men

The!rmostatic control
gh vs you even.
co mfortable temperatut es at itomatically day and night.

82 Toyota Tercel 4 Door,5 Speed - White - One Owner
New Car Trade-In. A/C—AM/FM
2-82 Mazda GLC's, 2 door,4 speed - A/C - Brown and Gold
82 Mazda Pickup - Short Bed,5 Speed
81 Mazda GLC - 2 door,4 speed, A/C - Red
80 Honda Accord 4 Door Automatic, A/C - Green
80 Honda Accord, 2 door LX automatic, A/C - Green
80 Mazda GLC Wagon,4 speed, A/C, rack-beige
2-80 V.W. Diesel Rabbits, 4 door,4 speed,
A/C - Green and Black
80 V.W. Rabbit,4 door automatic, A/C - Brown
80 Audi 4000 Automatic, A/C, Sunroof - Black
80 Fiat X19 Cony. 5 Speed - Red
80 Mazda 626 2 door 5 speed, A/C - Blue
80 Datsun 310 GX 2 door,5 speed - Black
80 Toyota Supra 2 door automatic, A/C - Brown
79 Mustang Ghia 2 door automatic, A/C - Beige
79 Plymouth Duster 2 door,6 cylinder, automatic, A/C
79 Datsun Pickup King Cab,4 speed - Blue...........-..—
79 Pontiac Grand Prix - White
79 Ford LTD 4 door - local one owner - Silver
79 V.W. Rabbit 4 door,4 speed - brown
78 Chevrolet Malibu Classic 4 door automatic, A/C
78 Datsun Pickup 4 speed, A/C, topper - Red
78 Chevrolet Luv Truck, Automatic - Black
78 Chevrolet Monte Carlo - Silver
78 Olds Cutlass Calais 2 door, high mileage,
good condition, Blue
81 Ford Escort 2 door, automatic, high mileaae, good condition
80 V.W. Dasher Diesel Wagon, A/C, high mileage
good condition
80 V.W. Rabbit Pickup, A/C, topper, high mileage,
good condition
79 Diesel Rabbit 4 door - white, high mileage, nice car
78 Chevrolet Chevelle,4 door, A/C - Green
79 AMC Concord DL 2 door, automatic, low mileage - Black
76 Jeep - good mechanically

mows GaMf

(al -

Rugged plate steel
construction with firetscx
lined with firebrick

Now Available...
Mobile Home Stoves
HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY
Calloway County's Complete Farm Supply Store
Hwy. 94 E. — 753-7862 — Murray, Ky.
Open All Day Saturday

• Ky. Lake
Country Buffet
Menu Includes:
Steam Boat Round Roast Beef carved on the
line, Southern Style Fried Chicken, Ky.'
Country Ham, Spicy Barbecue Spare Ribs,
Ky. Lake Catfish, Asstd. Vegetables, Asst.
Ky. Made Cheese, Large Salad Bar and
Beverage.
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1. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

AYE'S
MONOGRAMS
753-7743
Several styles and
colors available.
Fast service. Gift

Reserve Your
.Sent. Clews
Setts
forty At

Need It?
Rent It!

SNOP
where the price is
ri9hi•
WORLD Of SOUND

Tony-753-8201
MURRAY RENTAL
L SALES

BIT House of Ceramics
will be open 5 nights a
week for your to make
your Christmas gifts or
to shop in our gift shoe).

Set., Iles. 10*, foment
Dey et Nand laws eini
fteress Cotter. Couto try e
Poo. Chain Sew, film
decide. 60 1 galloon of bar
end dein lube sod I dein
eheolotsly fres will His
pitrelesse of o holes Sew
with • spec* &scow
price. One /ay atty. Set.
Nov. 19tA

1

MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES
2i10 E. Main
733-8201

2. Notice

LEARN TO TRAIN
YOUR OBEDIENCE OR
PROTECTION DOG
A now humane way
to have • well mannered home dog more reliable protector and companion, or
that show dog yea
envoys wanted. Nationally known instracton offer classes
or private lessons. We
train or yea teem to
train. Boarding, quality feed and equipment
available. Champion,
obedience, herding &
protection titled
breeding stock with
occasional puppies
end older dogs from
ARC German
Shepherds and
Atistralian Cattle
Dogs.

HAZEL LAWN
AND GARDEN
CENTER
lune', Sy
492-8147

222 S. 12th
753 -S8OS

•

•
ATTENTION
FARMERS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

DOWN
Answer to Previous Puzzle

1 Bishop s
headdress
6 Goes by
water
11 Retreat
12 Apportions
14 Near
15 Diversion
17 Symbol for
rhodium
18 Pinch
20 Vapid
21 Ocean
22 Wheel tooth
24 The self
25 Stalk
26 Commission
28 Revolve
30 French for
summer
31 Rodent
32 Renovates
35 Removes by
brushing
38 Consumes
39 Chinese
pagoda
41 Cook slowly
42 Curved letter
43 Imprisons
45 Organ of
sight
46 Chinese
distance
measure
47 Scores
49 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
50 Continued
story
52 Swimming
54 Bakers
products
55 African
antelope

-

1 Ones
profession
2 Pronoun
3 Gratuity
4 Periods of
time
5 Remained at
e aSe
6 s,'amen
7 Eg>
sing, ng gin
8 Freric fof

T $
I
A TWISI E
U8 LES
A
BROOM
R
(00
A R
SPEA
i 0
S
.L I
ATS
AS
I
E
E
S S
4 0 AT S
AT
TES TAT E
SEMI TE
M A
E D U- C E
GE

)11

9 Behold,
1 0 Thorougt 'fare
1 1 Roam
13 Mortification 29 The grampus
32 Walks
16 Label
19 Father and
unsteadily
mother
3,,' Simpler
2l Law
34 aogs down
23 E Valuates
35 Salty
Kiavenly
25
36 Farther away
bodies
37 Saccharine
27 Fie‘:ent
40 Be ill

P
A
A
A
A

SIT
So
SEA
L' S

43 Kind of
goat
44 Fastens
47 Sesame
48 Music as
written
51 Artificial
language
53 Article

7

15

14
16

Will help fill out
FmHA 1983
emergency loan
applications.
Call 502-4354534.

GLENDHENMERE
KENNELS
8 mi. so. of Murray
502-436-2858

BOOK
Your Christmas
Parties now at
Rudy's
Restaurant
753-1632

5. Lost and Found
LOST plain wood walk
ing cane, with name,
Noma U. Dunn and D Y
Dunn, 1005 Fairlane Dr.
Please call 753-2523
Reward.

6. Help Wanted

The perfect pair
for wedding picyou and
tures
Carter Studio
CARTER STUDIO

HOUSEKEEPER
needed, 1/2 day twice a
week. Supply own tran
sportation and re
ferences. Non-smokers
only. Call 753-884.
NEEDED, full time
babysitter in my home
in North Elementary
area for 3 year old and 5
year old girls. M-F. Call
753-0298 after 6p.m.
PART time, sales
oriented person to sell
home respiratory service. Work with
patients, doctors, and
hospitals. Can work into
full time job. Send
resume to: Oxytec, 3271
Teal Road, Lafayette,
In. 47905.

753 8798

300 Mom

1,

22

WATERBEDS
Yciur complete
sot,Ice.

Crass
Furniture
1'03 S. 3rd
753-3621

I WAS JOST ABOUT
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YOU SHOULD NEVER
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1. Legal Notice

310

1 Legal Notice

6. Help Wanted
4

Civil Action File No.83-C1-271
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Bank of Murray
Plaintiff, versus Joe Bruce Evans and wife,
Judy Evans Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the October 14th Term thereof 1983, in the
above cause, for the sum of Forty Nine
Thousand One Hundred Sixty Five and
99/100 Dollars, with interest at the rate of
$13.986 per day from the 14th day of October
1983, until paid and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 28th
day of November 1983, at 1:00 o'clock p.m.,
or thereabout, upon a credit of 30 days, the
following described property, to-wit:
Beginning at a point on the north side of
the Old Murray-Concord Road near the east
bank of Overbey slough and where the west
hedge row of the lot heretofore occupied by
Prentice Overbey at the time of his death
intersects said Murray-Concord Road;
Thence in a northerly direction with said
west hedge row and said west hedge row
extended 388 feet more or less to the location
of an old fence row; thence in an easterly
direction with said fence row 113 feet more
or less to a point in line with the hedge row
on the east side of the lot heretofore
mentioned (lot occupied by Prentice
Overbey at the time of his death); thence in
a southerly direction to the east hedge row
herein mentioned and with said east hedge
row a distance of 388 feet more or less to the
north side of the old Murray-Concord Road;
thence in an easterly direction with the
north side of the Old Murray-Concord road
113 feet more or less to the point of
beginning.
For source of title see Microfilm Book 154,
Cabinet 1, Drawer 6, Card 582, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Civil Action File No.83-CI-167
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Bank of Murray
Plaintiff, versus John J. Stabile, Jr. and
Kathleen C. Stabile Defendant..
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Couit rendered at
the October 14th Term thereof 1983, in the
above cause, for the sum of Ten Thousand
Three Hundred Twenty Seven and 98/100
Dollars, with interest until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on the 28th day of November 1983, at
1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a
credit of 30 days, the following described
property, to-wit: Beginning at a point on the
north side of the Mayfield Coldwater Road
(old road ) and said point being on grantors
south line and being sixty-five feet west of
the house located on this tract; thence north
to a point on Cook's Branch Creek,said point
being also sixty-five feet west of said house;
thence east with the meanders of said creek
to Freeman Johnson's West line; thence
south with Freeman Johnson's west line;
thence south with Freeman Johnson's line to
the Old Mayfield Coldwater Road; thence
with the Old Mayfield Coldwater Road in a
westwardly direction to the point of
beginning, containing four acres more or
less. This deed further conveys all buildings
on the property above described. EXCEPT:
A part of the above described property sold
to Dwayne Hale on July 25, 1972, and of
record in Microfilm Book 151, Card 1692, in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court, and more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning on the North side of the Old
Coldwater Murray Road and said beginning
point being a stake in the North right of way
of said Road and corner to Ray Lamb;
thence West with the north right of the Old
Coldwater Murray Road 145 feet to a stake
in the North right of way; thence North to
the center of Cooks Creek; thence east with
the meanders of said Cooks Creek to Ray
Lamb's line; thence South with Ray Lamb's
line to the point of beginning. This tract of
land is bordered on the South side by the Old
Coldwater Murray Road,on the East side by
Ray Lamb's property, on the north side by
Cook's creek, and on the West side by
Grantor.
For source of title see Microfilm Book 156,
Cabinet 1, Drawer 8, Card 1301, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

2. Notice
WOMAN 10 live with
and care for an elderly
lady. Room, board and
salary. Days, 753 9868
Nights and weekends,
753-614.5. •

2. Notice
Avon Now! Avon Wow!
For service or work
Call 753-0232 anytime.
DETAIL man. _Must
have knowledge of pinstriping, etc. Apply at
209 S. 7th or call
753.7333

SALES. Electrolux
prestige manufactor of
home cleaning products
require four re
presentatives in this
area. Qualified applicants must possess a
quiet aggressiveness...go getter atti
tude...energy..
Creativity. Age no
barrier. Earning based
On performance. Benefits and incentive.
Promotions from
within. Apply at 701
Jefferson St., Paducah,
Ky. between 8-10 or call
4 4 3 6 4 6 0 for
appointment.
THE Ken-Bar Inn Restort and Club needs
professional commission sales people to sell
club membership. Prospects furnished. Excellent working condition. Must be energetic,
enthusiastic and clean
cut. Call Mr. Morris or
Mr. Suiter, 9-6 daily.
502-362-8652.

9. Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED pre
school teacher availa•
ble for babysitting day
or evening. Mature,
responsible, lots of TLC
guaranteed. All ages.
753.4996.
RESPONSIBLE mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children in
her home. Experienced.
759-1692.
WANT your house
cleaned before
Thanksgiving and or
Christmas? Leaves
raked. Can begin immediately, experienced. References
upon request. Call 4362648.
WILL Babysit in my
home day or night. New
Concord area. 436-2524.
WILL clean house by
the hour or job, experienced. 759-9653.
Would like to clean
houses. 436-2380.
16. Business Opportunity
4 BAY Clean-up shop,
air furnished. Also
large commerical
building. 1 1/2 miles out
on 94 East. Eddie
Morgan, 759.1541.

14. Want to Buy
Alum. cans, 100 lbs. or
more, .24 cents. we pick
up. Ed Sanitation and
Recycling Center, 4362658.:
BABY Grand Piano.
Call after 3:30,753-7307.
CIRCUIT breaker
boxes or fuse boxes, 100
amp. or above. Also
base board heaters. 7530 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
436-2814.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.

15. Articles for Sale
FOR Sale-Several sizes
folding tables, folding
chairs, fiberglass for
mobile home underpinning, desks, files,
executive chairs,
pickup tool boxes. Ross
and Sons Salvage, Mar
tin, TN 38237, phone
901-587-2420.
Man's 10 speed bike,
Schwinn, like new,
$85.00. Call 753-9706.
Room Divider -Bar,
solid maple, 7x6x18
inches, cabinets and
shelves also a new
Eurika upright
vacauum. Call 753-0309.
SOLOFLEX machine, 3
months old, $450. Air
hockey table, $50. RCA
color T.V. 21" console
maple cabinet, S50. '76
Chevy Van customized,
AM FM cassette 8 track, dual air, good
condition, $3,750. 753
5675.

16. Home Furnishings
3 PIECE Queensize BR
suite with double
mirrors. Must sell. 7538033.
9 DRAWER Bassett
dresser, mint condition.
1 1/2 yr. old registered
Bassett hound. Call
762.2351 after 4:30 p. m
Antique upright cherry
desk, mahogany Victorian dresser. Cherry
dresser, full bed. Queen
bed, air condition, oval
lamp tables, oak for
stand, misc. cabinets,
office furniture and
equipment. 753-1496
days, 759-1571.
Chest type freezer, 20.3
cu. ft., like new. 753-5818
Sat. and Sun. or 6:30.
7 : 30 a.m. weekdays.
FOR sale Tappen builtin dishwasher, 11,2 yr.
old. Also doghouse for
sale and storm door.
After 5p.m., 753-9128.
FREEZER upright 13
cu. ft., like new, half
price. 436-2181.
LEATHER trim free
standing bar with 2
matching bar stools
492.8896 after 5p.m.
SOLID oak table, 6
chairs, buffet side
board and extra table
Call 753.59g3.
TABLE 'and 6 chairs,
$200. Call _ after 6p.m.
- 753-9961.
TWO matching easy
chairs, green, $50 each
753-0503.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

29.H
IS.SOW Voss
lost for $4.day.
Money Noes
sod Arts
Chestnut if.
753-257)

SIE

stove
tank
blow

30. II
18. Sewing Machines
PUT a Singer under the
tree and the Sumbeam's
Free Murray Sewing
Center, Bel Air Center,
Murray.
SINGER electric sewing machine for sale
Call 753-7615.

31. W

19. Farm Equipment

WAN
rent
Dec4
largi
year
ing
Nygt
Oak Text
512gone

850 GAL. water tank,
$450. 1 Row Holland
Tobbaco Setter, excellent condition, $500.
753-4432, ask for Roger.

22. Musical
STEREO with
speakers. Call 753-8857
after 5p.m.
UPRIGHT piano Call
759-1020 after 5.30p.m.

32. AI

1 Ah
Furl
furni
pets.
753-9:
1 B,
for
furn
Shor
child
and
quire
7272.
1 EF
BR

24. Miscellaneous
We buy used Western
paperbacks and religious books; rebind
books. We also imprint
Christmas cards,
napkins, books and
leather goods. The
Bookmark, 119 S. 4th,
753-7222.
200 4"x5"x12" GLAZED
tile, block patios borders, 50 ea. 200 4x8x8"
glass blocks, $2 ea.
Right off 280 on main
road or call Ed, 1.5432436-2743.
Acre portable building.
8x12 storage building,
all wood, $695. 8x16 $895.
10x16 $1095. Free delivery up to 100 miles. Call
247-7831.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Oak and Hickory, $25 a
rick delivered. Call
753-3328 or 753.0211
FOR sale custom cut
firewood, oak and
hickory. Call after
5p.m., 753-7783.
Oak and Hickory
Firewood, 90 percent
split wood, $25.00 rick
delivered. Call Days
753-3476, Night 436-2778.
MANS 27" Schuinn
Continental black and
gold, excellent condition, $150. Call 762-6307.
Pool tables, all slate
delivered and set up
with acessories, new
and used. MiIon Pool
Table Sales and Ser
vices. 901-686•1177
SEASONED oak and
hickory firewood, delivered and stacked. $25
or $25 you pick up. Call
492-8608 or 436-58'32.
Seasoned hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered. Min.
order-2 ricks. Call John
Boyer at 753-0338.

singli
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26. TV-Radio
19" COLOR T V Call
after 4p.m. 759 1628.
25" BLACK and white
TV with stand, good
condition, 1.60. 759.9540.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60

4

BR

trailer,

washer and dryer, wood
or electric heat, new
well, 2 acre land.
$7,000. Near Coldwater.
Call after /p.m.
435-4129.
12x65, 2 BR, 6 acres,
woods and barn, I/7 mile
north of Murray. 759/588 or 753-7637.
14x70 3 BR Mobile
Home, furnished or
partly furnished. 7536055.
8x30 TRAILER, A-1
shape. Call 759-1789 or
753.4376 after 3p.m.
OUT of town. Owner
says sell! 12x52 mobile
home on double lot with
12x12 add on rm. Will
consider trade for
camper. Only 5 minutes
to Stood River Boat
Dock,$4,000.174-8038.
PRICE REDUCED.
1978 14x70 Liberty, 3
BR, separate dining
room, all gas, low
utilities, central air,
washer and dryer,
loaded with options,
term negotiable, excellent condition, $154 a
month. 759-4187.
ROOM TO STRETCH
and get in touch with the
earth but not far from
town. This 16 acres m/1
and older mobile home
is easily assessible to
town. Approximately
3/4 of the land is
tendable with a pond
and creek. Partially
fenced and ready for
you. Contact CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors and get ready
for Quiet living.

pl
01
2C
AM=
NMIIM

7

13

28. Mobile Home Rentals
2 BR, water and garbage pickup furnished
Hwy. 121 South
753 5405.
3 BR furnished mobile
home in Hazel. 492-8660
or 492 8390.
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray, no pets. 489
2611

29. Heating•Cooling
FIREPLACE insert,
used 2 years, $150 firm
753-4330

I.
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29. Heating-Cooling

32 Apts. For Rent

M. Pets-Supplies

46. Homes for Sale

41. Public Sale

49. Used Cars

311
°

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars
MN=

AKC Registered Golden
Retriever, field trail
bred. Taking deposits at
522-6321.
AKC Registered Tiny,
30. Business Rentals
mlniture Dachshund
puppies, $75. each thru
Nov 25th. Then untill
Christmas $125 each
Mini
Call 527-9700.
Warehouse
AKC registered
Storage Space
Pomeranian puppies,
color cream. Call 753
For Rent
5950.
753-1492
BLACK and tan Coon
Hound, fernale, 6
months. UKC, PCA,
31. Want to Rent
Futurity. Champion
bloodlines,$50. 762-4276.
WANTED: nice home to
BRITTANY Spaniel, 6
rent beginning mid
months old, sell cheap.
December. 2 BR or
753-6785 after 5p.m.
larger, widow and 9
year old daughter joinFOR sale, 4 full blooded
ing MSU faculty. Write
Irish Setter puppies. 13
Nyguard, 2310 Sherri
wks. old. Call 759-1151
Oaks Lane, Austin,
after 5p.m.
Texas, 78745 or call 34. Houses for Rent
REGISTERED English
512-282-5680. Will be
Pointer and English
3
BR
house,
1'/2
miles
gone Nov. 24-29th.
east, fireplaces, ap- Setter pups. Ready to
pliances, garage, start hunting. 492-8607.
32. Apts. For Rent
TWO Brittany Spaniels,
$225/month. 753-0089.
1 AND 2 bedroom apts
3 OR 4 BR house. 1603 nuetered male, excelFurnished and unCollege Farm Rd. 492- lent singles dog. Male
furnished. Adults, no
exceptional stud dog,
8225.
pets. Lease and deposit.
son of Cheyenne Sam
Three
bedroom
house, 753-7410.
753-9208 after 4p.m.
furnished, near Ky.
1 Bedroom apartment Lake,
washer and dryer
for rent. Appliances included,
$200 Deposit 41. Public
furnished. Panorama required.
Sale
753-8964 after
Shores. No pets or 5p.m.
children. Lease, deposit
and references re- 36. For Rent or Lease
quired. 436-2484 or 753100 ACRES, 3 miles
7272.
1 EFFICIENCY apt., 1 from Murray, percent
BR apt, 1 mobile home, of crop rent. Call Strout
Sat. 8-5
singles only. Call 753- Realty, 753-0186.
12 ACRES pasture for
5980 or 4.36-2456.
704 Fairlane
2 BR duplex, appliances 1984. Barn and water. 4
Furniture, small
furnished, $240/month, miles west. Call
appliances, lamps,
central air and heat, 753-2611.
dishes, clothes,
carpeted. 1703-B
37. Livestock-Supplies
Ridgewood. 753-0520.
camel back trunk,
ATTRACTIVE clean 2 BOARS and gilts, Murtools, glassware.
BR duplex, . all car- physboro III. Yorkshire
peted, appliances fur- read for service, health
nished, dep6sit re- approved. Homer
quired, Panorama Jenkins, 618-684-6892.
Shores location.
Available Dec. 1st. Call 38. Pets-Supplies
436-2755.
AKC German Shepherd
-FURNISHED 4 room puppies, 60 champions
apartment. Downtown in 5 generations. Also
area. $150 month. Water guard dogs. Call 55-4furnished. 753-3690.
2153.
Sat., Nov. 19th
SIEGLER Kerosene
stove, 5 gallon reserve
tank attached, built in
blower. 753 6905.

NICE 1 BR furnished
apt., water furnished,
$135/month. 753-3949.
NICE 2 bedroom un
furnished apt. Near
university. Low utility
cost. $200 a month plus
deposit. 753-4593.
ONE and two bedroom
apts. Furnished or unfurnished. Adults, no
pets. Lease and deposit.
753 9208 after 4p.m.
ONE bedroom furnished apt. Adults. No
pets. Lease and deposit.
Call 759-4756 or 753-9208
after 4p.m.
TWO bedroom garage
apt., furnished, paneled
living and kitchen carpeted. No pets, $200 a
month. 7131'2 Elm. Call
1-395-4756.

MOVING
SALE

YARD SALE

300 South 5th
Children clothes,
toys, tools, and
misc. In basement
if rains.

2 PARTY
MOVING SALE
HORSEMAN'S HAVEN
No. 684 - 7 Acres M/L. In area of horse farms, this tract
felituresp-stall horse barn, metal storage building. Fencing.
Brick ranch-style home has 6 rooms, bath. 3 bedrooms, kitchen
with range and dishwasher, central heat and air, insulation.
deep well, porch, patio. Separate 3-car garage. Level to rolling
parcel has scenic view. Fruit trees, berries, large garden
space. On hard-surfaced road, leas than 5 miles to services, 20
to lake. 170.000. 04431-103-Pr V 13M.

Strout Realty
Jo. Kennon, Broker
753-0186 Anytime

Join A Company On The Move
ic k4ity

UnionLil.c
We are now

taking applications in sales
and management positions for Western
Kentucky and Tennessee. Applicant must be
a college graduate with at least one year
sales experience.
Benefits:
'Company paid training.
Basic thru C.L.U. and Ch.F.C. degrees.
'In-house computor support.
'Group life, health, disability and pension
programs.
'Two year income stabilization program.
Company trips, cars, bonuses, etc.
Products:
'Universal,Term and Whole Life products.
'Annuities, IRA and other retirement
accounts.
'Group health and disability.
'Business insurance and estate planning.
For a personal and confidential interview,
please contact Jerry R. Davis at 502/759-9480
or send resume to 104 North 5th Street, Suite
202, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

1308 Poplar
Sat., Nov. 19th
8 a.m.
Indoors it raining)
Furniture, small
appliances, toys,
wicker, 220 heater,
Dune Buggy, 1970
Chrysler, 1977
Suburban, etc.

YARD SALE
Oaks Estates Subd.
Quail Crook Dr.
Box 71
Sot. 8-4
Games, men,
women and
children clothes,
many other items.

INSIDE
GARAGE SALE
Oaks Subd. Next
to Oaks Country
Club.
Sat., Nov. 19th
Only
8:30-3:00
Left only items. Oothing
$I or less Other items
!worked down. Everything
must go!

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources will hold
three public hearings to receive public comment on the proposed
reintroduction of the Red Wolf into the Land Between the Lakes
recreation area in Trigg and Lyon Counties in Western Kentucky.
The meetings will be held on the following dates at the following
places:
29 November 1983
7:30 P.M. CST
Meeting Room A
Kenlake Hotel at Kenlake State Park
Hardin, Kentucky
30 November 1983
7:30 P.M. CST
Downing University Center Theater
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky
1 December 1983
7:30 P.M. EST
Agricultural Science North Auditorium
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky
.be given to explain the Red Wolf
A brief presentation will
reintroduction proposal. A question and answer period will ipllow,
after which persons wishing to speak to this issue May do so. The
record will be kept open until 15 December 1983 for those wishing to
submit written comments. Such comments should be sent to:
John R. MacGregor, Nongame Wildlife Biologist
Wildlife Division
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
No. 1 Game Farm Road
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

INSIDE
GARAGE SALE
Nev. 1 ltit
I p.m.-5 p.m.
Nov. lltb Aro 19th
9 e.m.-5 p.m.
509 N. 7th St.
Stereo, smolt appliances
dishes, tools, books
decorative items scenic
photos, Xmas decorations,
1937 Old Masters
lithographs.
Rain or shine No eorly
soles.

43. Real Estate
Pordom IL Thurman
Insurance
Real Estete
Soottiside Court Sq.
Merrey, Kentucky
753-4451
STR s IT
REALTY
Use Am Mei**, 753-6543
Worse Mikes
753-5086
lee L.
436-5674
1112 Coldwater teed
Iteetecky 42071
(502)73-0114
Anytime
FIX L. KBINON
Broker
Limased & Bendel

elLtw
eq
Appointments mede
for your convenience.
Fell time soles
associates evening
piones.
Ames McCarty . 753-72411
Tlioresa keigit . 53-1121
are ktsworti . 753-S310
Meo Rome. . 753-2417
Luise Balaa.
753-24N
Prance
153-5175
Bei Haley .....419-2ISS
44. Lots for Sale
50 ACRES of ground,
$15,000. Southwest,
corner of Calloway.
Trailer hook-up. 4354347.
TWO lots in
Gatesborough on Edin;
bend,- Southern - exposure, city weer and
sewer, $10,000 each.
Call 753-4539.

46. Homes for Sale
3 BR frame house with 2
acres, six miles Northeast of Murray, $25,
000. 437-4940.
BY owner. Beautiful 4
BR home located in
Gatesborough. Enjoy
country living and the
city too. Priced far
below replacement
cost. Call 759-1303.
CITY BOUND COUNTRY HOME. If
you can't make up your
mind where to live, why
not enjoy both. Just
minutes from town via
Hwy. 641, this older
home and six acres will
make you feel you're
out in the 'country.
Plenty of shade trees to
Sit under or sit on the
front porch and relax
and watch the world go
by. Come and let us
show you how you can
enjoy city
country
living. Phone 753-1492 CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.
COUNTRY home,
priced slashed, 2 story
frame, dishwasher,
garbage disposal, 3 BR,
wall to wall carpet.
Must sell. Call 753-6425 7
to 6. After 6p.m.
436-2827.
DISCOVER the livability of the 3 bedroom, 2
bath, B.V. home, large
master bedroom, exterior trim newly painted, very smartly decorated, central electric
air, carpeting, and dishwasher included.
Priced at only $46,500.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.
DISTRESS sale. House
looking for handy man,
4 acres Owner leaving.
2 miles from lake.
$12,000 or best offer.
437-4223.

FHA approved 3 BR
house, 5 miles 121 North
on 1/2 acre, stove and
dishwasher included
$34,000 49 2864.
FOR Sale or Trade; 4
BR, 3 bath home, 3
years old, in Canter
bury. 2400 sq. ft., living
area and 2 car garage.
Will trade for smaller
home in town or county.
753-8324.
LOOKING FOR A
GOOD BUY? You must
see this neat 2 bedroom
brick just listed and
located on 1 1,2 acres m/1
and only minutes from
town. It has a workshop
for dad and a game
room for the children.
Nice shady yard with
mature trees. You'll get
your money's worth in
this home! Call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492 and
see for yourself.
Lovely 3 BR brick,
large great room with
fireplace, 2 baths, kitchen/dining. Near
North Elementary. 1
acre lot. 759-4588 or
753-7637.
MOVING, must sell 3
BR home with large
yard. Also upright
piano, $100. 759-4784.
NEWLY listed, charming 3 bedroom, 2 bathhome in walking dis
fence of Murray State.
Electric heat, carpeted,
living room with cozy
fireplace and an upstairs apartment with
outside entrance for
extra income. Priced in
'the 540's. Call KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.
ONLY minutes from
Murray on Parker Road
is this five room house on
approximately 3/4 acre
lot for only $10,500.
Storm windows, range,
outbuildings. Some renovation needed but lots
to work with! Roberts
Realty, 753-1651.
OR Rent, 3 BR home 3
miles east of Murray,
Hwy. 280. $250 month
plus deposit. Call 753
7852.
SPACIOUS 2 level 3 BR
country home on 2
acres, beautiful setting
in wooded environment.
Living rm., family rm.,
31
/
2 baths, much . more.
Additional features include 2 car garage,
upper and lower outside
decks and abundant
closet and storage
space. This property
must be seen to be
appreciated. Located 5
miles north of Murray.
Call 753-7733 before
5p.m. 753-7628 after
5p.m.
SPACIOUS 2 level 3 BR
country home on 2
acres, beautiful setting
in wooded environment.
Living rm., family rm.,
31/2 baths, much more.
Additional features include 2 car garage,
upper and lower outside
decks and abundant
closet and storage
space. This property
must be seen to be
appreciated. Located 5
miles north of Murray.
Call 753-7733 before
5p.m. 753-7628 after
5p.m.
YOU can entertain a
large crowd in his home
with its exceptionally
large den, or enjoy the
open fireplace all by
yourself. Features include four bedrooms,
two baths, and has
recently been painted
inside and out. Priced
the mid 550's. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

47, Motorcycles
1980 YAMAHA 250, red.
Call 762-4607.
'83 V-65 Magna Honda
only 1200 miles, excel
lent shape, $3,200. '82
CR2SOR 3-Wheeler, Si,
200. '80 YZ 250 Yamaha,
perfect shape, $700. Call
753-7627.
WINTER Special. 1981
Kawaski 440 LTD, less
than 2,xxx miles, kept
in garage, like new,
$1,400. Call 762-4870
after 9p.m.

48. Auto Services
ENGINES. '74 Datsun
1800, '75 Rabbit 1600, '76
Fiat 128, '77 Datsun1400, '76 Datsun 1400, '72
Opal-1.1 Rally. 174-2325.

1929 FORD Roadster,
rebuilt engine, transmission, brakes, new
rod shell and dash.
Phone 502-821 4791 or
502-322-8656.
1970 TOYOTA Corona, 4
Dr., automatic, a.c.,
AM-FM cassette, good
condition 759-9240 after

4:30p.m.
1971 PLYMOUTH Du
ster, 6 cylinder auto
matic, new tires, new
brakes, $1150. 753-2813
1971 TOYOTA Corolla,
automatic, air, new
tires, 72,xxx miles, $875.
492-8103 after 5p.m.
1971 VOLKSWAGON, 4
door automatic transmission, $525. Call 7536780.
1973 FORD Pinto,
locally owned, 122
CID-2L engine, runs
good, good tires and
battery, new brakes
$600. 753-3197.
1974 BUICK Apollo, air,
p.s., excellent condition. Call after 5p.m.
753-4831.
1974 HONDA, needs new
motor, $50. Fur-look
bucket seat covers, $15.
759-9637 or 753-8737.
1974 VOLKSWAGEN,
new engine and brakes,
$1,200 or best offer.
759-4488, after 6p.m.
527-0936.
1976 BUICK Century.
Call 753-9565 after 6p.m.
1976 BUICK Electra
Ltd., loaded, good condition and appearance.
51,700. Call 753-2206
after 5p.m.
1976 DATSUN B210,
$400, good shape. Call
436-2506.
1977 Firebird Esprite
blue inside and out, p.b.,
p.s., air, AM-FM stereo,
cruise auto factory
wheels, white lettered
tires, 6,400 miles. $3,500.
527-3845.
1977 GRAND Prix, gray
and silver, loaded, velour interior, sharp,
need to sell. 753-8085
between 8-5, After 5p.m.
753-5016.
1977 GRAND Prix LJ,
black, factory sun roof,
loaded with options.
$2,950. 474-8045.
1978 CHEVROLET
Nova, 2 dr., air condition, low mileage, in
very good condition.
Call 759-9220.
1978 DODGE Diplomat,
I dr. Stetion Wagon,
local, one owner,
automatic transmission, air, p.b., p.s., like
new condition. Phone
753-0114.
1978 MG Convertible,
new tires, new red
paint, 60,xxx miles,
$4,000. 762-4870 after
9p.m.
1979 NOVA, p.s., p.b.,
air, good condition,
brown 2 dr., $2,500.
762-4276.
1980 BUICK Regal,
bucket seats and console, 44,xxx miles, $5,
500. 753-8149.
1981 CUTLASS
Broughm Diesel,
40,xxx miles, full
power,$6,000. 753 9706.
4

1981
Cadillac
4 door Sedan de
Ville, sharp, red
leather interior,
$1,900 down
pay off bank or
will consider
trade. Will
finance.

753-7113

1981 PLYMOUTH 2 dr.,
manual transmission
Bids accepted. Selling
to settle estate 753-4978
after 5p.m.
1982 CHEVETTE,
door, air, four speed
17,xxx miles, like new
436-2181.
VW Beetle, good condi
tIon, some extras 759
4952 between 4-8.

50 Used Trucks
1969 CHEVROLET step
side pickup. Rebuilt
motor. 753-6963.
1972 MOBILE CJ -5
Jeep, excellent condi
tion. Call 753-6555 or
753-96-48.
1973 GMC pickup, long
wheel base, good condition. 753-6185.
1977 FORD Van 3/4
tons, made into a camper, CB, AM-FM radio
wr/ 8 track, p.s., p.b.,
low mileage, good tires,
753-6458.
1983 GMC Conversion
Van. $15,000 or best
offer. 753-8552.

51. Campers
1972 TRAVELMATE 22'
self contained camper,
excellent condition, has
awning and air condition. Price at only
$3,750 Call 753-1966
after 5p.m

52. Boats-Motors
BOAT 12 ft Meyers
Aluminum 4 h.p.
Evinrude motor, $375.
436-2181.
CANOE for sale. Old
Town 17' "TRIPPER",
good condition, color
green. Call 4.35
,
1439.

53. Services Offered

Concrete Block and
brick work. Large or
small jobs, garages,
basements, foundations
and chimneys. 753-5476.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights
474-2276.
Get your old
photographs copied.
Fast service and reasonable rates. Call
753-7563.

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.
McKinney Appliance
Service on all major
appliances. Wards,
Westinghouse, Maytag,
Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
and all others. No. 10
Dixie.
land Ctr 753-8505.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*MOLESTER (STONY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery ee Prissaiptiews•thy Limits

•1111011,

_

Apples

For Amor Hoofing
Needs - Sawdust,
Limo, White Rock,
Groin.
Call 492-8425
or 492-8485
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro•
fessional tree care.
753-0338.

.4..
4
• I

APPLIANCE SER
VICE. Kenmore, •
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 21 years
experience Parts and
Service. Bobby Hoppenii-'4
Bob's Appliance Ser-aer
vice 202 S. 5th St.
753 4872, 753-8884,
,
(home).
Asphalt driveways and' 4
, •
parking lots sealed by
r•
Sears. For free es- .
4
timates call 753-2310.
*

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALtPAPERING

CLEANING

JIM DAY
Painting

Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References,
Free Estimates.

753-3716
* FREE EbT , M.TES*

SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
Industrial,
models
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
Murray
Peri" Cs.
types if
Speciekisig
**nit mime) ilritaing end
excavating. Free estimates
les. 753-0411
Res. 436-5874

Tree work, complete
removal and trimming.
References, reasonable'
rate. Call 753 3328 or
753-0211.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
Will rake leaves and
clean out gutters. Call
753-3111.

Aluminum end Vinyl
,siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops pointing.
Jack Glover
753-1873

INNIO
Llian
Ild111110.

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Call now and secure
n appointment
762-4792 or
435-4348
•

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed
Yesterday
376.50
Opened Today 375.00
Down
1.50
Complements

of -

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
Opened Today
Up

8.52
8.55
--.03

We buy Gold Silver
and Diamonds.
Hour' 10-8 Doily
12-5 Sunday.

TLC
We professionally clean everything with

•
•

TENDER LOVING CARE
Regular MAID service plus we professionally. clean
Carpets, wash Windows, Walls, etc. Strip & Wax
Floorr,
We Cater Parties and have Special Services for Sr

Crtizen

LOCAL, MATURE,DEPENDABLE
759-9754

FREE ESTIMATES

759-1834

WAN
TED
Hickory and Ash logs.

CADIZ HICKORY
-MILL is now paying
premium prices.
Call 522-3491 or
522-3257.
KOPPERUD REALTY
OPEN HOUSE

Bushel
•

records Will be
transferred according to the
patients' wishes upon office
visit or written requestbefore December 15 His of
fice is currently located •at
3 00 S. 8 th, Suite 3 08 ,
Medical Arts Building

"I appreciate the understanding of
my patients in this most difficult deci
sion. Your loyalty and your referrals
have allowed me to establish a stand of
which I will remain proud."

os !

Sunday, November 20
2-4 p.m.

Dr. John Golberg, P.S.C. Announces
Closing of his Medical Practice
in Orthopaedit Surgery
December 15, 1983
Dr. Golberg will be
I;
relocating his practice in
Rhode Island the first of the
year

radios,
and

MURRAY HOME
L AUTO
chestnut St Morro,
753 2171

GOLD 8. SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

Mimi= Service Cs.
Alrmieum ail viey1
site,. Custom trim work.
Reteresces. Call Will El
Bailey, 7531611.

repair

T V s, stereos
small appliances

SHG, Typing Service
P.O. Box 45. Call 753
0406.
Fire Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates
753-5476.

Will heel white rock,
send, Km, rip rep end
inesonery send, cool.
Coll Roger Hodson,
753-4545 or 7536763.

Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs
sealed, aluminum
patio minsings, single
end doable carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1173

We

irrigafise-bsaleetial
CAMPIELL wat
MILLIS
kittens, le.
CO Collect SII-352:3611
er S1-352-5794
Free Estimates

JONES
PRODUCE
S 12th St. Marra

104 South 9th •
Just listed! Stately two story,esolid brick
home that offers space, comfort and
pr4yaey. Master bedroom hos its own
fireplace. First floor has. 24%x15 living
room, library, dining room, kitchen and
utility. Large front porch and wrought iron
fenced yard odd to the elegance of this
home. This is the home for people who like
quality. Call KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222,for more information.
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First Assembly plans services

OBITUARIES
Jay Warren,63, dies Thursday at hospital
Jay Wan cn, 63, Rt. 4,
died Thursday at 4:15
p.m. at Baptist Memorial
Hospital. He was a
retired brick mason.
Mr. Warren was a
member of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church
and was a veteran of
World War II.
Born Feb. 17, 1920, in
Graves County, he was
the son of the late Arthur
Warren and Sarah
Frances Glover Warren.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Brandon Warren, to whom he was married on Oct. 30, 1940; two
daughters, Mrs. Wanda
Osbron, Rt. 4, and Mrs.
Randy Vicki) Wilson,
Rt. 2, Hazel; one son,
Johnny Warren, Rt. 1,
Hazel.

Mrs. Ford dies
Thursday; rites
to be Saturday

e

Mrs. Oneida Wear
Ford, 81, Fern Terrace
Lodge, died Thursday at 6
p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of
the First United
Methodist Church and
had been active in the
United Methodist
Women.
Born Oct. 29, 1902, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Daniel M. Wear and
Minnie Cobb Wear.
She is survived by her
husband, Connie B. Ford,
Westview Nursing Home;
One sister, Mrs. Ronald
Rebecca) Churchill, and
one sister-in-law, Mrs.
Georgia Wear Adams,
Murray: one brother,
Daniel Wear, Nashville,
Terp.
Four nieces are Mrs.
Martha Imes, Mrs. Minnie Lee Walker, Mrs.
Nancy Grimes and Mrs.
Wanda Wooden. One
nephew is Ronald Churchill, Jr.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
today ( Friday.

grandchildren, Lori
White, Missy Warren and
Jason Wilson.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
A
Lr
The Rev. Lawson
John George
Williamson and the Rev.
The Rev John George
Don Farmer will of- of Hutchinson, Minn., will
ficiate.
conduct revival services
Burial will follow in at the First Assembly of
Sinking Spring Cemetery. God, presently located at
Friends may call at the South Fourth and Vine
Final rites for Garvin
Cleaver are today at 2 funeral home after 5 p.m. Streets (formerly Joe
Smith's Carpet) while
p.m. in the chapel of Max today (Friday).
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. William B.
McKinney and the Rev.
( Continued from Page 8 )
Gerald Miller are ofDr. Kala Stroup made a da Suiter, and Paulette
ficiating. Music is by the
brief appearance to Woodall from the Murray
Warren Singers.
Pallbearers are Jim welcome the group to Independent School
Boyd, Carl Butt, Donald Murray State University. District; Helen Doron,
Cleaver, Joe Nelson, Educational office per- Toni Jones, Carol Kelly,
Phillip Butler and Owen sonnel from the Murray Paula Kinsolvimg, Carole
Garland. Burial will and Calloway County Marine, Janice McCuisfollow in Stewart School districts who coor- tion, Phyllis Robinson,
dinated the meeting Jimmie Lee Stubblefield,
Cemetery.
Mr. Cleaver, 61, Dex- were: Norma Dunn, Judy and Patsy Woodall from
ter, died Wednesday at Bina, Janice McClard, the Calloway County
MurrayrCalloway County Katherine Russell, Belin- School District.
Hospital.
Also surviving are one
brother, Edward Warren,
Mayfield; half sister,
Mrs. Ruby Lane,
Metropolis, Ill.; three

Funeral rites
for Mr. Cleaver
are here today

Meeting...

Prices furnished
Michigan.

by First of

Industrial Average

-3.86

Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
:
Ford
G.A F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear

441
/
4 -3,8
29% -1/4
627/8 -3/827% -/
1
4
53 -1/4
65% +/
1
4
16 ...I'd
583/4 -46
76% unc
35% -113
32% +78
32% +1
/
4

Gulf Oil
42/
3
4 -1,is
I.B.M.100/
1
4 -Vs
Jerico
173/4 uric
J.C. Penney
5934 -1
/
2
Johnson& Johnson
/
42% -3
4
Krnart
38% unc
Mary Kay Cosm
16% unc
Penwalt
43% -1
/
4
Quaker Oats
58% unc
Sears
41 unc
Texaco
36 U.S. Tobacco
- 35% uric
Wal Mart
43% •%
Wendy's
19% unc
Wetterau
/
19/
4
1
4 -1
A.L. Williams
13/
1
2 +%
C.E.F. Yield
896

•
.44

FRIDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

•

eaturing: Home Style Clam
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast
Shrimp, Oysters on the HalfShell, Breaded Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried to a
golden brown, Shrimp Fried
Rice, Breaded Ocean Clam
Strips, Select Breaded Oysters,
Breaded Fillet of Cod, Assorted
Hot Vegetables, Salad Bar,
Cheese Bar, and Dessert Table:

-,

Children 495

,

REMOVAL

The Minit
Mart Ad
On The
Racer Page
Should Have
Read -Try Our
Quarter Pound
Hot Dogs

con remove stumps up k
to 21" below the ground
,y135-4313 or 435•1319.
'•

r
;

I'

Hwy 94 Aurora
i;s

.

1.

•4

;'). •

•-•

CEMETERIES AND YOU
By
Charles B.
Bell
CEMETERY
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED
Enjoy Our Feast Of Bright Colors With

4,1*

HOLIDAY
SPECIA L

Demos At Great Savings

HOLIDAY
SAVINGS
DDEN
ON GLI
PAINTI
Glidden s BEST LATEX wall paint
Strong on quality
and lastirso good looks'

1983 Cadillac Fleetwood
1983 BolaIregallingUetljdoor.

NOW

Local Pre-Owned Specials
These Must Go!

$099
Ar gal.

•

1983 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, local, one owner
8.200 actual miles. "clean as new."
1982 Olds Custom Cruiser Station Wagon, full
power and air, one owner,special $7,295.
1980 Buick Electra Limited, 1 owner, 53,000
miles.
1978 Buick Electra. 4 dr.. 44.000 miles
1977 Pontiac Station Wagon, 4 dr., 1 owner
"the family man's car."
19'77 MG-B Roadster Convertible, 2 tops. 48,000
'i-ctiztal miles. 2 owners, local "young man's
dream car."
len Cadillac Eldorado,64.000 miles, local.
1976 Buick LeSabre Coupe, locally owned,
74.000 actual miles,"looking for a home."
1976 Olds Cutlass, local, "young man's dream
Car."

1966 Pontiac Tempest 4 dr. "the working
man's second car."
CHECK WITH US FIRST FOR THE BEST
,
LOAL USED CARS IN TOWN.
Soo Xs Salter, Mary Watson,
Jerry Relay & Wel Perim, Jr.

PUR
DOM
•
Y
0
MOTORS
INC.

025
Adults 7

Kenlake State
esort Par

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

/14 We

•

Seek ou
the
savings!

STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS- MUTU AL FUNDS
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Rooms Available For Private Parties 12-70
Will Open Monday For Groups Above 20

e.

OPEN SUNDAYS
Downtown Murray

Stock market

Thanksgiving Day Buffet
11:00 - 7:00

31. •••••••

eMegarS

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

.zcameRon
iGhLan
beg
ouse
Gracious Dining Sco411166 Dace.'
Roaanationa Accapted at 5221630
Ctosad Sunday root I Monday

READ THE WANT ADS

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Frank Lane
dies; brother,
Mrs. Rhoades
The funeral for Frank
Lane is today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Terrell Powell
and the Rev. Randolph
Allen are officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Hematite Cemetery in
the Land Between the
Lakes.
Mr. Lane, 60, Rt. 9,
Benton, died Wednesday
at 11 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He
was a member of HardinBerkley Lodge No. 567
Free and Accepted
Masons.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary Lane;
one daughter, Mrs. Debbie Sirls, Benton; three
sons, Donald Lane,
Daniel Lane and Dwayne
Lane, all of Benton; five
grandchildren.
Two surviving sisters
are Mrs.• Delpha
Rhoades, Rt. 1, Murray,
and Mrs. Lorene Cassity,
Benton. Three surviving
brothers are Howard
Lane and Sam Lane, Benton, and Malcolm Lane,
Gilbertsville.

new facilities are being
constructed on Highway
94 East.
Services will be at 11
a.m. and 7 p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 20, and at 7
p.m., Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday. A
nursery will be provided
for each service.
George, also a musician, will be ministering
in song as well as
preaching at each service. His places of
ministry include India,
from 1972 to 1976, and in
the nited States where
he started preaching in
1979.
The guest speaker has
studied at the Continental
Bible Collge, Brussels,
Belgium, an0 Zion Bible
College, Providence, R.I.
He has served as
evangelistic minister,
missionary evangelist,
evangelical Bible teacher
and gospel singer and
musician.
The church pastor, the
Rev. Darrell Ramsey,
and the congregation invite the public to attend.
For information or
transportation call 7536695.

IUD

be-Stock Colors
• E.,‘••••t «warp

•

110 •••.1, ,••••

Q. What do they cost?
A. A good one will run from 8500.00 to $700.00.
These are generally fiberglass lined on the inside
and asphalt coated on the outside. They are very
good vaults and quite water-proof.

401

Fasco Paddle Fans
Starting At A Low

$9900
Motor Driven

*Lifetime Warranty
03 Speed Reversable Switch
*All American Made

The sem, flOu enamel as Hay
use as latex von pawl

to

NOW

spred
latex

enameL

1299
gal

la-Stock Colors
• 44.044•••.•- .••••••••
••••-••••

•

Fen among

• loan

PIC
KEN
S
Supply Company
753-6822

10.

Q. Are there different types of vaults?
A. Yes. You can buy a plain concrete box, but
most people prefer water-proof vaults. These are
purchased through the funeral home at the time of
need.

• klubils•b4. fiji ,•••••

(.1.4
, ge.,1

Cea..••••• •••
C

1200

Q. Just what is a vault and are they required by
law?
A. The vault is the outer container in which the
casket is placed when used for ground burial. Years
ago they put the caskets in wooden boxes. After so
many years the wood would rot and the ground
would give in causing a sunken grave.
Most Memorial Gardens started as far back as
1952 requiring that you had to use a concrete or
better box or vault. The primary intent was to hold
the dirt up but as society became a little more
affluent people preferred water-proof vaults so the
water wouldn't get in around the casket.
No,they are not requied by law, but are subject to
the rules and regulations of the cemetery. We won't
allow a wooden box because we'll have trouble
filling the sunken grave over the years.

Hwy. 121

'

.1•11,

down

••••••

op •••• •••••

••11•F

Sale Ends
Dec. 1st

Q. What about cremation?
A. I had the opportunity to witness my first and
only cremation back in 1962. They brought in a 78
year old lady for cremation at the cemetery where I
was working. The crematory (oven) was inside the
office building although you wouldn't have known it.
They used wooden caskets for cremation back then
so they could burn up everything. This lady was put
on a tray-like affair inside this furnace. After so
many hours they turned off the furnace and allowed
it to cool down over night. The next day they raked
all of the residue into a rectangular part. They ran
an electric magnet through it to get out the nails etc.
The rest was placed in a large wooden pail and
mashed to an ash-like form by a rounded-like
mallet. These were then poured into a Imall wooden
box with a wire handle and given to the funeral
director. ( The ashes are called cremains - derived
from the words cremated and remains.)

Black's Decorating Center
701 South 4th
753-0639

Murray

OUR SPECIAL IS
STILL RUNNN17:

FM;f: 2
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COOKBOOK SECTION

Carrie Bucy wins
with recipe for
Baken Chicken Reuben
"I can't believe it," said Carrie Bucy, 703 Earl
Court, this year's winner of the Murray Ledger
grimes'Holiday Cookbook.
Her winning recipe was Baked Chicken Reuben.
Carrie's cooking expertise is evident since she
has won the Ledger Climes' recipe contest two of
the three years it has been held (with different
judges in each contest -this year's judge was Ann
Uddberg ). She was awarded the top prize in 1981 fot
her recipe --A Different Kind of Chicken Salad."
"There are so many other people who are better
cooks than I am, but I enjoy cooking very much,
and recipe collecting is my hobby," Carrie said.
She receives four newspapers and she clips new
recipes from them, if they sound good" to her or to
husband Robert, who is the one who usually gets
first tastes of most new recipes. He comments that
he has gotten some "doozies."
Since retiring in 1973 after 40 years of teaching,
Carrie has more time to spend in her kitchen and
doing yard work.
Carrie also cans and freezes a variety of foods
and her shelves are stocked with tomatoes, green
beans and other vegetables, proving she is
prepared to meet the challenges of any new recipe
she finds.
The Bucys moved into Murray five years ago
from a 500-hundred acre cattle farm in Calloway
County.
The Bucys have two daughters, Caroline
Smallman, Paducah,and Linda Swartz, Greenville,
Mich.

Carrie Bucy

Outstanding response makes cookbook a success
The Murray Ledgerffimes Holiday Cookbook has
been a tremendous success because of the outstanding response from Calloway County cooks.
This year, more cooks submitted more recipes
—t&inin-the pastftro years
—the cookbook competition

was held.
Recipes were divided into six categories.
Category winners include Carrie Bucy, 703 Earl
Court, overall winner; Margaret Young, Box 8082
Woods Hall, appetizer; Glenda WilinekibWitrantee-

Staff photos by
Kate Reeves

Be a port of the

Bamboo Garden
Open House
Sunday, Nov. 20
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Door Prizes will be
awarded every hour
10% Discount Storewide
Open Sundays 1-5 p.m.
throughout the month
of December

bury, bread; Alberta Korb, salad; Mrs. Janie
Young, 412 S. 16th, vegetable/casserole (tie for
both); Doris Rose, meat; Marcella Rung, RklCandlelite Estates, Almo,dessert.
Judge for the cookbook was Ann Uddberg,owner
of The Panhandler located in the Bel-Air Shopping
Center, who reviewed the hundereds of recipes.
Recipes were judged on a variety of points including originality, practicality, completeness,
readability, inexpense and ease of preparation. The
Murray Ledgerlifimes would like to thank all these
women for their cooperation in helping us to make
the Holiday Cookbook such a success.
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oranges in a lightly
/
1
2c. water
wide end. Put on cookie
2 tbsp. all-purpoe flour
greased 12x8x2 inch bak1 avocado ( peeled and
sheet. Bake 20 minutes at
1 c. shortening
ing dish.
sliced)
350 degrees. Makes 36
1 c. sugar
Combine next 4 ingre1 c. diced, pared apple
Swedish horns.
2 eggs beaten
dients in saucepan. Bring
/
1
2 c. finely chopped
Marcella Rung
2 c. all-purpose flour
to boil. Reduce heat and
• • •
celery
1 tsp. soda
simmer 4 to 5 minutes
Heat on low, keep
Heat juice to boiling.
Orange Muffins
tsp. salt
stirring constantly. Pour
warm in chafing dish.
Add gelatin. Stir to
1'2 c. chopped dates
2/3 c. buttermilk
glaze over sweet
May be refrigerated.
dissolve. Add pineapple
"2 c. chopped pecans
(Continued on Page 4)
potatoes. Sprinkle with
Good with melba toast.
tidbits, wine and water.
chopped pecans. Cover
Margaret Young
Arrange avocado slices in
• • •
and bake at 350 degrees
bottom of 5 cup mold.
for 35 minutes.
Pour gelatin mixture
Candied Carrots
Yield: 6 to 8 servings.
About 3 lb. carrots, pared
enough to cover slices).
Janie W. Young
and diagonally sliced
Chill until almost set.
• • •
/
1
2 c. plus 2 tbsp. butter or
Fold apple and celery inA Natural For
BETC
margarine
to gelatin mixture. Pour
The Holidays
( bacon, eggs, tomato,
3/i cup jellied cranberry
over avocado layer. Chill
cheese)
sauce
until firm. 8-10 servings.
2 strips bacon uncooked
c. plus 2 tbsp. firmly
Alberta Korb
1 egg scrambled
packed brown sugar
• • •
1 piece toast
t. salt
Swedish Horns
42 fresh tomato, peeled
Cook carrots in small
4 c. flour
cream sauce
amount of boiling water 8
11 tsp. salt
American cheese grated
to 10 minutes until crisp1 tsp. vanilla
Cross bacon strips at
tender. Drain. Melt but1 pkg. dry yeast
center on toast. Scramble
ter in saucepan. Add re1 ¼ c. margarine
eggs, allowing equivalent
maining ingredients.
3 egg yolks
of one to each serving and
Cook, stirring constantly
1 c. sour cream
cover toast to very edges.
until cranberry sauce
Combine flour, salt and
Top with tomato. Bring
melts. Pour cranberry
shortening (as for pie
bacon up and over securmixture over carrots stirdough). Sprinkle yeast in
ing four ends with a
ring well.
— add yolks and sour
toothpick. Refrigerate
Yeld: 10 servings.
cream and vanilla
until cooking time. Bake
Janie W. Young
Knead till smooth — it
• • •
in a flat pan for 30
may need 1-2 T. flour.
minutes at 300 oven.
Sweet PotatoRefrigerate while makMake cream sauce, adOrange Bake
ing filling.
ding grated cheese. Pour
3 large sweet potatoes
Filling:
hot over "baked ar2 medium oranges, peel3 egg whites-beaten stiff
rangements" before sered and sliced
1 c. sugar
ving.
/
1
2 c. firmly packed brown
1 tsp. vanilla
Doris Rose
sugar
1 c. chopped nuts
• • •
c. water
(walnuts)
Free classes will be taught in
/
1
2tsp. salt
Ruby Red
Beat egg whites-stiffJanuary to all who buy a Cuisinarts
I/4 c. butter or margarine,
Salad Mold
add sugar, nuts and
food processor.
melted
2 c. cranberry juice
vanilla. Divide dough into
'/4 c. chopped pecans
cocktail
6 balls-roll each as thin as
Cook potatoes in boiling
1(16 oz.) pkg. raspberry
posible-spread part of fillwater till tender. Cut into
gelatin
ing on dough that in cut in
/
1
2-inch slices.
1 c pineapple tidbits
1111Mat liappm•C•••••
limey.
12 in. round section. Roll
Layer potatoes and
½c. port wine
each piece starting at

WINNING
RECIPES
Baked Chicken
Reuben
4 whole broiler-fryer
chicken breasts, halved
and boned
tsp. salt
L8 tsp. pepper
1 can ( 16 oz. ) sauerkraut,
drained (press out excess
liquid)
4 slices (each about 4 x 6
inches) natural Swiss
cheese
1 L4 c. bottled Thousand
Island salad dressing
1 tbsp. chopped fresh
parsely
In greased baking pan,
place chicken. Sprinkle
with salt and pepper.
Place sauerkraut over
chicken; top with Swiss
cheese. Pour dressing
evenly over cheese.
Cover with foil and bake
in 325 degree oven about 1
1/2 hours. Sprinkle with
chopped parsley to serve.
Carrie Bucy
•

•

Cuisinarts

•

Dried Beef Dip
8 oz. cream cheese
21
/
2 oz. jar dried beef
c. sour cream
2 tsp. chopped onions
2 tbsp. chopped green
Peppers
VEI tsp. pepper
1/4 c. chopped walnuts
2 tbsp. milk
Soften cream cheese
with 2 T. milk. Snip beef
into small pieces and add
with remaining ingredients.

Panhandler

'
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WITH ICE CREAM MAKER

Lay-A-Way Now For Christmas
We've got the Lowest Prices & Largest Selection
in the Murray Area
Register for a FREE Magic Chef
MICROWAVE OVEN
Microwave Space Saver
Valued at $699
UV-TIE-BIG
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cooked lobster or shrimp
(about 8 crz.)
assorted crackers or
party-size bread
In medium saucepan,
sprinkle unflavored
gelatine over water and
lemon juice. Let stand 1
minute. Stir over low heat
until gelatine is completely dissolved, about 5
minutes. With wire whip
or rotary beater, blend in
sour cream, chili sauce
and horseradish; fold in
lobster. Turn into 3kt cup
lobster or jello mold;
chill until firm. Serve
with crackers. Makes
about 3in cups of spread.
D. Pratt
• • •
Easy Cheese Ball
2 (8 oz.) packages cream
cheese,softened
2 tbsp. chopped onion
44 c. chopped sweet bell
pepper
1 small can crushed
pineapple (drained)
1 tbsp. seasoned salt
2 c. pecans,crushed
Combine all ingredients, except 42 cup
nuts. Roll cheese ball in
the 42 cup of nuts.
Rhonda Tracy

APPETIZERS/
BREAD
Holiday Lobster
Spread
2 envelopes Knox
=flavored geletine

c. water
2 tbsp. lemon juice
1 pint (16 oz.) sour cream
1 bottle (12 oz.) chili
sauce
2 tbsp. horseradish
c. finely chopped

(Continued from Page 3)
Bake at 375 degrees for 15
orange glaze ( recipe
to 20 minutes or until
follows
muffins test done.
Combine dates, pecans
Place cake racks on
and 2 tablespoons flour;
waxed paper. Remove
stir well and set aside.
muffins from pans. Place
Cream shortening;
on racks and spoon
gradually add sugar
orange glaze over hot
beating until light and
muffins.
fluffy. Add eggs beating
Orange Glaze:
well after each addition.
c. sugar
Combine 2 cups flour,
About 1/3 c. orange juice
soda and salt. Alternately
Grated rind of 1'2 orange
add dry ingredients and
Combine all ingrebuttermilk to creamed
dients in a sauce pan.
mixture beginning and
Cook over low heat stirrending with dry ingreing until sugar dissolves.
dients. Stir in reserved
Yield: about 1,2 cup.
date and pecan mixture
Glenda G. Wilson
( batter will be thick). Fill
• • •
muffin pans one-half full.

•

• •

Heavenly Fruit Dip1-42 c.
sugar
2 tbsp. all-purpose flour
1 c. pineapple juice
I egg, beaten
1 tbsp. butter or
margarine
1 c. whipping cream,
whipped
Combine first 5 ingredients in a heavy
saucepan; cook over medium heat, stirring
constantly, until smooth
and thickened. Let cool
completely; fold in whipped cream. Serve with
fresh fruit. Yield: 2 cups
Glinda Jeffrey
• • •
Mock Pate De
Foce Gras
1-2 lb. liver sausage
1'4 c. cream
1 tbsp. worcestershire
sauce
3 oz. package cream
cheese
1 tbsp. melted butter
small amount salt and
pepper and paprika
Mash cream cheese
and liver saisage with
fork. Add cream, butter
and seasonings. Serve in
a small covered bowl
with sesame or rye
crackers. This is very

rich — spread sparingly.
Mary Gertzen
•

•

•

Cheese Crisps
8 oz. sharp cheddar
cheese, grated
1 3/4 sticks margarine,
softened
2 c. flour
/
1
4 tsp. each salt, red pepper,and paprika
c. Rice Krispies;-crushed
Mix cheese with
margarine. Sift together
flour, salt, red pepper
and paprika. Add to
cheese mixture; blend
well, add Rice Krispies;
mix well. Shape into 1
inch balls. place on
ungreased cookie sheet.
Flatten with bottom of
glass. Bake at 400
degrees for 10 minutes.
Cool on rack.
Glenda Wilson
•.•
Sweet Potato
Southern Biscuits
c. mashed sweet
potatoes
2/3 c. milk
4 tbsp. melted butter
c. plain flour
4 tsp. baking powder
2 tbsp. brown sugar
2 tsp. salt

44 tsp. cinnamon
Mix together, milk, and
butter. Add dry ingredients to form dough.
Drop moist dough in
greased muffin tins. Bake
(450 degrees for 15
minutes.
Lynda Coleman
• •

•

Quick Corn
Light Bread
2 c. white meal
1 c. sugar
42 c. flour
2 c. buttermilk with 1,2
tsp. soda dissolved in last
cup of milk
2 tsp. salt
4 tbsp. melted shortening
added to the batter
Pour the batter into a
well greased loaf pan.
Bake in 350 degree oven
for 45 minutes or until
loaf is brown and well
done.
Doris Rose
• • •
Corn Light Bread
1 c. sugar
2c. corn meal
2 c. buttermilk
1 tsp. salt
4 tbsp. shortening
c. flour
Mix all together bake at
(Continued on Page 5)
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BREAD
( Continued from Page 4)
325 degrees for 1 hour.
Rosell Pool
• • •

.

•

• •

Squash Bread
No. 1 mixture:
3 eggs
•
1 c. oil
2 c. sugar
No.2 mixture:
3c. plain flour
1 tsp. soda
it tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. salt
2 tsp. cinnamon
other additives:
2 c. pealed grated zuchini
squash
3 tsp. vanilla
1/2 c. pecans
Add mixture No.1 with
mixture No.2 stir in
squash, vanilla and
pecans. Bake in greased
loaf pan at 350 degrees for
1 hour. Turnout of pan as
soon as removed from
oven.
Margaret Young
• • •
Refrigerator Bran
Muffins
1(15 oz.) box wheat bran
flakes cereal with raisins
Sc. all-purpose flour
3 c. sugar
5 tsp. soda
2 tsp. salt
4 eggs, beaten
1 qt. buttermilk
1 c. shortening, melted
Combine first five ingredients in large bowl.
Make well in center of
mixture, add eggs, but-

termilk, and shortening;
stir just enough to
moisten fdry ingredients.
Cover and store in
refrigerator until ready
to bake. Keeps as long as
(5-6 weeks). When ready
to bake, spoon batter into
greased muffin pans. Fill
2J3 full. Bake at 350
degrees for 20 minutes.
A. Korb
• • •
Lemon Tea Bread
c. butter, softened
1 c. sugar
2 eggs
12/3 c. all-purpose flour
1 tsp. baking powder
11 tsp. salt
c. milk
c. chopped walnuts
grated rind of one lemon
glaze (recipe follows)
Combine butter and
sugar, creaming until
light and fluffy. Add the
eggs, one at a time,
beating well after each
addition. Combine flour,
baking powder, and salt;
add to creamed mixture
alternately with milk,
mixing well after each
addition. Stir in Walnuts
and lemon rind. Pour batter into a greased and
foured 9x5x3 inch loafpan. Bake at 350 degrees
for 55 minutes or until a
wooden pick inserted inthe center comes out
clean. Pour glaze over
bread. Cool 10 to 15
minutes before removing

from pan. Yield: 1 loaf
Glaze:
v2 c. sifted powdered
sugar
juice of one lemon
Combine sugar and
lemon juice, mixing well.
Yield about 1/2 cup.
Glinda Jeffrey
.• •
Pumpkin Bread
2c. flour
2 tsp. soda
11
/
2tsp. salt
V. tsp. baking powder
3 c. sugar
1 tsp. nutmeg
1 c. oil
2 c. water
2 c. pumpkin, sweet
potatoes or zucchini c9oked and mashed
/
1
2 c. nuts
c. raisins
if using self rising flour
use 1/2 the amount of soda,
salt and baking powder.
Mix all together fill loaf
pans v2 full. Makes 4 full
pans. Cook at 350 degrees
about 1 hour.
Charlene Tyler
•.•
Easy Yeast Rolls
3-4 tbsp. sugar
3 tbsp. Crisco shortening
34 tsp. salt
1 package yeast
1 c. moderately hot water
31
/
2 c. all-purpose flour or
3 c. flour and v2 c. pure
bran
Put sugar, shortening,
salt in bowl. Dissolve
yeast in wai'm water,
(stir to dissolve) add to
mixture in bowl. Stir
well. Add beaten egg.
Mix. Add flour and beat
until smooth at elastic
soft dough. Form into soft

ball. Grease top sides
with Crisco oil. Leave in
bowl covered with wax
paper. Let rise in warm
place until double in bulk.
Turn dough onto floured
board or wax paper with
flour. Punch dough down
and knead until smooth.
Roll out until about
inch thick cut and shape
as desired. Turn over in
melted margarine. Place
close together in pan. (I
use aluminum pie pan)
Let rise in warm place
(covered with eaxed
paper). When doubled in
bulk and light. Bake in
400 degree oven 12-15
minutes or until brown.
A. Korb
• • •
Spoon Rolls
1 package dry yeast
1 egg well-beaten
34
c. lard
c. sugar
2 c. warm water
4 c. selfrising flour
Dissolve yeast in warm
water. Add siugar and
lard beat in other items
spoon into greased muffin
tins 1/3 to v2 full. Bake in
400 degree oven.
Sue Haneline
• • •
Spoon Rolls
1 package dry yeast
2 c. warm water
11
/
2 stick margarine,
melted
4 c. self-rising flour
va c. sugar
1 egg, beaten
Dissove yeast in warm
water. Melt margarine
and cream it with sugar.
Add beaten egg and yeast
to mixture and rhen add

COOKBOOK SECTION

flour and mix well. Bake
at 425 degrees, 25 to 39
minutes, in a well greas-

ed muffin tin.
Josephine Williamson

Christmas Ribbon Salad
1 6 oz. pkg. lime gelatin
1 6 oz. pkg. raspberry
gelatin
1 3 oz. pkg. lemon gelatin
Sc. boiling water
1 c. miniature marshmallows
3 c. cold water
6 oz. cream cheese,
softened
c. mayonnaise
1 c. heavy cream, whipped
1 201
/
2 oz. can crushed
pineapple, drained
Dissolve gelatin flavors
separately, using 2 cups
boiling water each for
lime and rasbperry
gelatins; 1 cup boiling
water for lemon gelatin.
Stir marshmallows into
lemon gelatin; set aside.
Add 11
/
2 cups cold water
to lome gelatin and pour
into 9x13 dish. chill until
set, but not firm. Meanwhile, put 11
/
2 cups cold
water to raspberry
gelatin and set aside at
room temperature. Add
cream cheese to lemon
mixture; beat until blend-

ed. chill until slightly
thickened. Then blend in
mayonaise, whipped
cream, and curshed
pineapple. Chill until
thick; spoon gently (do
not pour) over lime layer.
Chill until set. Meanwhile, chill raspberry
gelatin until thickened.
Spoon gently over lemon
layer. Chill until firm.
Cut into squares and
serve on lettuce leaf. ( 12
servings)
D. Pratt
•.•
Molded Beet Salad
1 package (3 ounces)
lemon gelatin
1L4 c. finely chopped
beets
1 c. sour cream
1 tbsp. lemon juice
1 tsp. grated onion
1/2 tsp. salt
11/4 tsp. pepper
Dissolve gelatin in 1 cup
boiling water; stir in
beets. chill until partly
thickened; fold in remaining ingredients.
Turn into individual
(Continued on Page 6)
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SALAD

(Continued from Page 5)
molds; chill until firm.
Mary Gertzen
• • •
Festive Spinach Salad
2 pounds fresh spinach,
torn
1 small head cauliflower,
broken into flowerets
1 4-ounce jar pimiento,
chopped
1 medium onion, sliced
Sweet and Sour Dressing
which follows
6 slices cooked and
crumbled bacon
Combine spinach,
cauliflower, pimiento,
and onion rings in a large
salas bowl; toss lightly.
Pour 17'2 cup Sweet-Sour
Dressing over the
vegetables, tossing lightly. Sprinkle bacon on
salad.
( Personal note; I like to
vary the original recipe
above by adding egg
slices, mushrooms and
garden fresh tomatoes.)

Cheese may also be added.
Sweet and Sour dressing:
34 to I c. sugar (depending on personal taste)
c. vinegar
1 c. vegetable oil
1 tsp. celery seeds
1 tsp. paprika
3,4 tsp. salt
Combine sugar and
vinegar in a medium
saucepan. Bring to a boil;
remove from heat. Add
remaining ingredients,
mixing well. Chill
Yield: 2cups
Glinda Jeffrey
• • •
Hot Fruit Salad
1 c. pecan halves
1 lb.(13 oz) pear halves
1 lb.(13 oz) peach slices
1 lb. (13 oz) apricot
halves
1 lb. can pineapple
chunks
1 bottle marasdrino cherries
2 c. juice

1 tsp. curry powder
/
1
2 c. brown sugar
2 tbsp. cornstarch
1 stick butter
Drain fruit, place in
casserole, melt butter in
saucepan. Add brown
sugar and curry, mix cornstarch with juice and
add to above stirring constantly until consistency
of light cream sauce.
Poor over fruit put
pecans on top. Bake in 350
degrees oven for 45
minutes.
Serves 12
A. Korb
•

•

•

Angel Salad
(Christmas)
1 8k4-can crushed pineapple
Boiling water
2-3 oz. pkg cream cheese
1 c. finely chopped celery
I c. chopped pecans
/
1
2 pint whipped cream or
Dream Whip
Drain pineapple and save
liquid, add enough boiling
water to juice to make 2
cups liquid. Mix jellow
with hot liquid and stir
until dissolved. Set aside
to cool but not thicken
whip cream cheese until
soft, add other ingrdiants
(nuts & celery) and mix
well. Add to jellow mixture and put in
refrigerator to thicken
but not set firmly. Fold in
whipped cream and
spoon into 2 quart mold or

.0
144114,41
"1
8- %W

bowl. Chill until firm.
Garnish with green or red
cherries if desired.
Serves 12.
A. Korb
• • •
Good-For-You
Salad
1 can Leisure peas, 1 can
French Style green
beans, 1 can water
chestnuts, 1 can Bamboo
Shoots, 1 can fancy
Chinese vegetables, 1
small can of sliced
mushrooms, small jar
diced pimento, 1 cup
celery cut diagonally,
bermuda onion. Drain all
and put in large container. Over this pour 1
cup sugar, 1 cup red wine
vinegar, marinate overnite.
Doris Rose
• • •
Stawberry Salad
2 pkgs. stawberry jello
2c. boiling water
2 10-oz. pkgs. frozen
stawberries
11
/
2 c. crushed pineapple
(drained)
3 small bananas cut in
small pieces
1 c. sour cream
c. chopped nuts
Dissolve jello in boiling
water. Add berries and
stir occasionally. Add
pineapple and bananas.
Pour half of mixture into
8x8x3 pan. Chill. Spread
sour cream on top. Pour
remaining mixture over

.,,'
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this and chill.
Doris Rose
• • •
Cherry Salad
1 can cherries drained
1 small can crushed
pineapple drained.
2 boxes cherry jello
2c. hot water
1 small bottle coke
3/4 c. sugar
1 c. nuts
Heat cherry juice, hot
water and pineapple juice
add sugar and jello let
cool add coke, nut and
pineapple. Chill and
serve.
Sue Haneline
• • •
Fruit Salad
1 can peach pie filling
3 bananas (sliced)
1 large can chunk pineapples(drained)
2 c. white grapes
1 can mangran oranges
(drain)
2 pears, dise and peal
2 apples, dise and peal
Cut grapes in halves pour
all ingrediants in large
bowl,then pour peach filling over Er mix well.
Don't put juice from
pineapple or oranges.
Could add coconut & nuts.
Charlene Tyler
• •.
Frozen Cherry Salad
1 large can pineapple
(drained) crushed
1 can cherry pie filling
1 large container Cool
Whip
1 Eagle Brand Milk
Mix all ingredients and
pour into a long pyrex
dish. Cover with
Reynolds Wrap. Freeze.
Cut into squares.
Caron Sorrels

• • •
Chilled Ambrosia Salad
1 pkg. strawberry Jello
1 pkg. Orange Jello
2 c. boiling water
1 c. frozen strawberries
c. cold water
1 c. crushed pineapple
with liquid
c. flaked coconut
2/3 c. evaporated milk
Dissolve jello in boiling
water. Add frozen
strawberries. Stir until
thawed. Add cold water
and pineapple. Chill until
thickened. Add coconut
and milk. Pour into a 5
cup lightly oiled mold.
Chill 8-10 hours. Unmold
and serve arranged on
lettuce leaves.
Lynda Coleman
• • •
Cherry Salad
I can Eagle Brand mile
1 large carton Cool-Whip
1 medium can crushed
pineapple
1 can cherry pie filling
/
1
2 cup nuts (pecans or
walnuts)
Mix all ingredients
together and chill.
• • •
Cranberry Salad
2 oranges
2½ c. fresh cranberries
3 (3 oz) pkgs orange
flavored gelatin
3 c. boiling water
2 tbsp. freshly squeezed
lemon juice
1 c. sugar
pinch salt
11
/
2 c. finely chopped
celery
1 c. crushed pineapple undrained
/
1
2 c. chopped pecans(or
more if desired)
(Continued on Page 7)
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(Continued from Page 6)
Peel oranges; put peeling
and cranberries through
food grinder. Remove
white membrane from
oranges and section
them, breaking each section into three or four
pieces.
Dissolve gelatin in boiling
water; add lemon juice,
sugar and salt. Stir
dissolved. Add orange
pieces the ground mixture. Celery, pineapple
and nuts. Pour into molds
and chill until set. This
salad should be made at
least 2 days before serving.
Glenda Wilson
Combo-Salad
1,
2 head lettuce
1 c. shredded cheese
2 c. dices ham
1 c. Italian Dressing
Chop lettuce fine. Add
cheese, ham and toss.
Cover with dressing and
toss again.
Evelyn Tapp

Frozen Fruit Salad
2 eggs,slightly beaten
2 tbsp. vinegar
cup sugar
2 tbsp. butter or
margarine
1 (15N oz.) can pineapple
chunks
2 medium bananas,sliced
1 (11 oz.) can mandarin
oranges, drained
1 ( 16 oz.) can sliced
peaches, drained
1 (6 oz.) jar maraschino
cherries, drained
1 (7 oz.) pkg miniature
marshmallows
1,2 c. whipping cream,
whipped
Combine first 4 ingredients in a small
saucepan. cook over
medium heat, stirring
constantly, until thickened; set aside to cool.
Drain pineapple, reserving liquid. Add bananas
to reserved liquid, and
toss gently; drain. Add
remaining fruit and
freeze.
Georgia Bailey

304 N. 12th
Murray, Ky.
We Are The
Largest Manufacturer
Of Original Ky.
Folk Art Specializing
In Mode-To-Order
Orders.

Heavenly Salad
1 egg beaten
1 tbsp. sugar
1 tbsp. orange juice
1 tbsp. vinegar
11
/
2 tbsp. butter or
margarine
Dash of salt
1 c. commercial sour
cream
1 c. seedless green grapes
1 c. sliced bananas
1 c. diced pineapple
1 (16 ounce) can pitted
Bing cherries(drained)
1 c. maraschino cherries
(drained)
1 c. dices orange
1 (10 ounce) package
frozen mixed fruit (thawed and drained)
2 c. miniature marshmallows
flaked coconut
combine first 4 ingredients in a saucepan; mix
well. Cook over medium
heat until thickened, stirring constantly. Remove
from heat. Add butter
and salt; stir until butter
melts. Chill, fold in sour
cream. Combine remaining ingredients except
coconut. Fold in dressing.
Sprinkle coconut over
top. Chill. Yield 10-12 servings.
June Crider
• • •

408 N.
12th
ClOsed
Sunda

Flippens Hillbilly Born Has
All Your Recipe Needs!
Large

Small

i., Apples 49`ib.

Apples 3 Lb. Bag 50`
Celery 32 ct.60C stalk
Sage

Cranberries 89'Bog
Yams 35`lb.

Rubbed or Whole

Watkins Brand
Flavorings
And Other Products

Texas Citrus
For That Special
Fruit Salad

Coconuts 69'ea.

English Walnuts
'1 251b.

Pecans
(' In Shells

Mix Nuts $13
'
lb.

$1
"
lb.

Pure Apple Cider

PIONEER FURNITURE SHOPPE

The Most Unique Store In Murray
Will Open Our Doors For 30 Days
From Nov.21st to Christmas!
WE SPECIALIZE IN MANY ITEMS
PERSONALLY SIGNED BY KY.
FOLK ARTISTS
NOW TAKING ORDERS
FOR CHRISTMAS

753-8146
Normally We
Are Strictly
Wholesale But
We Are Providing
This Chance For
You To Come In
And See Our
Nationally Recognized
Folk Art Line.

*Stick Horses
*Christmas
•Toy Boxes
Wreaths
*Personalizes •Various Rocking
Stools
Items
•Weather Vanes *Doll Cradles
•Kindlini Boxes •Wall Plaques

•••••

•

'

•
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CELEBRATE VIM
SAVINGS ON FRIGIDAIRE

MN.

Now you can get all the
features you want—and
all the features you need!
_

111

EFrigidaire

With a new
Frigidaire
Microwave
Oven.
MC-700M

Featuring:
• Ten Year Limited Warranty—This Frigidaire
Countertop Microwave Oven is covered
with a one-year in-home full warranty,
and a 10 year limited warranty on the
Magnetron assembly Come in and see us
for full details
• 1.6 Cu. ft. oven capacity—big enough to
cook a family-sized turkey, two 14 lb
roasts. or several different items at once
You won't find a bigger oven anywhere
• Full Circle Cooking—provides faster.
more even cooking and virtually eliminates
the need to rotate and stir most foods

• Power Selector—lets you vary the
microwave power level with nine different
power settings Cook slow, fast, or any
way you want'
• Timer—provides up to 45 minutes of
microwave cooking time. The first 10
minutes are marked in 30-second intervals, and the remaining 35 minutes in
1-minute intervals

Pepper Relish
6 red sweet peppers
6 green sweet peppers
4 medium size onions
12 medium size green
tomatoes
a few chips off of a hot
pepper
grind on food chopper and
drain off the liquid
Then add: 3/4 c. prepared
mustard
3 c. sugar mixed with 2
tbsp. flour
it tsp. flour
1 c. vinegar
12 tsp. black pepper
pinch of salt, if needed
Cook for 20 to 25 minutes,
until it thickens, stirring
often. Put in hot sterilized
jars and seal. Makes
about 5 pints.
Mrs. John C.
Valentine
•.•
Creole Green Beans
cup diced onion
v• cup diced green pepper
1 quart cooked green
beans 4 tablespoons butter
1 tsp. flour
1 tsp. salt
'T'a tsp. pepper
1 c. canned tomatoes
sugar to taste
Saute onion, green pepper and beans in butter

until light brown. Blend
flour, salt and pepper
with tomatoes; add to
bean mixture. Add sugar
as desired. Simmer for 68 minutes.
Yield: 5 servings
Glenda Jeffrey
• • •
Fried Squash
Batter squash: ½ cup
corn meal, 1/4 cup flour, 1
egg, sugar, salt and pepper taste.
Slice squash fairly thin,
dip in batter and fry until
brown.
Doris Rose
• • •
Asparagus Casserole
2 medium cans
asparagus t drained)
2 hard boiled eggs
three or four slices
american cheese
1 can mushroom soup
Mix all this and cover
with buttered cracker
crumbs and bake in 350 til
brown.
Doris Rose
• • •
Cabbage-Corn Bake
Step 1. Cook 4,
2 head of
cabbage till tender. Salt
and pepper to taste. When
cabbage is tender add a
can of whole kernel corn
(Continued on Page 9)

of the most charming
traditions of the season:
Christmas Tree by

$298

ONLY $19.95
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY FRIGIDAIRE MICROWAVE OVEN
This tabuious Nordic Ware 6-Piece family Set of fine microwave coofgware
is a S67 50
value
yours tor this low price when you buy any Frogiclaire Microwave Oven The
perfect combination to, real energy-savings time-savings and money-savings'

•

CASSEROLE/
VEGETABLES

And featuring
this low price:

6-PIECE MICROWAVE COOKWARE SET
000.

COOKBOOK SECTION

753-1713

990be

I
Christmas Tree dinnerware to put on your table
and enjoy all through the holidays Christmas Trite
gff twirl *0 you can share this tradition with friends
Christmas Tree 3-plects Buffet Set and
all sorts of dellghttul piftware

MURRAY KENTUCKY

Furches Jewelers
113 S.4101

753-2835

(Contir
cook
Drain,
pyrex
Step 2.
about:
onit
Add to
sour c
of Mu
well.
mixttu
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stick r
over
degref
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8-10
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1 C.
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L4 C. rr
Peel
put in
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grati
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mushi
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1 5 oz. can water
Add beaten eggs, butter,
melted
42 tsp. nutmeg
chestnuts, drained and
milk, flour, sugar, nuts,
canned asparagus spears
1-2 tsp. cinnamon
sliced
orange juice, and vanilla.
( optional)
Mix together and pour inMix together-put in butPut in greased shallow
pimento strips (optional)
to greased dish bake 400
tered casserole dishoblong cassarole dish.
Combine first 9 ingredegree 20 minutes.
sprinkle with cracker
Bake at 350 degrees for 30
dients and spoon into a
Topping:
crumbs, dot with butter.
min. Serves 6.
3/4
greased 8-inch square
c. crushed corn flakes
Bake 375 degrees for 30
Rosell Pool
baking dish. Bake, unc. chopped pecans
minutes.
• • •
covered, at 400 degrees
1-2
c.
brown sugar
Shirley Young
Asparagus Casserole
fer 30 minutes. Garnish
'stick butter melted
• • •
1 15-oz. can cut asparagus
casserole with asparagus
Mix and spread over bakSweet Potato
drained
spears and a pimento
ed casserole. Return to
Pudding
1 tsp. white pepper
strip, if desired.
oven for 10 minutes.
6 med. sweet potatoes
1,2 tsp salt
cream and cheddar
Glenda Wilson
Margaret Young
2
eggs,
beaten
cheese. Top with bread
22 oz. jars dices pimento,
• • •
• • •
44 pound butter
crumbs and melted butdrained
Sweet Potato
Yum Yum
c. sweet milk
ter. This casserole is ex2 eggs beaten
Casserole
Sweet potatoes
2/3 c. flour
cellent to use with our
1 c. buttery cracker
2 c. mashed sweet
3 c. mashed sweet potato
3,4 c. brown sugar
holiday meat dishes.
crumbs
potatoes
1'2 c. granulated sugar
42 c. chopped nuts
Cook 30-45 minutes at 375
1 c. milk
3
4 c. sugar
1/3
c. butter
c.
orange juice
degrees or until the
1 c. 4 oz. shredded chedlt stick butter
1 tsp. vanilla flavoring
1
tsp.
vanilla
casserole is bubbling.
dar cheese
1 c. milk ("2 cup if using
2 eggs
Boil and mash potatoes.
Melissa Stark
1 4 c. butter or margarine,
canned sweet potatoes)
(Continued on Page 10)
• • •
Cavatini
4 oz. cooked twist
macaroni
4 oz. cooked shell
macaroni
1 small can mushrooms
1 small chopped onion
"2 c. green pepper, chopCHRISTIAN GIFTS AIJI BooKS
oi.
RECAPTURING A SIMPLER TIME AND PLACE
ped
,-qiik•s
15 oz. can tomato sauce
COUNTRY STORE
2 or 3 sliced mozzarella
cheese
Mix first 6 ingredients in
Habersham Plantation Furniture. Gifts & Accessories
baking dish. Layer
Ill
cheese on top. Bake in 425
Haygood
Kathy
degree oven until cheese
110 East South Street
melted.
Mayfield
, Kentucky 42066
Kay Robertson
• • •
Telephone(502)247-4911
Off Storewide
Broccoli-Rice
Casserole
Great time to lay-a-way for Christmas
I pkg frozen chopped
Free Gift Wrapping IL Bible Imprinting
broccoli cooked acReligious Greeting and Christmas Cards
cording to directions
Contemporary Christian Music
2 c. cooked rice
Mon.-Sot. 9:30-5:30 753-2769
54.
1 can cream of chicken
Corner of Dodson, Mayfield Rd. Between
soup-undiluted
Ribshack Restaurant and Leta's Beauty Shop
18 oz. jar cheese whiz

CASStR OLE/
<VEGETABLES

(Continued from Page 8)
cook till heated well.
Drain, put into a long
pyrex dish. Set aside.
Step 2. Brown in a skillet
about 1 lb. of ground beef,
1,2 onion chopped. brain.
Add to ground beef 1 cup
sour cream 1 can cream
of Mushroom soup. Stir
well. Pour hamburger
mixture over cabbagecorn mixture. Melt 1,2
stick of margarine pour
over all. Bake at 350
degrees for 30 minutes.
Top with grated
American cheese the last
10 minutes.
Caron Sorrels
• • •
Potato Casserole
8-10 medium potatoes
grated
1 medium onion chopped
1 can cream of mushroom
soup
1 container dairy sour
cream
1 c. grated cheddar
cheese
34 c. bread crumbs.
/
1
4 c. melted butter
Peel and grate potatoes,
put in bottom of a 9x12
pyrex casserole. Sprinkle
grated onion over
potatoes. Layer with
mushroom soup, sour

THE

GRAND OPENING
Fri. & Sat. Nov. 18, 19
0°
/0

Habersham Plantation ,
Furniture,
Gifts & Accessories

NO LABOR CHARGES ONi
ANY CLEANER
Ladies
Hours
9 A.M.-8 P.M.

—WE HAVE A FULLY LINE 0
NEW, USED AND REBUILD
CLEANERS

Mens
Hours
8 P.M.-10 P.M.

Check Us Before You Buy
We Will Beat Any Price
n Town
Southside
Court
Square
759-4801

Kirby Vacuum
Repairs All Cleaners
Only Factory A v0.6,41441 Dootor In Town

\

*Individualized Programming
*Aerobics Classes
'Exercise Equipment
*Sauna
*Tanning Booths
*Showers

Special Is On
For Memberships.
Bring A Friend And
Cut The Cost In Holf

•Z‘Va•elertleigtbmitiNtlytit;,;(4400,isscy;i0AvoryclimfgAav•

• **1;sz,b-

O.' ••••b

Beside Campus
Coffee Shop

•••••4-•••-•••WWII•elle 4.•_•"

•

1/3 c. butter
mix topping with fork
and sprinkle crumbles on
top of casserole. Bake 20
minutes at 250 degrees.
Yvonne Gibson
• • •
Broccoli and Almond
Topped Potatoes
4 large baking potatoes
vegetable oil

CASSEROLE/
VEGETABLES
0. 0

(Continued from Page 9)
Mix thoroughly and
pour into buttered
sasserole dish.

Topping:
1 c. packed brown sugar
1 c. shop nuts
1/3 C. flour

CoasttoCoast

TOTAL HARDWARE

HAS THE RIGHT HEATER
FOR YOU!
i iiiiitin

1

15

Aladdin Temprite 15
•15,200 BTLJ/hrs , adjustable heat out

_
•:-

f.V
',I

Sale

4..
--.

A..-

---eiN
put

-

•Automatic shut-off and ignition,
removable fuel tar*
•Burns 11-15 hours on fill
•UL listed
•417-7176

-

o

1-

, 31.:!......
0
,
---

Aladdin Surra
•181600 BTU

.-------------j

179"
t

SOW VIM iNd saw

I

.„. _ . . .

1 medium onion,chopped
1 clove garlic, crushed
2 tbsp. vegatable oil
1 (10 oz.) package frozen
broccoli spears
11
/
2c. chicken broth
1 tsp. vinegar
1 tbsp cornstarch
1 tbsp. soy sauce
1 / 3 cup silivered
almonds,toasted
/
1
2cup diced pimentoes
Wash potatoes and rub
with oil. Bake at 400
degrees for 1 hour or until
done. Saute onion and
garlic in large skillet until onions are tender. Add._.
broccoli, chicken broth
and vinegar; stirring
gently. Combine corn
starch and soy sauce;
stirring well. Add to broccoli mixture, cook; stirring constantly until
thickened, Stir in
almonds and pimento.
Split tops of potatoes
lengthwise and fluff pulp
with a fork. Spoon topping over potatoes.
Glenda Wilson
.• •
Corn Bread
Sausage Stuffing
2 12- to 14-ounce packages
corn-muffin mix

1 pound pork sausage
meat
4 tbsp. butter or
margarine(½ stick)
3 large celery stalks, diced
1 large onion, diced
6 c. white-bread cubes
(about 12 slices)
2c. water
3,4 tsp. salt
42 tsp. pepper
42 tsp. rubbed sage
/
1
2tsp. thyme leaves
Preheat oven to 400
degrees. Grease 13x9
baking pan. In large
bowl, prepare cornmuffin mix as label
directs but prepare both
packages together. Spoon
batter into prepared pan.
Bake 25 minutes or until
toothpick inserted in
center comes out clean.
Cool corn bread in pan
slightly on wire rack
(bread will be sticky if
crumbled when too hot).
Meanwhile, in 5 to 8 quart
Dutch oven over medium
heat, cook sauage meat
until browned, about 20
minutes, stirring frequently to break up
sausage. With slotted sp(Continued on Page 13)
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Corona Deluxe Radiant
SP-OX Heater
•Heats 350 sq ft , 9,500 BTU/hr

, 0

.

WE
SELL
KEROSENE!

•13 5 continuous hours of heating
•Automatic shut-off, lift-out cartridge tank
•N K H A approved, U L listed
•SP-DX 417-7317

i

..
OW um= twe me V

Sal.IN '
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'

1
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e
1
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8
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000
'
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Aladdin i.:'Kerosene Heater
•Heats 280sq.ft.; 7,600 BTU/hr

Corona-Deluxe
22-DK-B Convection Heater

•Heats SOO sq ft. 22,600 BTU/hr
•Electrtc saphon pump
•Integral flat tank automatic shut-off
•N K H A approved; LA listed
•22-DK-8, 417-7200

r

,.
COAST TO COAST HARDWARE
CENTER. Store Hours:
CENTRAL SHOPPING
Mon.-Sot. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00
7534604
•

VISA

r
ovio,..,-c. off,

ei Radiant/reflection heater with
push-button ignition, auto
safety shut-off
•N K.H.A approved; Ut. listed
•417-7143
r‘

MURRAY VACUUM
CENTER
201 N.5th - Downtown
Ask him for a NEW
VACUUM for Christmas!
*Plenty to chose from
'New and Used
'Only AUTHORIZED
dealer of the ROYAL "all
metal" vacuum
'The only one to be able to
give the FIVE YEAR
Factory warranty on the
ROYAL
*Experienced repair man
with repair on all models
*Warranty on all cleaners

0

•

re

AID
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sot. 8:30-9:00
Sun. Noon-6:00
HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

EARLY SHOPPER SALE
Sale
$5999

COOKBOOK SECTION

Sale

_

$29900

Reg. 89.95

Soundesign
Radio Phone
• AM/FM clock radio,
digital alarm
• Complete telephone with
controls on handset
teatures universal dialing,
mule key and re-dial key.
• Large 3-in, full-range
dynamic speaker.

J11

• 203-3512

/HUIVIIE/16%

Reg. 359.95

Sharp
Carousel
Microwave
Oven
• Carousel system rotates
food for uniform cooking.
•5 variable cooking settings
• Cooking indicator tight
and auto shut-off.
• One cubic loot capacity.
• 22"h x 14'14w x 151
/
4 d.

SHARP

• MR-4620; 226-0206

SHARP

Sale
$3499

Reg. 49.95

Sharp Compact
Printer
Calculator
•Compact12*Gail"aim.
• 10-digit print/display

electronic calculator.
• With all the basic
functions.
• NEL-1601; 2211-0030

Sale

$1999
Reg. 24.95

Anchor Hocking
Microwave Turntable
•

Spring powered motor
• 130-5499

Sale

$24"
Reg 37.99

G.E. Electronic
Mini Digital

Clock Radio
• Compact unit with all the
basic leature.
• Wake to music, delayed
alarm. snooze alarm
• II7-6420; 203-4031

Sale
$999
Reg 18 25

Chicago Cutlery Set
• 2-pc gourmet sampler set
• Ind 3 parer/boner and 5 utility knife
• 140-6891
•
S
.

L

Hwy.641 N. Central Center

753-8604

TOTAL HARDWARE

• oasttoCoast

C
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It's The Giving Season
And We'd Like To Give
You A New Hair-Do

(Con
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We're
Always
"Cooking
Up"
New Ways
To Be
Of
Service!

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Mitmb•r FDIC

Chrispie, Critter, Thumper, Snoopy, Foxy & Happy
have the right recipe for you.
1 Helping of a Beautiful Store
Several Nice People
A Dash of Shampoo
2 Cups of Curls
3 Tablespoons of Frosting
1 Handful of a Perm
3 Cups of Trimming & Styling
Mix all of the above and you will have the Holiday
Look for greeting your guests.
Olympic Plaza
Murray
753-0542

For the everyday gourmet.. embossed vitreous porcelain
-- artistically decorated with poppies in blue, coral and
Idoc. Place settings, cookware, and bakeware. Microwave
and dishwasher safe by Villeroy & Bock - for over 230
yi•art.

2619 H.C. Mathis Dr.
Paducah
442-4386

•

• • • .•214
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CASSEROLE/
VEGETABLES
(Continued from Page 10)
pon, remove sausage to
bowl. To drippings in
Dutch oven, add butter or
margarine celery and
onion; cook until
vegetables are tender.
Remove Dutch over from
heat; Crumble corn read
into vegetable mixture in
skillet. Add sausage,
white-bread cubes,
water, salt, pepper, sage
and tyme; tags to mix
well. Use to stuff 12 to 16
pound turkey. Or, spoon
stuffing into 13x9 baking
dish; cover with foil and
bake in 325 degree oven 1
hour or until heated
throughly. Makes about
12 cups. 230 calories per
it cup.
Microwave oven recipe:
Prepare corn muffin
mix as above in first
paragraph. Into 5 quart
casserole or bowl, crumble sausage; cover with
casserole lid or large
plate. Cook on high 8 to 10
minutes until lightly
browned, stirring frequently to break up
sausage. With slotted
spoon, remove sausage to
small bowl; set aside. To
drippings in casserole,
add butter or margarine,

celery and onion; cover.
Cook oh high 12 minutes
or until tender stirring
once. Crumble in
casserole; add whitebread cubes and remaining ingredients toss to
mix well. Use to stuff
turkey. Or, Cover and
cook on high 15 to 20
minutes until thoroughly
heated, stirring after half
the cooking time. Let
stuffing stand, covered, 5
minutes.
D. Pratt
• • •
Straw and Ham
This recipe uses your
left-over baked ham. It is
an attractive dish with
the green noodles and
peas and the red of the
ham. Your family may
just like straw and ham
for supper.
4 oz. white fine noodles
4 oz. green (spinch) fine
noodles
boiling salted water
/
1
2c. butter or oleo
11
/
2 to 2 c. ham cut in thin
strips
/
3
4 c. cooked peas
1 (2/
1
2 ox.) jar sliced
mushrooms,drained
1 egg well beaten
/
1
2 c. canned milk or ½ &
;
12

ickman
orsworthy
Building Supply

c. sour cream
1 c. grated parmesan
cheese
Cook noodles in boiling
salted water until just
tender, drain. Add oleo,
ham, peas and
mushrooms. Beat egg
add cream and milk. Add
egg mixture. Put in buttered casserole sprinkle
rest of cheese on top.
Bake in 325 degree oven
20 to 25 minutes.
Mrs. LaVerna Hardie
•

•

•

Scalloped Corn
1 17-oz. can cream-style
corn
1 c. crushed craker
crumbs
/
1
2c. chopped celery
c. minced onion
2 beaten eggs
1 c. milk
3 tbsp. butter
salt to taste
/
1
2 tsp. paprika
c. shredded american
cheese
Mix all ingredients.
Bake in a well-greased 2
quart casserole dish.
Bake at 350 degrees for 55
minutes.
Lynda Coleman
• • •
Sweet Potato
Casserole
3 c. boiled, mashed sweet
potatoes
1 c. sugar
2 eggs, beaten
1/3 c. milk
/
1
2 c. melted butter
1 tbsp. vanilla
Combine all ingredients and mix well. Pour
in 13x9 glass baking dish
and bake for 30 to 40
minutes at 350 degrees.
Topping:

34 c. crushed corn flakes
/
1
2c. brown sugar
142 c. nuts
34 c. melted butter
Mix all ingredients and
spread on casserole.
Return to oven for 10
minutes longer.
Rhonda Tracy
• • •
Marinated Carrots
5 c. cooked carrots (sliced)
1 green pepper (chopped)
1 c. sugar
34
c. vinegar
1 tsp. worchestershire
&alike
1 tsp. black pepper
1 onion (sliced in rings)
1 can tomato soup
½c.sald oil
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. prepared mustard
Drain carrots. Add
onions, green peppers
and other ingredients.
Pour over carrots and
marinate for 12 hours
before serving. Keep
covered up in
refrigerator. Will keep 2
weeks. Stir every 2 or 3
days.
Charlene Tyler
• • •
Country Potatoes
4 to 5 medium potatoes
2 tbsp. flour
It tsp. paprika
4 tbsp. margarine
2 meduim onions
3c. hot tomato juice
Pare and slice
potatoes. Mix flour, salt,

COOKBOOK SECTION

paprika. Layer half
potatoes in baking dish
sprinkle with half dry
mixture put rest of
potatoes sprinkle rest of
dry mixture, place sliced
onions and margarine on
top pour hot tomato juice
over all. Cover and bake
in 350 degree oven 1 hour
remove cover last 20
minutes.
Sue Haneline
• • •

VS

At)

Recipe For A
More Beautiful You

To a genercius helping of complextion
core add a small amount of custom
foundation then blend a dash of blush a
touch of lipcolor and a bit of carefully
selected eye enhancer. All applied with
care and worn with confidence.
For your individual recipe come to:

MERLE noRmAn
The I1aee for !lie 01•10111 Elf('

11.1 AK Cantor

Mon.-Set.
9;304:30

753-6926

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-5 p.m.

our holidays
with

SINGER
500 S. 4th 753-6450
Quality Materials•Fair Prices
•Prompt Service

Thinking of

ir NG?

Touch-Tronic* 2005
memory machine
25 stitches are preprogrammed to
sew the optimum length and width,
• Wind-in -place bobbin • Solid state
speed control

J

Free-Arm
Machine Model 5525

NOW Laos°
ONLY u
Reg77
$1,199 00

'01M199"

SINGER

Murray Sewing
Center

.

GlamOurTOP' is the easy, inexpensive way to add sparkling
and lasting beauty to your kitchen, bathroom, or to any
work surface in your home!

--•4411

APPROVED DEALER
•A Trademark of The Songer Company

Bel Air Center - Murray
753-5323
•

•
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MEAT/
MAIN DISH
Ham Delight
1 3-1b. canned ham
1 large can sweet
potatoes(drained)
1 can friut cocktail
(drained)
3 tbsp. butter
3 tbsp. brown sugar
1 tbsp. corn starch
Make several cuts
through ham. Arrange
sweet potatoes around
ham. Mix cornstarch,
brown sugar, butter and
drained fruit juices. Heat
to boiling. Stir in fruit.

Pour over slit ham and
sweet potatoes. Bake 350
degrees for 40 to 45
minutes, basting with
juices during baking
time.
Lynda Coleman
• • •
Tuna Casserole
c. chopped onion
1 tbsp. butter
1 can cream of mushroom
soup
c. milk
c. shredded cheese
L8 tsp. mustard

Open House

ourmet gaCie8

-

•

g

Sunday, December 4
1:00-5:00
Don't Miss The
Cooking Demonstration by
Al Eastman featuring
uses of the wok,food
processors and
crepe makers.
2119 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.
Gifts & Everything For The Cook
Tues.-Sot
10:00-5:00

442-2254

1 can drained tuna
2 c. uncooked elbow
macaroni
c. cooked peas
c. potato chips (optional)
Pour into lit qt.
casserole. Crumble
potato chips on top. Bake
at 350 degrees in oven
about 30 minutes until
juicy, browned and bubbling
Mrs. Evelyn Tapp
• • •
Autumn Gold
Pot Roast
L4 cup all-purpose flour
1 tsp. salt
1(3 to 4 pound) boneless
chuck or arm roast
2 tbsp. vegetable oil
34
c. water
42 tsp. dried whole
oregano
44 tsp. celery seed
11'4 C. water
1 (6 oz.) can orange juice,
concentrate thawed and
undiluted and divided.
4 meduim size sweet
potatoes peeled and halved lengthwise
8 small onions peeled
1 tbsp. brown sugar
Combine first 3 ingredients; dredge roast in
flour mixture. Set aside
remaning flour mixture.
Brown roast on all sides
in hot oil in Dutch oven.
Pour off drippings combine 14 cup water,
oregano and celery seeds.
Pour over roast. Cover
and cook over low heat 2
hours combine It+ cups
water and 42 cup orange
juice contentrate; mix
well and pour over roast.
Add sweet potatoes and
onions. Cover and cook

over low heat 1 hour or
until roast and
vegatables are tender.
Remove roast and
vegatables to serving
platter; Keep warm.
Combine reserved flour
mixture remaining
orange juice and brown
sugar; mix well. Stir
orange juice mixture into
pan drippings; cook over
medium heat. Stirring
constantly, until thickened. Serve gravy with
roast.
Glenda Wilson
• • •
Creamed Chicken
over Rice
3 c. cooked rice
1 c. shredded swiss
cheese
42 pkg. chopped brocoli
(thawed)
1/3 c. chopped onion
1/3 c. chopped pimento
1 tsp. salt
3 eggs( beaten )
1½ cups milk
Mix all of the above ingredients and spoon into
a buttered baking dish
(9x13). Bake at 325
degrees for 1 hour or until
knife comes out clean.
Creamed Chicken:
tbsp. butter
3 tbsp. flour
2c. milk
42 tsp. salt
3 c. cubed chicken
Melt butter in heavy
saucepan, add flour and
stir until smooth. Cook 1
minute, stirring constantly. Gradually add milk.
Cook over medium heat
until thick and bubbly.
stir in salt. Add chicken.
Cut rice into 4 inch
squares. Spoon creamed

chicken over rice
squares. Sprinkle with
paprika. Serves 8-10.
June Crider
• • •
Meal in a Dish
42 c. raw rice
1 c. whole-kernel corn
1( 15 oz.)tomato sauce
3,4 c. water
1/2 c. minced onion
4 slices chopped bacon
34
lb. ground beef
(browned)
1 c. canned green beans
c. minced green pepper
salt and pepper to taste
Mix rice and corn.
Sprinkle with salt and
pepper. Mix tomato
sauce and water. Pour 112
of mixture over corn and
rice. Add layers of onion,
peppers, beans and
ground beef. Sprinkle
with salt and pepper. Add
rest of the tomato sauce
mixture. Top with bacon.
Cover and bake at 350
degrees for one hour. Uncovered and bake 30 more
minutes.
Serve with garlic toast
and salad for a wellbalanced meal.
Lynda Coleman
• • •
Swedish Meat Balls
2 pounds ground beef
1 c. package of corn flake
crumbs
1/3 cup parsley flakes
2 eggs
Lt tsp. garlic powder
2 tbsp. soy sauce
1/4 tsp. green peppers
2 tbsp. minced onion
Mix all together form in
balls. Put in long cake
pan.
Sauce:

COOKBOOK SECTION
1 can jellied cranberry
juice
12 oz. bottle chili sauce
2 tbsp. firmly mashed
brown sugar
2 tbsp. lemon juice
Cook over low heat stirring until sauce melts.
Pour over meat balls.
Bake about 45 minutes at
350 degrees.
Charlene Tyler
• • •
Sausage Egg-Csmserole
6 slices white bread
(trimmed)
1 lb. bulk pork sausage
(crumbled)
mustard to taste
1 c. grated cheddar
cheese
3-4 eggs,lightly beaten
13/4 c. sweet milk
tbsp. salt
1 top worchestershire
sauce
Place bread into
107[6/(11
/
2 inch baking
dish. Brown sausage,
drain off fat — stir with
cheese combine remaining ingredients: Pour
over cheese. Bake at 350
degrees for 25-30
minutes or until set.
A. Korb
.• •
Hawaiian Pot Roast
1 3-4 pound boneless
chuck roast
3tbsp. shortening, melted
1 medium onion,sliced
c. water
c. soy sauce
1/4 tsp. ground ginger
'14 tsp. pepper
1 8-ounce can pineapple
chunks, undrained
1 41
/
2-ounce jar sliced
mushrooms,drained
1/3 c. sliced celery
(Continued on Page 15)
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Thanksgiving Now!
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DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
Hwy.641
A Recipe For A Good Pharmacy
SAVE MONEY
Stir In CONVENIENT PARKING
Add LOW PRICES
And Mix With ONESTOP SHOPPING
To Get Helpful, Friendly Service In A Delicious
Combination! Come In Today And Let Walter
Mehr Help You!"

Rent a name brand color portable,
console or stereo d TV combination
Finest Line of
Rent-To-Own
Microwave Ovens
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Ask For
Datails About
Our Christmas
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MEAT/

MAIN DISH
(Continued from Page 14)
pineapple slices, halved
parsley
hot cooked rice (optional)
Brown roast on all sides
in shortening in a Dutch
oven. Drain off drippings.
Place onion on top of
roast. Combine next four
ingredients; pour over
roast. Cover and bake at
250 degrees for two hours
and 45 minutes or until
tender. Add pineapple,
mushrooms, and celery;
cover and bake an additional 30 minutes.
Remove roast, pineapple,
and vegetables to a warm
platter. Thicken pan drippings to make gravy and
ladle pan drippings over
roast. Garnish with
pineapple and parsley
and serve over rice if
desired. Yield: 6 to 8 servings.
Glinda Jeffrey
• • •
Baked Pork Chops
6-8 pork chops
6-8 potatoes sliced k4 inch
1 can onion soup
1 can cheddar cheese
soup
Brown pork chops well.
Layer pork chops then

potatoes in casserole dish
and add soups. Bake 1
hour at 350 degrees until
brown on top.
Kay Robertson
.• •
Crock Pot Chicken
sauce:
1 bottle tomato catsup
c. water
2 tbsp. brown sugar
2 tbsp. lemon juice
1 tbsp. salt
1 small onion
2 tbsp. Worschestershire
sauce
hot pepper and garlic to
taste
1 tsp. dry mustard
Cook 10 minutes. Pour
over chicken. Cook on low
until tender.
Soak chicken in salt
water over night before
placing in crock pot.
Linda Jones
• • •
Baked Turkey Ca.s-qProle
4 tbsp. butter or
margarine
6 tbsp. flour
1 lb. cooked turkey, cut in
julienne strips
1 tbsp. chopped parsley
salt to taste
1 c. milk
2 tbsp. grated cheese

2 medium green peppers
cut in julienne strips
3 c. hot chicken stock
/
1
4 lb. smoked ham, cut in
julienne strips
/
1
2 tbsp. Worchestershire
sauce
/
1
2 tsp. ground white pepper
10 ozs. thin noodles
6 saltine crackers
Melt butter or
margarine in 3-qt.
saucepan. Add green pepper and simmer covered
for 5 minutes. Add flour
and stir well. Add chicken
stock and bring sauce to a
boil. Cook sauce for 5
minutes or until smooth.
Add turkey, ham,
parsley, worchestershire
sauce, salt, and white
pepper. Bring to a second
boil and add milk
gradually while gently
stirring. Simmer 5
minutes and drain. Cook
noodles for 7 minutes and
drain. Place in a greased
shallow casserole. Top
with turkey mixture.
Sprinkle with cheese and
cracker crumbs. Bake at
375 degrees for 20
minutes or until lightly
browned.
Dorothy Jean Paschall
• •

.‘
,4? The Holida
-° from

Pier I Import

collections

Large Selection
Of Placemats, yyy
Napkins
Glasses
Brighten Your
Holidays With
Candles. You'll
Like Our Prices!

until golden brown. Serve
with gravy. Makes6 servings.
Georgia Bailey
• • •

DESSERTS
Seedless Blackberry
Cream Pie
1 graham cracker crust
1 8-oz. package of cream
cheese
1 can Eagle Brand milk
1/3 c. lemon juice
1 c. Cool Whip
Mix last four ingredients and pour into
graham cracker crust.
2 c. blackberries
c. water
1 ½ c. sugar
3 tbsp. cornstarch
1/3 tsp. butter flavoring
To make juice: boil
blackberries and water 5
minutes. Put into blender

30 seconds on blend. Run
through a sieve to remove
seeds. Mix juice, sugar,
cornstarch, and butter
flavoring and cook until
thick. Cool and pour over
first layer. Top with Cool
Whip.
Faye Hoke
• • •
Walnut Cherry Cake
1 c. Deamond walnuts
1 two-layer size package
white cake mix
1'2 tsp. vanilla
6 drops red food coloring
1 8 oz. container frozen
non-dairy whipped topping; thawed

11-lb. 5-oz. can cherry pie
filling
Coursely chop ¼ cup of
walnuts; set aside. Chop
remainder medium fine.
As package directs,
prepare cake mix; adding vanilla and 3'4 cup
walnuts; bake in two 9inch cake pans. Cool 10
min.; invert out onto wire
racks until cooled. Fold
food coloring into topping. Spread a 1-inch wide
ring of topping on oouter
edge of each layer. Spoon
layers on serving plate
spread remaining topp(Continued on Page 16)
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Jazz Up Your
Nights with WKMS!
Monday
10 p.m.-Midnight

Easy Street

Tuesday-Thursday
10a.m.-2a.m.

Easy Street
Jazz Horizons
Piano Jazz

Sunday
6p.m.-11p.m.

Piano Jazz
All That Jazz
Jazz Alive!
Portraits In Blue
_WICKS 1

Public

FREE GIFT WRAPPING — LAYAWAYS
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5 TIL CHRISTMAS
Bel Air Center 641 South 753-1851
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Dip each cone into butter
and then into crumbs.
Place on greased baking
sheet. Bake at 350
degrees for 30 minutes or

•

Chicken Rice Pyramids
3c. cooked rice
3 c. diced cooked chicken
/
1
2c. chopped celery
;
12 c. chopped onion
/
1
2c. chopped walnuts
3eggs beaten
1 tsp. poultry seasoning
1 c. shredded cheddar
cheese
1 tsp. chili powder
/
1
2tsp. oregano

Iltifetin*Wifkfi Me#

Decorate
Your Table
With Our
Great Selection
Of Brass
Candlesticks
The new
Pier I

/
1
2c. melted butter
1 c. corn flake crumbs
Mix together first 10 ingredients, chill form into
12 cone shaped mounds.
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DESSERTS
'•••

Christmas
Open House
You Are Invited
to
The Treasure House
Sun. Nov. 20
1-4 p.m.

Storewide
Layaways
Welcome
The Treasure House
Southside Shopping Center

Get Mom
A Small
TV For
Her
Kitchen
Araifir
00000
No p310

.7

Our Small
Color Portable

95
$299

(Continued from Page 15)
ing on sides of cake.
Sprinkle reserved
walnuts on cake top.
Chill. Makes 12 servings.
D. Pratt
• • •
Christmas Punch
1 can (6 oz.) frozen lemon
juice concentrate, undiluted
1 can (6 oz.) frozen
orange juice concentrate,
undiluted
1 c. sugar
1/4 c. Angostura bitters
3 egg whites
1 bottle (or 3 C.) daiquiri
cocktail, chilled
1 bottle (28 oz.) club soda,
chilled
1 tray ice cubes
1 bottle champagne, chilled
1. In pitcher or bowl,
combine frozen concentrates, sugar and bitters.
When jucies are thawed,
stir until well blended and
sugar is dissolved.
2. Refrigerate fruitjuice mixture until it is
well chilled — several
hours or overnight.
3. Just before serving,
beat the egg whites until
stiff.
4. In punch bowl, combine fruit-juice mixture,
daiquiri cocktail and club
soda. With wire Whisk or
rotary beater beat in egg
whites. Add ice cubes.
5. Pour in champagne
at table. Makes about 24
(4 oz.)servings.
D. Pratt
• • •
Powdered Sugar
Cookies
Mix:
1 c. powdered sugar
1 c. white sugar
1 c. margarine melted
2 eggs
1 c. Wesson oil
1 tsp. vanilla "
Sift together:
4 c. plus 4 tbsp. plain flour
1 tsp. soda
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. cream of tartar
Add flour mixture to
first mixture alternating

with oil and vanilla. Roll
into small balls and place
on non-greased cookie
sheet. Press ball with
glass dipped in sugar,
(lightly so as not to mash
flat). Bake at 350 degrees
for 8 to 10 minutes depending on your stove.
Icing:
6 tbsp. butter melted
1 box powdered sugar
dash of salt
enough Pet milk to make
a spreading consistency.
Add fpod coloring for the
color you desire.
Brenda Green
• • •
Mondael Yiddish Cookie
4 c. self-rise flour
4 eggs
1 c. sugar
1 c. oil
1 tsp. vanilla
Mix all ingredients
well. Put in refrigerator
for one hour. Take teaspoon of dough roll into log
shape. Place on greased
sheet. Bake at 350
degrees 17 minutes.
Srinkle powdered sugar
while warm. amkes about
6 dozen.
Sallie Gay
• • •
Maravian Christmas
Cookies
c. butter and shortening, mixed
c. firmly packed brown
sugar
2 c. black molasses
7'42 c. all-purpose flour
4 tbsp. ground cinnamon
4 tbsp. ground ginger
1 tsp. salt
1 tbsp. soda
14 c. hot water
Cream butter and
shortening with sugar'.
Add molasses. Sift flour,
cinnamon, ginger, and
salt together. Add soda to
boiling water. Add mixture and water alternately to creamed mixture.
Work well with hands.
Cover, and stlre in
refrigerator overnight.
Roll as thin as paper.
Baked on greased cookie
shet at 375 degrees for a

COOKBOOK SECTION

few minutes, or until they
just begin to brown. When
cool, store in a tighly
coveed container. Yield:
15 dozen.
Wanda Crosser
• • •
Sweet Potato Cake
11
/
2c. cooking oil
2 cups sugar
4 eggs,seperated
4 tbsp. hot water
21
/
2 c. sifted flour
1 tsp. vanilla
3 tbsp. baking powder
14 tsp. salt
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. nutmeg
11
/
2 c. grated sweet
potatoes
1 c. chopped nuts
Combine oil, sugar and
egg yolks and beat well.
Add hot water, then dry
ingredients which has
been well. Beat egg
whites until stiff, then
fold in mixture. Bake 350
degrees for 30 to 35
minutes(3 layers)
Icing:
I can Eagle brand milk
1 c. sugar
1 stick oleo
3 egg yolks
1 tsp. vanilla
1 can coconut
Mix all except coconut
and let boil in double
boiler until thickens. Add
coconut and spread.
Doris Rose
• • •
Brown Sugar
Pound Cake
1 c. shortening
1 stick margarine
1 box light brown sugar
5eggs
3 c. flour
/
1
2tsp. salt
/
1
2tsp. baking powder
1 c. evaporated milk
2 tsp. maple flavoring
brown sugar frosting
Cream shortening,
margarine and brown
sugar sifted. Add eggs,
one at a time, beating
well after each addition.
Sift dry ingredients and
add them alternately
with milk. Add flavoring.

Only

Our Little Portables Are A
Perfect Fit For Any Kitchen.
They'll Keep You Caught Up
On The News And Your
Favorite Soaps While You
Cook!

SEASON'S
FEETINGS
THE slim*: RrrE couye-rioN. •

Tucker TV
4
.

753-2900

121 N.

•

‘13
Aulberi•sill PM% Caste/
713 4111
foribmile Mow

Pour mixture into greased and floured tube pan;
bake at 350 degrees for 1
'7'2 hours. Cover with
brown sugar frosting.
Brovrn Sugar Frosting:
1 stick margarine
1 c. brown sugar
14 c. milk
3 c. powdered sugar
1 tsp. vanilla extract
Melt margarine on
medium heat. Add brown
sugar and stir 1 minute.
Add milk; powdered
sugar, and vanilla and
blend until creamy.
Carrie Bucy
• • •
Heavenly
Pumpkin Pie
1 tbsp. gelatin
1,4 c. cold water
114 c. cooked pumpkin
1 c. sugar
2 eggs
3/4 c. milk
1 tsp. pumkin pie spice
/
1
2tsp. salt
9 oz. Cool Whip
142 tsp. vanilla
1 9-inch pie shell
Soften gelatin in water.
Cook ptunkin, milk, egg
yolks, 14 cup sugar, salt,
spice over boiling water
10 minutes stirring constantly. Remove from
heat and stir in gelatin.
Chill until thick. Beat egg
whites until stiff, adding
remaining sugar gradually. Fold pumpkin, vailla,
/
1
2 of Cool Whip into egg
whites. Pour into pie
shell. Chill and top with
remaing Cool Whip.

Mrs.Carl Alexander
-AP' • •

-----

Date Orange Cake
1 c. butter or margarine
2c. sugar
4 eggs(one at a time)
1½ c. buttermilk
3 c. flour
1 tsp. soda
1 package chopped dates
1 c. chopped pecans
Mix together and bake
1 hor in 350 degree oven in
tube pan.
Frosting:
Dissolve 2 cups sugar in 1
cup fresh orange juice,
add 2 tablespoons grated
orange rind. Place on low
heat. DO NOT BOIL. but
let sugar dissove and
become syrup. Pour over
cake when you take it
from oven. Let cool in
baking pan 1 hour.
A. Korb
• • •
Cranberry
Refrigerator
1. 2 c. fresh cranberries
grond) combine with 1
large banana (diced) and
1 c. sugar.(set aside)
2. Combine 2 c. vanilla s •wafer crumbs, with 6
tbsp. margarine
(melted). Press half of
mixture in 9x9x2" pan.
3. Cream /
1
2 c. margarine
(Continued on Page 17)
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1 c. melted shortening
tightly.
3 eggs
Marjorie England
2 tsp. vanilla
• • •
3 c. flour
Funnel Cakes
1 tsp. salt
2 beaten eggs
1 tsp. soda
11
/
2c. milk
1 tsp. cinnamon
2 c. sifted flour
it tsp. nutmeg
1 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. vanilla
1 c. chopped nuts
1,42 tsp. salt
COMBINE: apples and
1 c. chopped raisins
2 c. cooking oil
21
/
2 c. diced green
nuts in bowl
sifted confectioners
SPOON: flour, sugar,
tomatoes
sugar
soda and salt stir well to
/
1
2c. coconut, if desired
In bowl combine eggs
blend.
Mix sugar, shortening,
and milk. Sift together
ADD: dry ingredients to
eggs, and vanilla. Mix
flour, baking powder, and
apple mixture.
dry ingredients and sift
salt. Add to egg mixture.
COMBINE: eggs, butter
into egg mix. Stir nuts,
Beat until smooth. Test to
and vanilla in bowl, mix
raisins, tomatoes into
see if mixture flows easiwell.
mixture, and, if desired,
ly through a funnel. If too
coconut. pour into greasAdd liquid ingredients
thick, add milk; if too
to dry ingredients and aped and floured 9x15 cake
thin, add flour. In a 8"
pan. (Can use 2-8 in.
ple mixture. Stir until all
skillet, heat oil to 360
ingredients and apple are
roung pans, or a well
degrees. Cover bottom
greased and floured
moistened, batter will be
opening of funnel with
bundt pan.) Bake at 350stiff.
finger and pour a
375 degrees for an hour.
SPREAD: in well greasgenerous 1"2 cup of batter
(If oven bakes hot, use
ed 9-inch square pan.
into funnel. Remove
lower temperature.) Can
Bake 350 degrees for 45 to
finger and release batter
spinkle with powdered
50 minutes.
into hot oil in spiral
sugar or use a lemon
Rosell Pool
shapes, initials, ect. Fry
• • •
glaze. Tastes a lot like a
until golden brown, about
fruit cake, but is moister.
Green Tomato Cake
three minutes. Using a
Freezes well if wrapped
2¼ c. sugar
(Continued on Page 18)
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COOKBOOK
SPECIAL

cll'J'37 DESSERTS
oricray
(Continued from Page 16)
and 1 cup sugar until
light. Add 2 eggs and beat
until fluffy fold in 1,1 c.
chopped nuts. Spread
over crumb mixture,
Spread 1 c. Dream Whip
or whipped cream over
top of cranberry layer.
Sprinkle with remaining
crumbs. Press down
lightly. Chill 6 hours or
overnight. Makes 12 servings.
A. Korb
• • •
Apple Torte
2 c. peeled apples
1 c. chopped nuts
1 c. flour
1 c. sugar
1 tsp. soda
/
1
2tsp. salt
1 egg, well-beaten
3 tbsp. melted butter
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We have all your holiday meal needs in stock:
cranberries, pumpkin,
mincemeat, pie shells,
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Services
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syrup if desired. 4-6 servshortening. Add sugar
Easy Baked Alaska
and beat until smooth.
ings.
1 quart vanilla ice cream
Add egg yolks and mix
Glinda Jeffrey
1 baked 9-inch chocolate
.• •
well. Combine flour and
cake layer,chilled
Italian Cream
soda to creamed mixture,
1 package (7.2 oz.) fluffy
Cheese Cake
alternately with butterwhite frosting mix
1 stick margarine
milk. Stir in vanilla, add
1. Line a 11/2 quart bowl
c. vegetable shortening
nuts and coconut. Fold in
with aluminum foil. Pack
2 c. sugar
stiffly beaten egg whites.
ice cream into bottom of
5 egg yolks
Pour into 3 9-inch cake
bowl. Lay plastic wrap
1 tsp. soda
pans that have been
over surface of ice cream
2 c. flour
floured and oiled. Bake at
and freeze until firm.
1 c. buttermilk
350 degrees for 25
2. Line a shallow bak1 tsp. vanilla
minutes. Frost with
ing pan with aluminum
I Continued from Page 171
1 small can coconut
cream cheese frosting.
on absorbent paper
foil. Place cake layer in
.• •
towels and sprinkle with
1 c. chopped pecans
wide spatula and tongs,
pan invert ice cream onto
sifted confectioners
5 egg whites beaten stiff
Cream Cheese Frosting
turn carefully and cook
cake. Peel off foil. Freeze
Cream margarine and
1 8 oz. package cream
sugar. Serve hot with
one minute more. Drain
until firm.
cheese
3. Preheat oven to 500
1,2 c. chopped pecans
degrees.
11111111MIF
it stick margarine
4. Prepare frosting mix
1 box confectioners sugar
according to package
1 tsp. vanilla
directions, quickly frost
Beat cream cheese and
cake and ice cream. Bake
margarine until smooth.
3-4 minutes to browm
Add sugar and mix well.
frosting
peaks. Serve im• ;;
. ,\‘W
Add vanilla. Sprinkle
mediately. Makes 8 servnuts on top and sides of
ings.
cake.
Josephine Williamson
• • •
Caron Sorrels
•• •
Cherry Cheese Pie
Dump Cake
Crust:
In
a
9x13
pan, place these
2 tbsp. sugar
You Know The Name
ingredients in this order:
1 egg
You Know The Quality
One can of cherry pie fill3/4 c. milk
ing; one box of Duncan
Come Check Out Our Price
2 c. bisquick
Hines Butter Cake mix;
Filling:
47
sprinkle on top of cher2 cans sour cherries —
ries. Next, dribble 1 stick
drained
of melted margarine on
1 c. sugar
the cake mix. Add 1 large
2 pints sour cream
can of crushed pineapple
2 tsp. vanilla
-7
Christmas'
with the juice. Sprinkle
3
tbsp. flour
tor
Just in timeTRAIN SET
coconut and nuts on top.
Bake 35 to 45 minutes in
Bake in a 350 degree oven
HO scale complete
350 degree oven. Makes
40 minutes to 1 hour.
45 pieces pack°
one large pie or two small
Mrs. John C.
with power $5
ones.
Valentine
Retail Value
Mary Gertzen
• • •
• • •
Pecan Pie
Buckeye's
Combine:
with purchase of any
2 c. rice krispies
1 c. white corn syrup
2 c. crunchy peanut butKelvinator appliance.
1 c. dark brown sugar
ter
3 whole eggs, slightly
1 stick oleo
beaten
1 box sugar
1/3 tsp. salt
Melt butter, add other
Automatic
Multi-Speed
1 tsp. vanilla
ingredients. Make in little
Dry, FourAutomatic
1/3 cup melted butter
balls. Melt 12 oz.
Temperature
Washer
Pour into 9-inch unbakchocolate chips and 1/3
Dryer
ed pastry shell. sprinkle 1
stick paraffin. Dip balls
heaping cup shelled
in melted chips and
pecans over top. Bake 45
paraffin mixture.
minutes in 350 degree
Doris Rose
oven.
• • •
Melisa Stark
• Shuts off automatically at end
Million Dollar Pie
• Large-capacity porcelain
of Permanent Press automatic
Add 1/3 cup lemon juice
enameled washtub •
dry cycle •
• 3 Agitate/Spin speed options
• Timed drying for Regular and
on timer
Knits/Delicates fabrics
• All-fabric programming
• End-of-cycle signal
• Variable water level selector
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We Now Carry Famous Kelvinator
*Washers *Dryers •Freezers & More

SPECIAL

OFFERr;-,---'

Free

•

.inctirr2)

\
\Limminam5a—.

•

•

Your Full
Service
Salon

Energy-Saving
Upright Freezer
• Adjustable cold control
• Top freezing coils
• 3 fast-freezing interior
shelves
• 16.1 Cu. ft. capacity

Steele & Allbritten
.
Co.
209 S. 3rd

Give A Gift
Certificate For
The Holidays
•••••Lolonom

753-5341

Own]f. Day"
A seek

1600 Dodson Ave. Ainosy, Ky.
7534252

COOKBOOK SECTION
to 1 can Eagle brand
milk. Mix well, then mix
in 1 large package Cool
Whip; 1 large can crushed pineapple, drained; 1
cup pecans. Mix well and
pur into 2 graham
cracker crusts pie pans.
You can use a 13x9 or 12x8
pyrex dish.
Doris Rose
• • •
Velvet Cake
11
/
2cups biscuit mix
112 c. sugar
1 egg
½c.milk
2 tbsp. shortening
1 tsp. vanilla
1 c. raisins
1 banana mashed
Heat oven to 350
degrees. Grease and flour
pan. Beat all ingredients
for 30 seconds. Pour into
pan. Bake 30 minutes.
Top with your favorite icing if you prefer.
Mrs. Evelyn Tapp
• • •
Sawdust Pie
Crust:
1 c. flour
1 c. oats
1 c. brown sugar
c. melted margarine
it tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. vanilla
Filling:
2 beaten eggs
small can crushed
pineapple
1 c. sugar
1 stick margarine
1 tbsp. flour
1 tsp. vanilla
Boil mixture until
thick. Put about 2/3 of
crumbs into pie pan.
Press into pan. Pour filling in and sprinkle on remaining crust. Bake at
350 degrees for 15
minutes or until lightly
brown.
Caron Sorrels
• • •
Entertainment Balls
1 stick margarine
(melted)
1 box confectioners sugar
(sifted)
1 can Eaggle brand milk
1 c. chopped pecans
Mix well. Get really
cold. Roll out into balls
about the size of a small
walnut. Have 1 package
(16 oz.) chocolate chips
and 1 block paraffin,
melted. Dip balls in
chocolate chips take out
and store in a cool dry
place.
Caron SorreLs
• • •
Heavenly Hash Cake
2 sticks butter
4 tbsp. cocoa
2 c. sugar
49"
11
/
2c. flour
4 eggs
1 c. nuts
miniture marshmallows
Combine first 6 ingredients and mix well. Pour
into greased and floured
(Continued on Page 19)

_

-

•;•

'
01.

(Continued from Page 18)
pan (13x9x2) Bake at 350
degrees for 25 minutes.
When done cover with
marshmallows and
return to oven. Let marshmallows melt. Remove
and cool in pan. Ice and
serve.
Icing:
4 tbsp. cocoa
1 stick butter
1 box powdered sugar
4 tbsp. pet milk or more
Mix until creamy and
spread on cool cake.
Kay Robertson
• • •
Sin Pie
Crust:
3 tbsp. sugar
11
/
2sticks melted butter
1½ c. plain flour
1 C. pecan pieces
Mix together, put in
9x13 pan bake at 350
degrees 15 minutes.
1st layer:
8 oz. cream cheese
(softened)
1 large Cool Whip
1 c. powdered sugar
Mix together until
smooth
2nd layer:
1 large chocolate pudding
( instant)
use 1/3 c. less milk than
pkg. calls for.
3rd layer:

•4F•
•
•4,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•41.•
••
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pour in greased pie pan
monds from a spoon.
325 degrees —25 minutes.
Beat egg whites with reMargaret Young
maining /
1
2 cup sugar un• • •
til stiff peaks form; fold
Layered Chocolate
into chocolate mixture.
Melt—In—Your—
Beat heavy cream until
Mouth Pudding
stiff; fold in. Wrap 3-inch
Crust:
collar around top of 1
1 stick melted butter
quart souffle' dish;
1 c. plain flour
secure with tape. Poir
c. chopped pecans
mixture into dish; chill
Mix ingredients, press
1 large Cool Whip
until urn. Remove
in long baking dish, and
sprinkle nuts and grated
coolar before serving.
bake at 325 degrees for 20Hersey bar on top.
Garnish with dessert top25 minutes. Cool.
Linda Jones
ping and crushed pepper• • •
Filling:
mint candy, if desired. (8
Hershey's Holiday
Blend 8 oz. soften
to 10 servin&s)
cream cheese, one cup
Souffle
D.Pratt
• • •
2 envelopes Knox
powered sugar and 1 cup
Unflavored Gelatine
thawed cool whip. Spread
Ice Cream Cookies
c. cold water
over coiled crust. Mix ins6 tbsp. butter
4 eggs,separated
tant (large size)
6 tbsp. co4ectioner's
c. sugar
chocolate pudding acsugar
c. Hershey's cocoa
cording to directions on
1 beaten egg yolk
3'4 c. finely crushed pepbox spread over cream
1 tsp. vanilla
permint candy canes or
chese layer. Spread
1 c. flour
starlight mints
remaning Cool Whip over
Thoroughly cream but1 package (8 oz. cream
puding. Garnish with
ter and sugar; add egg
cheese,softened
grated chocolate and
yolk, vanilla. Beat well.
1-1it cups milk
chopped pecans. Store in
Add flour. Drop from
1 cup (-2 pint) heavy or
refrigerator.
teaspoon onto ungreased
whipping cream
Lynda Coleman
cookie sheet. If desired
• • •
Sprinkle unflavored
decorate with nuts or cangelatine onto cold water;
dies. (I use 1 whole pecan
allow to soften a few
or glazed cherries) Bake
minutes; stir over low
in moderate oven (350
heat until disolved. Beat
degrees) 15 to 20 minutes.
over yolks in a bowl;
makes 2 dozen cookies.
blend in ;
,•2 cup sugar and
Mary Gertzen
•.•
cocoa. Stir into mixture
in saucepan and return to
Fudge Pie
heat. Cook, stirring con1 stick butter
stantly, until very hot,
1 c. sugar
but not boiling. Remove
2 squares choc. or 3 or 4
from heat. Stir in crushed
tbsp. cocoa
peppermint candy until
2 whole eggs
dissolved; set aside.
4 tbsp. flour
Soften cream cheese in
1 tbsp. vanilla
large mixer bowl. Blend
nuts(pecans)
in chocolate mixture and
Melt choc. and butter.
miHr;--Chfil--about- 20
Add agar, eggs, flour,
minutes or until mixture
vanilla and nuts. Mix —

*II*•
•
•la•
•
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•4
4••41•444,
•
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•
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• Jewelry Jottings

Gold is almost indestructible; most of the
:gold ever found is still around. remelted and
:reshaped into different forms. Your gold rings
:may have once been part of the treasure of
%Montezuma.
•
•
e can't guarantee a pedigree with our gold
:items but we are sure you'll be delighted with
:any jewelry you buy from us.
•
•
•
•
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COOKBOOK SECTION
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Sue Carothers
279 W. Washington
Pans. Tn.

Just Add Water...
•
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For A Delicious Night's
Sleep — Come In Today
And See Our Large Menu
Of Beautiful Waterbeds!
Our Chefs Of Sleep Will
Introduce You To A Tempting
Combo Of Water And
Handcrafted Wood!

"•
• S.

'
s.

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center 759-4522

•

11,

,

V'•
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COOKBOOK SECTION

.1.aSeis 1.11. Ie. leas • Wet Men Seth few Lam oilPsWharit SillaiPs 14u'VA

WAL-MART
•

•

anyo Microwave Oven
•Lorge 1.5 cubic foot cooking capacity
•10 Stage power selection
'Temperature sensor probe
*Dual speed 60-minute timer
•700 Watts of cooking power
•No. EM-3420

Litton
o- nywhereT. Electronic
Touch Control Compact Microwave
Oven
Perfect for a family room, dorm room, small
•partment kitchen
Exclusive mounting system
0.8 Cubic foot capacity •500 Watts
90 Minute timer, 2 memories, temperature probe
No. 1325
Rea. 278.00
Save 30.00

wEsrEIENID Electric

"-gig.-- Silverstone
Fry Pan
-•12" Automatic

West Bend Slow Cooker
4-Qt. Qutornatic Reg. 22.84
Model No.84114

Model No. EM1 1 OOKS
Reg. 167.00

Skillet
•Duroble Non-Stick
Surface
•No. 1440
Reg. 29.76

Club Cookware Set
*Solid cost aluminum for maximum durability
and even heat distribution
•1)4 and 2 qt. covered saucepans, 10 inch saute
pan. 414 qt. covered dutch:oven.
')
•No. N29479

Foley 7-Piece Cookware Set
With Silverstone
No.29779

54 88

Reg. 59.96
ADVERTISING POUCY — Nis our intension 10 hove se merchandise in
Ow ad in
during the sale deeps HoWever since most rnerchendise
a overfeeds and someone leftovers. end Decease nidny lens we in MOM
supØy we veil not issue run checks tor this sole If you we dlestellelled
with any inerchwellee we we gesilly exchange or ga/a you•rotund Shop
empty while selections we beet

641 North Central Center
Moa.-Sat.9-9 San. N000-6
him Good Fri
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